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The Practical Electrician 
A Popular Course in Electricity on the Construction of Electrical Apparatus 

and Experiments to be Conducted with them 

By PROFESSOR W. WEILER, of the University of Esslingen, (Germany) 
Translation by H. GERNSBACK 

CHAPTER I.- Continued. 
26. CARBON CONNECTIONS. 

IG. 24 shows how to obtain connec- JI tion with a carbon plate. This 
method is used when a quantity of wet 
(acid) batteries are connected together. 
Underneath the screw, S, a metal washer 
is placed in order not to damage the 
plate; this also gives a better contact on 
account of the larger surface. 

Another good method is to pour lead 

Fig. 

Fig. 24 

or zinc around the head of the carbon, 
which, after cooling, contracts and makes 
a good connection. 

A good connection for carbon cylinders 
is shown in Fig. 25. A lead strip is 
placed around the edge and around this 
strip a copper or brass band is placed. 
The latter is pressed tightly to the lead 
and this to the carbon by means of screw, 
S. 

Fig. 26 shows another means to con- 
nect on a carbon cylinder. The piece, 
P, is soldered to the connecting wire and 
the former is pressed on the carbon by 
means of screw, S. 

Contact points must always be abso- 
lutely clean because all dirt and metal 
oxide greatly increases the resistance at 
such points, with a corresponding de- 
crease of the current intensity. To clean 
dirty metal parts, use sandpaper or em- 
erypaper and rub till the bright metal ap- 
pears. To safeguard metal parts on bat- 

teries, especially those on acid batteries, 
cover them with vaseline, shellac, etc. 
27. THE ZINC OF THE BAT- 

TERIES. 
It sometimes happens that one cannot 

obtain the necessary zincs. In such a 
case one cuts up small zinc pieces and 
melts them in an iron vessel or in a cruc- 
ible under a layer of charcoal powder, 
which latter prevents oxidation and burn- 
ing of the zinc. The molten metal is 
then poured between two pieces of slate, 
stone or marble, the open ends at the two 
sides having been closed with fresh clay. 
This method of course is only possible 
for plates. 

To cut heavy zinc plates proceed as 
follows : Take a sharp file and scratch 
a deep groove into the zinc plate where 
it is to be cut. Pour a few drops of mur- 
iatic acid into the groove and then a few 
drops of mercury on top of the acid. 
Rub the mercury well into the groove by 
means of a soft stick of wood. The plate 

Fig. 26 
will then break quite readily along the 
groove. 

Zincs must always be bent or shaped 
before being amalgamated as amalgamat- 
ed zinc is extremely brittle. All solder- 
ing must invariably be done before am- 
algamation also, as it can not be soldered 
afterwards. Zinc which can not be am- 
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algamated readily usually contains iron 
and is unfit for use in batteries. 

Batteries having a porous cell should 
contain mercury near the zinc in the por- 
ous cell so that the amalgamation even 
goes on while the battery works. 

Zinc should be turned or drilled using 
oil for lubricant. Brass is turned dry, 
copper with soap water. Screws for zinc 
should have a steep pitch, similar to wood 
screws. 
28. PEROXIDE OF MANGANESE 

BATTERIES, 1868. 
Fig. 27 shows the so- called bag battery. 

The linen bag contains black oxide of 
manganese (about 97 per cent.) and car- 
bon powder, which is pressed around a 
carbon rod. For this an arc lamp carbon 
may be used. The zinc rod or plate 
should be about / inch distant from the 
tag. The electrolyte is composed of 
i000 parts water and 250 parts sal am- 
moniac. One quart of a concentrated so- 
lution of sal ammoniac is able to give up 
to 13o ampere hours. 

The chemical reaction of these batter- 
ies the same as that of all modern dry 
cells is as follows : 

The zinc takes from the sal ammoniac 
(chloride of ammonium) = 2NH4C1, the 
chlorine and forms with this chloride of 

ELECTRICS 

Fig. 27 
zinc =Zn Cl, and ammonium 2NH4 is lib- 
erated. As this is electropositive, it is 
conveyed to the negative (carbon) ele- 
ment and is divided at the carbon surface 
into 2NH8 and free hydrogen. The am- 
monia 2NHg escapes and can be recog- 
nized by its smell ; on the other hand from 
the manganese (2MnO2) one atom ox- 
ygen takes the hydrogen H2 and with 
this forms water ; during this process the 
manganese becomes oxide of manganese 
(Mn2O8). 

These two processes may be represent- 
ed by the following two formulae: 

Zn +2NH4C1 =ZnC1 +2NH2 +H2 

H2 +2MnO2= MnO2 +H2O 

It must be understood that all forms 
of batteries using oxide of manganese as 
a depolarizer cannot be used for con- 
tinuous service, as they polarize too 
quickly, with a proportionate drop of volt- 
age. These batteries are only to be used 
for intermittent work, where they have 
a chance to recuperate. 

Batteries having a zinc rod or small 
plates give very little amperage, as the 
latter always depend on the surface of 
the two electrodes. Batteries as shown 

Fig. 28 Fig. 29 Fig. 30 

in Figs. 28, 29, 3o give only about one - 
half to one ampere, while a battery as 
shown in Fig. 30 on account of the 
large surface of both zinc and carbon 
gives from 12 to 25 amperes, all depend- 
ing on the size of the elements. 

Fig. 28 shows the oldest known type 
of the oxide of manganese type ; it is the 
so- called Leclanche battery and comes 
out of use more and more. The carbon 
plate, C, which has a metallic head is 
placed in a porous cup which contains 
around the carbon coarse pieces of oxide 
of manganese. On top of this a layer of 
sealing wax is poured. The zinc is about 
7 inches long and / inch in diameter. 
The solution is made of water and sal 
ammoniac. 

Fig. 29 shows the Briquette battery. 
The carbon, K, is surrounded by two 
heavy plates made of 4o per cent. oxide 
of manganese, 44 per cent. graphite, 9 
per cent. coal tar, o.6 per cent. sulphur 
and 6.4 per cent. water. Another method 
uses 4o per cent. oxide of manganese, 50 
per cent. carbon and 5 per cent. shellac. 
The ingredients are ground fine, mixed 
and pressed into plates under a pressure 
of 300 lbs. to the square inch, and heated 
to 30o to 35o degrees centigrade. These 

1 
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plates may be used alone in a battery or 
else they are pressed to a central carbon 
plate by means of stout rubber bands as 
shown in Fig. 29. This battery uses the 
usual electrolyte. 

An electrolyte giving particularly good 
results and which produces a powerful 
current is made as follows : too parts sal 
ammoniac, best grade, 3o parts cooking 
salt, 3o parts chloride of zinc (technical). 

Fig. 3o shows the so- called Fleischer 
battery and this battery develops strong 
currents if used intermittently. 
29. MARIÉ -DAVY BATTERY, 1859. 

This battery is used a good deal for 
electro- medical apparatus. It is made of 
a small glass jar about 4 inches high, 
which contains clear water and a piece of 
sheet zinc. The carbon is placed in a 
porous cup which contains a paste of 
sulphate of mercury and water. This salt 
which is very poisonous is made by care- 
fully boiling mercury in sulphuric acid. 
This salt is insoluble in water but in a 
battery, while the current passes through 
it, it is broken down into sulphuric acid 
which attacks the zinc, while mercury 
is collected at the bottom of the porous 
cup: 

HgSO4 +H2= Hg +H2SO4. 

30. BICHROMATE OF POTASH 
BATTERIES. 

The Grenet battery is shown in Fig. 
31. In a bottle of the shape as shown 
two carbon plates are hung ; between the 
carbons a zinc plate is stationed which 
may be pulled out of the solution which 
latter is made of bichromate of potash 
48.4 parts, sulphuric acid 42.8 parts, wa- 
ter Zoo parts by weight. 

The three ingredients may also be used 
in the following proportions : 25o, 55o, 

i,000, or else 8, 7x2, 5o ounces. 
The first formula coincides with the 

following chemical -equivalents : 

amount of heat is liberated the mixing 
should be done in an earthenware vessel. 

The battery shown in Fig. 31 may be 
made as follows : A wooden plug to fit 
the neck of the bottle is first formed. At 
the lower side one fastens the carbon 

Fig. 31 

plates by means of the method shown in 
Fig. 32. The metal piece is made of brass 
and in as much as the illustrations are 
clear no further directions are given. Af- 
ter the carbons are in place the metal 
parts and the points where the carbons 
are fastened to the metal are covered 

Fig. 32 

carefully with several coats of shellac or 
asphaltum. 

K2 Cr, 07 + 7SO, + 3Zn----- 3Zn SO4 + K. SO4 + Cr, 'S 003 
Potassium Anhydrous Sul- _- Zinc Sulfate of Zinc Sulfate of + Sulfate of 

Bichromate furie Acid Potassium Chromium 

This shows that one has a solution of 
sulphate of zinc and chromic alum. Ac- 
cording to Bunsen one obtains a good 
electrolyte by mixing 92 parts of pow- 
dered bichromate of potash, with 94 parts 
concentrated sulphuric acid. This forms 
a homogeneous paste and before it be- 
comes solid one adds carefully 90o parts 
water under constant stirring till every- 
thing has dissolved. As a considerable 

The zinc plate -half as long as the 
carbons -is soldered to a brass rod which 
goes through the wooden plug with some 
friction. Contact is made with the rod 
by screwing an upright spring on top of 
the wooden plug in such a manner that 
the spring presses tightly against the rod. 

This battery is a very good one and 
gives strong currents for some time. It 
gives 2 volts and its drawback is that the 
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solution deteriorates even if it is not 
used; the zinc must also be pulled out of 
the solution when not in use, else it is 
quickly used up. 

An easily constructed battery for the 
experimenter which gives a very strong 
current, is made as shown in Fig. 33. On 
a heavy zinc rod a wire is soldered. 
Around the zinc rod 2 to 4 heavy rubber 
(umbrella) rings are slipped; or the 
rings may be made by cutting off rings 
of a rubber hose. The carbons (arc 
lamp carbons) are copper plated on one 
end. Such carbons may be ready bought 
from supply houses. A wire is soldered 
to each carbon and all carbon wires are 
connected together to one stiff wire, A. 
A stiff wire, B, is also soldered to one of 

Fig. 33 

the carbons. The wires, A and B, rest 
on the glass and support both elements. 
Two large rubber rings or bands press 
the carbon rods to the rings which go 
around the zinc rod. This makes á very 
handy battery, giving two volts and from 
15 to 25 amperes, using rods about 8 
inches long. 

CONVENIENCE OF THE WIRE- 
LESS. 

It is not only when disaster threatens 
that wireless telegraphy is useful at sea. 
The utility of the wonderful messenger 
in a small affair of great convenience to 
a traveler was illustrated in New York 
harbor a short time ago when Miss Edith 
Grinstead, of Eastbourne, Sussex, Eng- 
land, was enabled by its means to hasten 
her journey homeward from America. 
It is not often that people in New York 

harbor witness the spectacle of a passen- 
ger leaving an incoming steamship off 
the Hook and boarding an outgoing liner, 
but this is what they saw in Miss Grin- 
stead's case, and the story of how it came 
about is worth telling. 

She had sailed from Galveston by the 
Mallory liner Denver. Her father had 
prepaid her passage from New York to 
Liverpool by the Cunarde - Campania, 
and the office of the line in New York 
supposed that she was to journey by rail 
to get her ticket, as the call to Sussex 
was urgent. She found that she could 
probably catch the Campania by taking 
the more pleasant sea route. Capt. 
Young of the Denver had told her that 
he would be pretty certain to reach this 
port just before the Campania sailed, but 
he did not count on bad weather that held 
them up down the coast nor on delay at 
Nassau, where the Denver touched on the 
way from Galveston. 

The New York Sun tells the rest of 
the story as follows : 

It became apparent that the Denver, 
which is equipped with United Wireless, 
could not get up before noon. Arrange- 
ments were made by wireless while the 
Campania was going down the bay and 
the Denver was coming up the coast. It 
was decided that Miss Grinstead should 
leave the Denver and go aboard the pilot 
boat New York and when the yawl from 
the pilot boat went out to take off the 
pilot who had brought the Campania to 
sea Miss Grinstead should go in the yawl 
and board the liner by the sea ladder. As 
she left the Denver Miss Grinstead was 
cheered by passengers and crew. She 
boarded the pilot boat and two men took 
her along side of the Campania when the 
Cunarder stopped to let off the pilot. An 
officer lowered a line to the young wom- 
an, telling her to tie it around her waist 
so in case she slipped on the swaying 
ladder she would not fall. The pilot made 
the line fast to Miss Grinstead. Miss 
Grinstead had got from a stewardess a 
rubber band to put around the bottom of 
her skirt to prevent the brisk easterly 
wind from playing pranks with it. Thus 
gently hobbled she climbed the sea ladder 
and was received at the top by two able 
seamen who lifted her aboard. She was 
just a bit perturbed, but smiled as the 
Campania's passengers gave her another 
cheer. 
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High Frequency Currents 
By Norman Barden. 

HE public has been startled and 
VV amazed by the fact that a current 
of such a voltage, so that it will jump 
from fifteen to twenty inches, can be 
sent through the human body without 
producing fatal results. As a matter of 
fact, if the right precautions are taken 
there are no sensations produced when 
high frequency current passes through 
or over the body. In the following, a 
few reasons why these currents do not 
effect the nerves and muscles will be 
given, as well as a few words in ex- 
planation of how high frequency cur- 
rents are produced. 

Fig.l. -1 
- - mom. 
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In Fig. i, is shown a diagram of the 
apparatus used and the connections. It 
should be said here that there are other 
arrangements of the apparatus, than the 
one shown here. The arrangement shown 
in Fig. i has been used successfully at 
the East High School in Minneapolis. 
The transformer used was a one and one - 
half Kilowatt. For the condenser, Ley- 
den jars may be used, but it is best to 
have a variable condenser as then the 
apparatus can be adjusted to a higher 
efficiency. The primary of the Tesla coil 
consisted of five turns of No. 6 copper 
wire and the secondary was made up of 
three hundred and twenty turns of No. 
28 copper wire, wound upon a paper 
tube, nine inches in diameter. The prim- 
ary turns were large enough to leave 
plenty of space between it and the sec- 
ondary. The diagram in Fig. i explains 
itself as to the connections and in Fig. 
2 is shown a view, of the complete ap- 
paratus. 

With the use of high frequency cur- 
rent, spectacular as well as instructing 

experiments can be performed. Among 
the spectacular experiments is the light- 

Fig. 2 

ing of Geissler tubes. A small Geissler 
tube will light when brought near the 
terminal df the Tesla secondary. In thea- 
tres, a wire charged with high fre- 
quency current is sometimes suspended 
over the center aisle and the performer 
lights the Geissler tubes at any place 
along the wire. At the East High School 
a tube nearly six feet long and two 
inches in diameter was exhausted to a 
high vacuum and brought near the high 
frequency terminal. The tube lighted 
very bright from end to end. Then a 

Fig. 3 

trifle air was admitted into the tube and 
the discharge took the form of a straight 
streamer of light through the center of 
the tube. Upon admitting more air, the 
discharge became spiral and so on. In 
this manner it was made possible to study 
electrical discharges through the air and 
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other gases at different pressures. Also 
if a lamp is connected with one turn of 
wire, the turn being about eight inches 
in diameter, and the whole set on the 
top of the Tesla secondary the lamp will 
at first show the pearly Geissler effect 
and then the filaments will grow red and 
become brighter until they are white. 
Fig. 3 shows a person taking an eight 
inch spark from the Tesla coil. The 
only precaution in this case is to have a 
metal piece in the hand so that the cur- 
rent will jump to the me tal and not to 
the hand. Severe burns are produced if 
the spark jumps directly to the hand. 
The Tesla coil in the act of discharging 
is shown in Fig. 4. The light of the 
discharge is highly actinic and is there- 
fore easily photographed. 

There are several different theories 
put forth to explain why high frequency 
current does not produce fatal results 

Fig. 4 

upon animals and the human body. The 
theory which is put forth by electricians, 
has to do with what is known as the 
"skin effect." It is asserted that the 
higher the alternations per second, the 
more tendency electricity has to move 
upon the surface of the conductor. Now 
when a direct current or a low cycle 
current is sent through the body, the cur- 
rent flows through the nerves and mus- 
cles and if the current is of enough volt- 
age and amperage, fatal results occur. 
On the other hand, if the same current 
be sent through the body at nearly t; 

ELECTRICS 
000,000 cycles per second, the discharge 
runs over the surface of the body or 
conductor, and therefore no effects are 
felt and possibly no sensation of any 
kind. The theory set forth by phy- 
sicians has to do with what is known as 
electrolysis of the nerve cells. Thus, 
when a current, direct or low cycle, 
passes through the body the nerve cells 
are disintegrated or decomposed, provid- 
ing the current is strong enough and con- 
sequently death occurs. But when the 
same current is sent through the body 
at something like a million alternations 
per second, the polarity changes so rap- 
idly that the narticles of the nerve cells 
remain stationary and therefore there is 
very little if any sensation produced. 
Both of these theories explain why high 
frequency current does not produce a fa- 
tal result, but the first theory discussed 
is becoming generally accepted. There 
is a great amount of knowledge to be 
gained by the 'use of high frequency cur- 
rent in experimental physics and chem- 
istry as well as from its application in 
the study of pathogeny. 

Explanation of Fig. I. 
A- Switch. 
B- Transformer Primary. 
E- Electrolytic Interrupter. 
F- Transformer Secondary. 
G- Ground. 
C- Condenser. 
D- Multiple Spark Gap. 
H -Tesla Primary. 
J -Tesla Secondary. 

ANOTHER TRIUMPH FOR 
WIRELESS. 

Cable to Magdalen Islands inter- 
rupted- Messages can be routed via 
WIRELESS from Pictou, N. S., at 
sender's risk. 

Wireless rate 25 and 1. 

The above instructions were issued 
to Western Union Offices. 

Length of cable about 120 miles. 

it A. (1. A. 
The Wireless Associa 

tion of America, headed 
by America's foremost 
wireless men, has only 
one purpose: the advance- 
ment of "wireless." If 

you are not a member as yet, do not 
fail to read the announcement in this 
issue. No fees to be paid. 
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The Rosing Telephot 

This new instrument which we are 
describing has appeared in the German 
Technical Press, and we are pleased to 
give herewith the latest improvement of 
this telephot by the inventor, Prof. Ros- 
ing, of the Technical Institute of St. Pe- 
tersburg. 

This apparatus is quite an improvement 
on previously described similar instru- 
ments and its originality should make it 
many friends. 

On the receiving end a Braun tube is 
used. The cathode rays excite at every 
given moment a point of the fluorescent 
screen of the tube, whose position coin- 
cides with the light element of the image 
to be transmitted. To variate the light in- 
tensity, Mr. Rosing does not use a selen- 
ium cell, but a photo-electric cell, which 
does not work as sluggishly as the former. 

Such a cell is constructed in the main 
of a glass bulb containing hydrogen or 
helium, sometimes also, in part, caesium - 
rubidium, sodium, or potassium -am- 
algam. Opposite the amalgam surface a 
platinum electrode is fused into the glass. 

When now the negatively charged 
amalgam surface is lighted, a discharge 
occurs almost immediately (Hallwach's 
effect). According to Righi & Stoletow, 
the intensity of the photo-electric cur- 
rent thus produced is directly proportional 
to the light -intensity ; it also follows ac- 
curately the fluctuations of the latter. 

Our illustration shows the Rosing ar- 
rangement. The sending station is at the 
right, the receiving station at the left ; 

six wires are necessary to connect the 

stations. However, the inventor claims it 
will be possible to bring this down to 
four. 

At the sender the picture, M'N', of the 
object, M N, to be transmitted is first 
thrown through the lens, L, on the two 
Polygon- mirrors, B and A, thence on an 
opaque screen which has an opening, a. 
The two mirror arrangements, A and B, 
rotate around their axes, which are placed 
vertical to each other. The image, M'N', 
thus suffers displacements in two direc- 
tions, which to each other are in the 
vertical plane ; on account of the rotation 
of the mirror, A, the picture is displaced 
in a vertical direction with respect to 
the plane of the illustration, while on ac- 
count of the rotation of mirror, B, it be- 
comes displaced in a direction lying in 
the same plane as the illustration. 

If now, for instance, the mirror, B, ro- 
tates considerably slower than the mir- 
ror, A, the combination of the two mir- 
ror rotations will produce a zig -zag move- 
ment of the picture on the screen in such 
a manner that one after another all 
points of the image will act on the photo- 
electric gas cell, F, through the opening, 
a, of the screen. 

At the receiving station, by means of 
the two electro- magnets, s and t, which 
are arranged vertically to each other, the 
cathode rays of the Braun tube will be dis- 
placed by a similar movement, in such a 
way that each moment the light spot, P, 
will take a similar position on the fluores- 
cent screen, with respect to the reproduc- 
tion surface, as the transmitter image- 
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point takes with respect to the image -sur- 
face. For this purpose, the electro-mag- 
net, s, which deflects the cathode rays in a 
vertical direction (with respect to the 
plane of the illustration), is connected 
with the windings, p, of the mirrors, A. 
The electro- magnet, t, which acts on 
the rays in a direction lying in 
the plane of the illustration, is 
connected with the windings, q, of 
the mirrors, B. In the specially 
proportioned windings, p and q, 
induction currents will be produced by 
means of the electro- magnets which are 
placed near the edges of the mirrors. The 
intensity of these currents is proportional 
each moment to the rotation of the mir- 
ror ; the same of course holds true for the 
magnetic field produced by the electro- 
magnets, s and t, and therefore the cath- 
ode rays and also the fluorescent point on 
the screen actually move synchronically 
and isochronically with the movement of 
the image to the opening, a. 

The transmission of the different light 
effects of the transmitter image -points is 
obtained by the electro- static action on the 
cathode rays of the condenser plates, C, 
arranged in the tube. One of these is 
connected with the positive pole of the 
battery, E, the other with the platinum 
electrode of the photo-electric gas cell, 
while its light- sensitive surface is con- 
nected with the negative pole of the bat- 
tery. 

According to the intensity of the light 
of the various image -points to be trans- 
mitted, the condenser will be charged 
more or less at various times. The cath- 
ode rays under the action of the electric 
field thus produced are deflected down- 
wards in the plane of the illustration. 

Between the condenser, C, and screen, 
a second diaphragm, o, is inserted into 
the cell. The opening of the latter is so 
constructed that the cathode rays are shut 
off when the electro- static field is not ex- 
cited; only when the condenser is 
charged, and the rays are deflected more 
or less, can the latter pass the opening, 
and thereby produce a fluorescent spot of 
proportionate intensity on the screen. 

In order to correct phase displacements 
between the deflection and modulation of 
the cathode rays, one rotates the spool 
systems, p. and q, a few degrees with 
respect to the axes, a and b. 

GAUMONT APPARATUS. 
NOT long ago an apparatus was 

shown before the French Acad- 
emy of Sciences which was somewhat 
out of the usual order. In an adjoin- 
ing room had been fitted up the new 
Gaumont apparatus and upon the 
screen the members of the academy 
saw M. D'Arsonval, one of their num- 
ber, delivering an address and could 
hear his words at the same time, so 
that the illusion was complete. After 
this, the apparatus was shown on sev- 
eral occasions in Paris, and attracted 
much attention. The author had the 
opportunity of observing it, and the ef- 
fect is certainly very striking. Speech 
and singing are shown with all the 
natural movements, and this is done by 
means of a very well- devised appar- 
atus. Although inventors on this side 
of the water have been working for 
some years past in order to use electric 

motors so as to drive a phonograph 
and a moving picture machine at the 
same rate, nothing of any practical 
shape appears to have been brought 
out. The new apparatus is made by 
one of the best -known Paris establish- 
ments, and has some interesting points. 
In such a method, it is desired to run 
one electric motor on the phonograph 
and a second on the picture machine, 
and to control the whole from the 
phonograph, where the operator is sta- 
tioned. The inventors use two small 
electric motors of about the same size, 
running on direct current on the same 
mains. But the armatures of the mo- 
tors are divided in a number of sec- 
tions, and each section of the first mo- 
tor is connected to a like section of 
the second motor, so that the first ar- 
mature can only rotate for a certain 

(Continued on Page 181.) 
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New Bellini -Tosi Apparatus 
By A. C. Marlowe. 

(Paris Correspondent Modern Electrics.) 

E illustrate the new form of instru- 
ment known as radio -goni- 

ometer which the inventors Bellini and 
Tosi are using in their directed wave 
system. We have already referred to 

FIG.1- 

-FIG. 3 - 

-F lG 2- 

this method in detail in our preceding 
articles on the subject. The new wire- 
less station on the English channel at 
Boulogne, France, is now successfully 
working, and we should mention that 
recently some interesting experiments 
were made with apparatus mounted on 
the French battleship Carnot. On 
ship -board where space is limited, it 
is desired to cut down the length of the 
horizontal wires for the aerial as much 
as possible, and the present instrument 
which is of quite recent date allows of 
doing this on account of the fact that 
two extra coils are added to the radio - 
goniometer. In the type which we al- 
ready mentioned, the instrument con- 
tains 2 fixed coils crossed at right ang- 
les, within which is the movable coil for 
directing the waves around the horizon 
or for receiving. At present there are 
added two other fixed coils placed at 
a 45 degree angle between the others. 
As a result of calculation and experi- 

ment, this arrangement will allow of 
shortening up on the length of the hor- 
izontal wire, and for this reason it is 
very well adapted for work on ship- 
board. The use of the Bellini -Tosi 
method on board the battleship is of 
great interest and it is being followed 
up by a number of experiments which 
show that it will be valuable in the fu- 
ture. On shipboard there are used four 
equal aerials for the ordinary Bellini- 
Tosi system such as we described be- 
fore, and these aerials are mounted as 
our diagram shows. They come to- 
gether at the top, and at the bottom are 
connected to the coils of the instrument 
(radio -goniometer) by horizontal wires. 
The lower ends of the aerials are fixed 
on four corners of a square whose di- 
agonals each make an angle of 45 de- 
grees with the boat line. In the pres- 
ent diagram, Fig. 1, the aerials are 
suspended from a square frame, which 
is itself hung by a cable stretched be- 
tween the masts. Fig. 2 shows the 
method of connecting the radio -goni- 

New Style Radio -Goniometer. 

ometer coils (fixed coils). Each coil 
has two aerials. The inner movable 
coil is connected to the sending or re- 
ceiving apparatus and by its means we 
are able to send or receive at any angle 
by turning it about its centre. The 
new method is seen in Fig. 3, and here 
the instrument carries four fixed coils 
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instead of two. Each coil has a double 
aerial, so that eight aerials are mounted 
on board, following somewhat the same 
plan as above. The inner movable coil 
turns as before over a graduated circle. 
It is connected to two condensers, C 
and C1. To the fixed condenser, C, is 
joined a telephone and with the vari- 
able condenser is used a mineral de- 
tector, R. For the sending, a second 
radio -goniometer of slightly different 
make -up, but on the same principle is 
used and it can be switched on to the 
aerial when needed. 

Bellini -Tosi Aerial on "La Provence" 

Several advantages are obtained with 
this apparatus. When running in fogs, 
the boat can find its position with ref- 
erence to a shore station and where 
there are two shore posts, it can find 
its absolute position and has much 
greater security, being able to run fas- 
ter and make the landing in better time. 
This avoids disasters and gives an 
economy of fuel. Collisions between 
vessels are avoided. For battleships 
it is valuable in showing the position 
of shore points or of other vessels. 

"WIRELESS" OPERATOR CUTS 
HIS THROAT. 

Arraigned before Magistrate Bar- 
low in the Morrisania Court, New 
York, on a charge of attempting to kill 

himself by cutting his throat and wrist 
in a vacant lot back of Valentine ave- 
nue and One Hundred and Eighty - 
second street, the Bronx, Stephen 
Roach, forty -three years old, of Derby, 
Conn., declared that he had received 
a wireless command to cut himself up. 

With the utmost solemnity Roach 
said: "Your Honor, I am the victim 
of wireless persecution. I have been a 
wireless operator for some years, and 
got so I could take the messages out 
of the air without the aid of instru- 
ments. 

"I was walking along the Bronx this 
morning when the messages began 
coming. I got out my pad and began 
to take 'em down. The first one was, 
'Beware! Beware ! when darkness 
turns to night.' Then I got a worse 
one, which said `Cut your throat, or 
we will get you.' I thought this might 
be a joke, but when the messages 
stopped coming I knew it was all right 
and went back of the bushes and cut 
my throat. It isn't much of a cut, but 
it's the best I could do with a dull 
knife. 

"Do you see this bald spot on my 
head ?" ran on the man breathlessly, 
"well, if you've got time I'll tell you 
how I got it." 

"Go ahead," said the Magistrate, 
"I'd like to hear." 

"It was on a battleship, Your Honor. 
I'd been taking messages all day and 
had crawled into my bunk. A terrible 
storm came up, and suddenly I got a 
wireless in the left ear saying "jump 
for your life.' I thought I was on the 
rail, but I was still in my bunk and I 
landed square on the deck on top of 
my head. The blow simply drove the 
hair inside. Then there was another 
time" 

"I guess we have heard enough," in- 
terrupted Magistrate Barlow. "You 
can tell the rest down in Bellevue, 
where, I think, they'd better make a test 
of your sanity." 

"I'm sane, all right," said Roach, 
"if it wasn't for those confounded wire- 
less messages." 

He was committed to Bellevue for 
five days. 
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Hergott Fabrics 
By A. C. Marlowe. 

Paris Correspondent Modern Electrics. 

A NEW electric heating fabric has 
been brought out in France by 

M. C. Herrgott. What he desired to 
obtain was a fabric woven in the shape 
of rugs, coverlets and the like, contain- 
ing a heating wire woven in along with 
the wool or other threads, so that when 
attached to the current the fabrics 
would give off a moderate and comfort- 
able heat. By a new process he is able 
to combine a heating wire along with 
the thread in such way that the heat 
is very well obtained without any 
danger of burning. He starts with 
what he calls the electro- thermic 
thread. It is made up of a wool thread 
which serves as a foundation or core, 

Electrically Heated Pads Using Herrgott 
Fabric. 

and around it is put on a braiding of 
very fine nickel wires. The whole is 
then given a braid of fine wool or other 
threads, so that the whole goes to make 
up a textile and heating thread. Of 
this the carpet or any kind of tissue is 
woven. 

The thread is made up in such way 
that the textile portion alone stands the 
strain when stretched and there is no 
strain on the metal wire, also this 
thread is very supple and does not 
buckle in weaving. What is to be no- 
ticed is that, owing to the great length 
of the nickel wire, the whole circuit 

has a high electric resistance. Like an- 
incandescent lamp, it can be put direct- 
ly on 100 volts and does not heat up 
above a certain point. The resistance 

Electrically Heated Pillow Using Hergott 
Fabric. 

of nickel is known to rise rapidly with 
heat, so that should there be a tendency 
to heat up too much the current is cut 
down by this rise in resistance, so that 
a balance is obtained and a standard 
temperature is reached, about as in an 
incandescent lamp. One good point 
about the Herrgott fabrics is that the 
nickel wires corresponding to each 
thread lie very close together. Each 
has to heat 'but a minute surface, in- 
stead of the large surface with which we 

Electrically Heated Carpet Using Herrgott 
Fabric. 

are familiar in asbestos fabrics. In this 
latter case each wire must have a high 
heat in order to be able to keep such a 
surface at the right temperature, but in 
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the new fabric the wire needs only to 
be warmed at a low heat in order to 
heat the very small part which is al- 
lotted to it, so that we have the great 
advantage of working the wires at a 
low temperature. It is this point which 
makes the fabrics very safe and there 
is no danger of their burning, provided 
of course that they are always spread 
out as it is intended. As there is but 
half a volt or one volt at most between 
any two neighboring wires there is 
great security against short circuits. 
The electro- thermic threads are not 
carried to the edges of the fabric in 
weaving, but they stop short at a suit- 
able distance and are thus quite pro- 
tected against wear. 

Such fabrics are likely to come into 
use as soon as their merits are known, 
and they form a step in advance in ap- 
plying electricity to our comfort. We 
can have soft carpets of any size, foot - 
warmers, supple and light coverings 
for chairs, instantaneous bed -warmers 
and elegant counterpanes in wool, silk 
or cotton, as well as all kinds of knitted 
shawls and an endless variety of warm- 
ers which can well be imagined. 

THE INTERCEPTION OF TELE- 
GRAPH MESSAGES. 
By Chester A. Gauss. 

It is often desirable in times of war 
to be able to read the dispatches of an 
enemy, yet, in many cases their tele- 
graph lines are at a considerable dis- 
tance or can not be found. The follow- 
ing method, however, can then be put to 
account. If we take, as illustrated, a very 
sensitive telephone receiver such as are 
used in wireless telegraphy and connect 
it through a vibrating device designed 
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to rapidly make and break the circuit, 
to two ground terminals as shown, we 
can read any telegraph message which 
may be sent upon a line with a ground 
return, provided that the legs of the de- 
vice are a sufficient distance apart. It 
was found on a small experimental line 
that, in general, a distance as small as 
about one -hundredth of the length of the 

line will suffice for "L" (the distance 
apart of the grounds of the detecting 
device), provided the detecting device is 
set parallel to the line. If at an angle 
to the line the effect will be diminished, 
being least when the angle is about 
ninety degrees. Hence, because of this 
fact, we can not only read a message 
but determine the positions of the ends 
of the line. The action of this device 
is of course dependent upon the R I 
drop through the ground and it is similar 
in principle to the old system of the con- 
ductivity method of wireless telegraphy. 
Considering the results obtained with this 
early system of wireless telegraphy by 
Preece, who was able to communicate 
five miles with the legs of his receiving 
device fifty feet apart, it is reasonable 
to suppose that a distance of much less 
than one -hundredth of the distance apart 
of the stations will suffice for the dis- 
tance "L" if this method of interception 
is tried on a large scale. In fact, the 
author has heard of telephone messages 
being read in this manner with the 
ground connections only a few feet apart. 

NEW WIRELESS STATION FOR 
MARE ISLAND NAVY YARD. 

By E. F. Jorgensen. 
A complete new wireless station will 

be in operation on the south end of 
Mare Island by July 1st. The new 
station which is expected to perfect the 
one now in use will talk with the sta- 
tions along the Atlantic Coast, in Alas- 
ka and at Manila. The new station, 
which is being erected by private con- 
tract is to be equipped to break long - 
range records. The new station will 
have comparatively high masts, each 
one being 300 feet in height, in order 
to carry on its record -breaking feats. 

The power of the new station has not 
yet been determined, but it is expect- 
ed to excel the 15 kw. station at San 
Francisco (P. H.) which is now the 
largest station along the Pacific Coast. 

The government station at Mare Is- 
land is one of the busiest stations along 
the Coast as can be judged by the 
amateurs who listen in for N. P. H. 

The Farralone Island's station N. P. 
I. have recently received a new higher 
pitched transformer which can be read 
much more distinctly than the low 
deep -tone transformer which has been 
used for the few past years. 
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Wireless Interferences and Perturbations.* 

By J. E. Taylor. 

HE working efficiency of a radio - 
VV telegraph installation is very great- 
ly influenced by its freedom or otherwise 
from interferences and perturbations of 
all kinds. 

Interference by local inductive disturb- 
ance is avoidable. It is necessary to en- 
sure that there is no electrical disturbance 
of the radio -telegraph receiver by the op- 
eration of the land circuits. Such dis- 
turbance may, in the case of Morse ap- 
paratus on the land circuit, arise from 
sparking at relay and key contacts, elec- 
trostatic or electromagnetic induction 
from circuit leads, or from battery leak- 
age direct or via the earthing elements, 
and direct induction from the external 
line to the aerial wires of the radio -tele- 
graph plant. To obviate these troubles, 
telegraph or telephone circuits are led into 
the station by a short length of under- 
ground cable, so that the exposed landline 
is at least 3o or 4o yards distant from any 
part of the aerial wire system of the 
radio -telegraph plant. The landline ap- 
paratus and wiring are located in the op- 
erating room as remote from the radio- 
telegraph apparatus as possible, con- 
sistent with convenience in having both 
sets of apparatus manipulated by one of- 
ficer. The land- circuit ground connec- 
tion should be made separately to a 

ground -plate distinct, and separated by at 
least a few yards, from the main high - 
frequency grounding system of the wire- 
less telegraph plant. 

In addition to inductive disturbance of 
the wireless telegraph receiver by the 
landline there is also the reverse action 
to consider, viz., the powerful electrostatic 
induction of the wireless transmitting 
plant on the landline and Morse ap- 
paratus. In the case of wireless telegraph 
transmitters with coupled or closed -cir- 
cuit excitation, troubles of this kind are 
not very apt to occur ; but if "plain aerial" 
transmission, or any form of transmission 
involving precharging of the aerial sys- 
tem prior to disruptive discharge across 
the spark -gap be used, strong inductive 

*Extracts from paper read before the London 
institution of Electrical Engineers. 

disturbances are liable to be created on 
neighboring circuits. 

Complete isolation of running machin- 
ery from the operating -room, preferably 
by locating it in a separate structure, is 
desirable to eliminate vibration effects, 
and battery -charging circuits should be 
excluded completely from the operating - 
room. 

The consideration of mutual disturb- 
ance produced by radio- telegraph sta- 
tions on one another opens up a peculiarly 
involved problem. In certain tracts of 
sea around the British Islands where con- 
gested radio -telegraph conditions arise, it 
is, unfortunately, sometimes necessary, 
under present working arrangements, to 
rely largely on "shouting down" interfer- 
ing stations. Although, under the Inter- 
national Radio -telegraph Convention, the 
range of wave -lengths allotted for ship to 
shore working is strictly limited and de- 
fined, no radical improvement in working 
conditions can at present be expected 
from any system of allotting distinctive 
wave -lengths for individual coast sta- 
tions. 

Stations in sufficiently close contiguity 
are liable to powerful electrostatic induc- 
tion across from aerial to aerial, tending 
to produce forced oscillations, the effect 
of which on the receiver it is extremely 
difficult to annul. This effect decreases 
very rapidly with increase of distance of 
separation. It is more pronounced in 
transmitters of the open- circuit type, in 
which the aerial system is charged up to 
a high potential prior to discharge across 
the spark -gap. The pre- charged aerial 
method produces an extensive and ob- 
trusive electrostatic field, whilst the elec- 
trostatic field produced by the coupled 
transmitter is negligible in comparison, 
and can be made wholly unobtrusive in 
its interference -producing qualities. 

Emphasis must be placed on the dis- 
ability of the station experiencing such 
interference at close quarters to "tune 
out" to the necessary extent by dis- 
sonance, assuming coupling methods and 
receiving appliances of the kind required 
for the efficient operation of a spark sys- 
tem. 
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Interference by pre -charged aerials on 

distant stations is also of a very pro- 
nounced character ; this effect cannot, of 
course, be due to electrostatic induction, 
but is doubtless determined by the impure 
character of the waves emitted. 

Heavily coupled transmitters give rise 
to interference both in respect of impurity 
of wave -train, due to forcing at the trans- 
mitter, and in respect of the well -known 
double wave emission. Lightly coupled 
spark transmitters have most certainly 
proved themselves to occupy a premier 
position as regards elimination of objec- 
tionable interference. For ship- and -shore 
communication, a very light coupling is 
impracticable, both by reason of the di- 
minution of range and because, if sharp 
tuning is necessary, there will be a diffi- 
culty in getting into touch ; calls would be 
lost, and the communication would lose 
its utility. Under present conditions of 
operating coast station services, there are 
periods during which the "jamming" of 
the signals of one station by others is so 
pronounced that confusion begets confu- 
sion, and "shouting down" becomes the 
order of the day. 

Regulation of interference at the re- 
ceiver is a very important proposition. 
It is unfortunate that complete elimina- 
tion of disturbance by regulation of the 
receiving appliances is not feasible, as in 
that case the difficulties experienced in 
successfully; legislating for the regulation 
of transmitters would not arise. 

In contrast with coupling methods of 
reducing interference, various plans of di- 
vided circuits have been proposed or used 
in which the impulses conveyed by one 
branch are annulled by those conveyed by 
the other, except to the extent necessary 
for the interpretation of the signals re- 
quired. In these methods the required 
signals are "turned in" as against tuning 
out undesirable impulses. Fessenden's 
"differential" method and S. G. Brown's 
"bridge" method are examples of this 
class. 

If the two branches of the divided cir- 
cuit in the bridge are absolutely sym- 
metrical, all received impulses will divide 
equally and no effect will be produced on 
the detector (which occupies a position 
corresponding to the galvanometer in a 
Wheatstone Bridge). A very slight dis- 
turbance of the balance by shifting the 
point of the earth -wire connection to right 

or left will determine signals on the de- 
tector from the branch best tuned to the 
received impulses. If these impulses con- 
sist of a sufficiently long train of waves, 
discrimination is effected between these 
and any other impulses (even if of the 
same periodicity) if such other impulses 
are of a more rapidly damped character. 
A "valve receiver" interference preventer 
based on a similar principle has been pat- 
ented by Marconi. 

Transmitters of high sparking rates or 
intermittency, producing a constant musi- 
cal note in the receiver, lend themselves 
to acoustical methods of reducing inter- 
ference both by reason of the possibility 
of resonating acoustically to the spark 
frequency and by the comparative ease 
with which signals of high and constant 
periodicity can be magnified at the re- 
ceiving station. This method appears to 
have been fully worked out by the Tele- 
funken Company. 

The phenomena known in operating 
parlance as "X's," otherwise parasitic im- 
pulses or "atmospherics," present a wide 
variety of characteristics depending upon 
the latitude in which they are observed, 
the- season of the year and the time of 
day. They manifest themselves in the 
auditive wireless receiver as a series of 
scraping, scratching or explosive noises 
of various intensities. They present dis- 
tinct periodic characteristics in all lati- 
tudes, being stronger, more persistent and 
prevalent during the summer than the 
winter months, whilst they also present 
distinct periodic variation connected with 
the times of rising and setting of the 
sun, though varying greatly in intensity 
and prevalence from day to day at all 
times of the year. 

During thundery weather, atmospheric 
impulses are always very pronounced, 
and occasionally cripple the working of 
the coast stations in this country for sev- 
eral hours together or even, in excep- 
tional cases, for a whole day. In the 
winter months, in this country, these dis- 
turbances are rarely strong enough to in- 
terfere seriously with traffic, whilst they 
are sometimes totally absent for days to- 
gether. 

With regard to means of reducing in- 
terference due to "atmospherics," no spe- 
cial devices are at present in use at the 
British coast stations, and it is problem- 
atical whether any entirely effective ar- 
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rangement is possible, for the reason that 
a rough, comprehensive kind of tuning 
adjustment is essential at these stations 
for their normal receiving arrangement 
or "stand -by" adjustment, in order that 
calls on a variety of wave -lengths from 
ships may not be missed. For actual re- 
ception of messages, however, the sharply 
tuned adjustment with variable coupling 
can be resorted to, and the intensity of 
disturbance thereby much diminished. 
Tuning alone does not appear to be by 
any means a complete solution of the 
problem, doubtless for the reason that 
most, if not all, of the disturbing im- 
pulses have no specific wave -length or 
frequency of their own. They appear to 
be due to sudden changes in the electrical 
state of the atmosphere (probably in the 
higher regions), which determine sud- 
den changes in the electrical charges nor- 
mally induced on the aerial wires. The 
sudden release or accumulation of a 
charge will set the aerial system into 
electrical oscillation at the latter's own 
periodicity. Hence the futility of tuning 
them out. That they are reduced by tun- 
ing and weak coupling to a greater ex- 
tent than signaled impulses is doubtless 
due to the damping factor of the aerial 
system, which determines a rapid rate of 
decay and few oscillations for the indi- 
vidual disturbance, whilst the signaled 
impulses may consist of much longer 
trains of oscillations. 

Wireless "freak" communications are 
wrapped up in the phenomenon of varia- 
tions in the transmitting efficiency of the 
atmosphere. Perturbances in this respect 
exhibit almost the same characteristics of 
irregularity as atmospheric impulses. 
Freak ranges of communication or varia- 
tions in range of communication occa- 
sionally occur by day, but the variations 
noticed during the night hours are much 
more pronounced. The sudden veiling or 
obscuring of distant signals together 
with the equally sudden "opening out" 
of signals observed whilst listening on the 
receiver at a wireless station during the 
prevalence of this phenomenon is very 
impressive. These variations of range are 
not found to synchronize definitely with 
the periods of atmospheric disturbances, 
though it may well be that more disturb- 
ances are observed when the range ex- 
tends. The author has, however, observ- 
ed these remarkable variations in range 

on nights when "atmospherics" have 
been conspicuously absent. 

GAUMONT APPARATUS. 
(Continued from Page 134.) 

fraction unless the other armature has 
also rotated so as to keep up the con- 
nection. In this way an exact syn- 
chronism is obtained and the phono- 
graph record and the visible image are 
made to correspond. Means are pro- 
vided so that both motors will start 
off by closing a switch. A special rheo- 
stat in the motor circuit acts on the 
speed of both at once, so as to regulate 
the speech and the pictures at the prop- 
er rate. One device which should be 
mentioned is the method of catching up 
should one or the other instrument lag 
behind from any accident. A reversing 
switch works a small motor special on 
the second machine which operates a 
differential gear set lying on the shaft 
of the main motor, so that throwing in 
the small motor causes the main motor 
speed to be quickened or slackened for 
a short time, until the second machine 
is brought in step. The operating 
board is very compact and contains a 
contact button for starting off the two 
instruments at the same time, also a 
voltmeter which serves as a speed in- 
dicator, the rheostat for changing the 
speed of both motors at once, and the 
operating switch for the small special 
motor. The general appearance of the 
new apparatus is shown in our engrav- 
ing. We hope to give some of the de- 
tails as to the motors and other points 
as soon as these are made public. 
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Paris +effer 
UNIQUE MEANS TO VARY 

WAVE LENGTH. 

J ESSRS. Bellini and Tosi use the 
following method for varying 

the wave -length of an aerial. Up to 
the present, the usual way of changing 
the wave length is to connect self -in- 
duction coils between the lower end of 
the aerial and the sending or receiving 
apparatus. This answers very well 
when it is wanted to change the wave 
length within close limits, but it is not 
as well suited when it comes to work- 
ing with greater variations. If we have 
an aerial whose wave length is 600 me- 
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ters, for instance and we wish to work 
it for 300 -meter waves, the wave must 
be increased from 600 to 900 meters 
and we must operate so as to use the 
third harmonic in order to give 300 
meters. This requires very large coils 
and for this reason is not easy to carry 
out. In the new method there is used 
a simple and economical connection 
without self -induction coils. All that 
is needed is to use a long horizontal 
wire and run it around the building on 
insulators. At A is the base of the 
mast, and the extra wire starts out at 
M, making several turns around the 
station and joining on to the aerial at 
the base. In this way the wave length 
can be varied by several hundred me- 
ters. This can be applied to the Bel - 
lini -Tosi directed wave system where 
the two aerials A and Al are used, and 
a'separate horizontal wire is run to the 
base of each aerial. The wire is run 
back upon itself in this case. The third 

diagram shoe - the use of two aerials 
in parallel on this principle. 

Detector Recorders. 
Inventors are at work upon some 

means of producing visible signals by 
means of detectors, so that the opera- 
tor need not keep the telephone al- 
ways held to the ear. We illustrate 
two of the latest ideas in this line. A 
French inventor wishes to make the 
movement of the telephone diaphragm 
visible by using the principle of New- 
ton's rings. These are formed when 
we place two surfaces very near to- 
gether so as to have a very small space 
between them, for instance, by placing 
a convex lens upon a flat glass plate, 
or very near to it. Changing the dis- 
tance between lens and plate also modi- 
fies the size and color of the rings 
which are seen. A very simple means 
is employed for this purpose. A tele- 
phone box, B C D, is mounted in a 
frame and on the diaphragm is fixed a 
light glass plate, F. Near it is held the 
lens, E, and the screws, F F, adjust it 
at a very minute distance from the 
plate, so that the colored rings appear. 
and these are projected on the screen 
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at G by reflection. Seeing that the dis- 
tance between the line and the plate is 
quite small, it will be considerably 
changed by any movement of the tele- 
phone diaphragm. When a signal is 
received the rings on the screen will 
expand out or contract and also change 
color, so that this gives a good signal 
for the operator. Should it be desired 
to make a permanent record, a photo- 
graphic paper band can be driven along 
back of the screen and light is let in 
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upon it by a small opening. The light 
changes its position or brightness, so 
that a record is made on the band. 

In another method, the movement 
of the telephone diaphragm is made to 
vary the size of a small flame, so that 
a signal is thus produced. On a sup- 
port, H, is mounted a telephone box 
which serves at the same time as a gas 
chamber. The lower half, A, carrying 
the diaphragm is screwed in so that it 
can be adjusted by hand in order to 
change the size of the upper gas cham- 
ber, B. A piping at one side brings in 
the gas, and it escapes at the top 
through the small hole, E. A special 
method is used in order to produce a 
very steady flame, known as the Govi 
flame. Above the hole, E, is mounted 
a wire gauze sheet, F, so that the flame 
is formed above the wire gauze at G. 
Such a flame is remarkably steady, as 
is found by experiment. When there 

is no action in the telephone, the gas 
pressure in the chamber, B, keeps con- 
stant, and the flame does not vary. Any 
slight movement of the diaphragm 
when a signal is received will alter the 
gas pressure and this will give quite a 
considerable change in the height of 
the flame. The operator thus observes 
the signals quite clearly by this 
method. As in the former case, a pho- 
tographic registering device can be 
very well added if it is needed. Both 
of the present methods for working 
with detector are quite practical and 
can be very easily applied. 

Typewriter Telegraph. 
Instead of sending Morse sig- 

nals over a line by a key, a 
German inventor proposes to use 
a keyboard for producing the 
dots and dashes automatically. Each 
key represents a letter and when 
it is worked, we produce the proper set 
of dots and dashes which give the let- 
ter. The operator does not need to 
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learn the Morse alphabet, but uses the 
device in the same way as a typewriter. 
Such signals are quite the same on the 
line as where a key is used. The board 
carries one key, A, for each letter, and 
it works upon a revolving drum, B. 
The drum is rotated by clockwork and 
it carries contacts, C, upon it corres- 
ponding to the dots and dashes for that 
letter. A spring. D, makes contact 
with the drum. It is desired to give 
one revolution of the disc each time the 
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key is pressed, so that all the contacts 
of the disc, say two dots and two 
dashes are made, and then the disc 
stops. On the disc are the pins, E. and 
the key carries a fork, F, so that the 
disc is held stopped. Depressing the key 
for an instant frees the pins from the 
fork and the disc is freed. The next 
key must not be pressed before the first 
disc has finished its signal, and the 
operator controls this by the click 
mounted on each disc shaft, shown at 
M R S T. Thus he can hear when each 
disc has revolved. 

FOUR OFFERS. 
See our splendid four offers in our 

advertising columns. 

.A.(9.A. 
The Wireless Associa- 

tion of America, headed 
by America's foremost 
wireless men, has only 
one purpose : the advance- 
ment of "wireless." If 

you are not a member as yet, do not 
fail to read the announcement in this, 
issue. No fees to be paid. 

Send to -day for free membership 
card. Join the Association. It is the 
most powerful wireless organization in 
the U. S. It will guard your interest 
when occasion arises. 
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EDITORIAL. 
During 1910 and the first part of the 

present year practically no advance was 
made in wireless telephony. 

Notwithstanding the fact that thou- 
sands are continuously at work on this 
great invention, we seem to be just as 
far from the goal as ever. 

It may be safely said that the original 

Poulsen arrangement, using the electric 
arc to produce undamped oscillations, 
has not proven a success, nor do we be- 
lieve that it will ever be used commerci- 
ally in everyday life. Currents of 220 
or 55o volts to feed the arc are not ob- 
tainable everywhere, and besides such 
high currents play havoc Continuously 
with the delicate instruments used in 
wireless telephony. 

The writer has already pointed out in 
his book : "The Wireless Telephone," 
that only a wireless telephone operated 
by a few dry cells can and will be a com- 
mercial success. The electric arc system 
is a mistake, it is uncertain and can never 
be relied upon ; it will break down almost 
any time in the middle of a conversation. 
Irregularities in the arc ,also produce an 
annoying splutter in the receiving telet- 
phone, and this is by no means an un- 
common occurrence. 

We must then look to the low power 
wireless telephone. At the present no 
practical method is known to produce by 
means of low power, undamped (sus- 
tained) oscillations, which are necessary 
to transmit the human voice. Mechanical 
arrangements have been tried by the 
thousands, without avail. Why not turn 
to electro- chemical means ? Perhaps the 
solution may be found here. Certain 
gases should also be tried in connection 
with electrical means for a possible solu- 
tion. 

The next most vital point is the trans- 
mitter. This is one of the most impor- 
tant points and the writer does not think 
that the problem will ever be solved with- 
out a high power microphone. 

The requirements for a wireless tele- 
phone transmitter are the following : 

(1) The transmitter must be as sensi- 
tive as an ordinary one. (2) It must 
carry at least 2 amperes (better 4) con- 
tinuously without undue heating and 
without "frying" or "caking," or losing 
its adjustment. (3) It must articulate as 
well or better than an ordinary transmit- 
ter. (4) It should only have one vibrat- 
ing diaphragm and one mouthpiece and 
should not be composed of several indi- 
vidual transmitters. 

A patent has recently been issued to 
an inventor who uses carborundum in- 
side of the transmitter instead of carbon 
grains. This is a distinct step in advance. 
The writer has used flat silicon chips and 
galena pieces with fair success. 
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Ralph 124C 41 + 
(Continued.) 

By H. Gernsback. 

RALPH 124C 41, after all the excite - 
ment of the last hour, felt the need 

of fresh air. 
He walked up the few steps separating 

his laboratory from the roof and sat 
down on a chair beneath the revolving 
aerial. From down below a faint hum 
of the bustle of a great city rose up to 
him. Aeroflyers dotted the sky wherever 
one happened to glance. From time to 
time, trans -oceanic or trans -continental 
air liners would pass the horizon with a 
maddening swish. 

Sometimes some great air -craft would 
come close up to him- within Soo yards 
perhaps -and he could observe how all 
the passengers craned their necks to get 
a good view of his "house," if such it 
could be called. 

Indeed, his "house," which was a 
round tower, six hundred and fifty feet 
high, and thirty feet in diameter, built 
entirely of crystal glass bricks and 
steelonium. was one of the sights of 
wonderful New York. A thankful city, 
recognizing his genius and his benefits to 
humanity, had erected the queer tower 
for him on a plot where, centuries ago, 
Union Square had been. 

The top of the tower was twice as 
great in circumference as the main build- 
ing and in this upper part was located 
124C 41's wonderful, research laboratory, 
the talk of all the world. An electro- 
magnetic tube elevator ran through the 
entire tower on one side of the building, 
and all the rooms were circular in shape, 
except for the space taken up by the ele- 
vator. 

124C 41, sitting on top of his tower, 
mused about things in general. He really 
had no complaint to make; he had no 
hard feelings against anyone -only he 
was paying the penalty of fame, the pen- 
alty of greatness. He had everything; 
he had but to ask and the government 
would give it to him. His wishes were 
law. 

But, -and this grieved him most -he 
was but a tool, a tool to advance science, 
to benefit humanity. He did not belong 

to himself, he belonged to the govern- 
ment, which fed and clothed him. He 
was not a free man. He was not al- 
lowed personally to make dangerous tests 
which would in any way endanger his 
priceless life. The government would 
supply him with some criminal under 
sentence of death who would be com- 
pelled to make the test for him. If the 
criminal was killed during the test, noth- 
ing was lost ; if he was not killed, he 
would be imprisoned for life. 

Being a true scientist to the core, this 
treatment took the spice out of 124C 41's 
life. He must submit to anything. His 
doctors must watch over him day and 
night, for he must not be sick. He must 
not indulge in any of the little vices that 
make life endurable; he must not smoke, 
he must not drink, he must have no un- 
due excitement -the government would 
not have it. 

He was a prisoner, sentenced for life 
to invent. to benefit humanity -a bird in 
a golden cage. Sometimes it became 
maddening ; he could not endure it any 
longer, it seemed. He would remon- 
strate. He would call up the Planet 
Governor, the ruler of 90 billion human 
beings, and would ask him to be reliev- 
ed of his work. The Governor would 
then call in person, and that powerful 
but kind man would reason with the 
great inventor until he would see that it 
was his duty to sacrifice himself for hu- 
manity. Twice already the Governor had 
called on 124C 41, and he knew it was 
vain to expect a release from him. 

After all, he knew he was working for 
a great cause, and that it was his duty to 
keep his good -humor and master his 
weakness. 

For some time he sat engrossed in his 
thoughts, while he watched the air -craft 
about him. He was awakened from his 
reverie by the voice of his faithful butler. 

"Sir," he said, "your presence in the 
transmission -room would be appreciated." 

"Why, what is the matter now ?" 124C 
41 exploded. 

"It seems the people have heard all 

ter, r 1-! (Copyright 1911, by H. Gernsback. All Rights Reserved.) 
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the details about your Switzerland ex- 
ploit of an hour ago and desire to show 
their appreciation." 

"Well, I suppose I must submit," the 
tired inventor dejectedly responded, and 
both stepped over into the round steel 
car of the electromagnetic elevator. The 
butler pressed one of the 28 ivory but- 
tons and the car shot downward, with- 
out noise nor friction. There were no 
cables nor guides, the car being held and 
propelled by magnetism only. At the 
22nd floor the car stopped, and 124C 41 
stepped into the transmission -room. 

No sooner had he made his appear- 
ance in that room than a deafening ap- 
plause of hundreds of thousands of 
voices greeted him, and he had to hold 
his hands to his ears to muffle the sound. 

The transmission-room Zeus entirely 
empty. There was nothing in it except 
a chair in the center. 

Every inch of the wall, however, was 
lined with large -size telephots and loud - 
speaking telephone devices. 

Centuries ago, when people tendered 
an ovation to some one, they would all 
assemble in some great square or some 
large hall. The some one to be honored 
would have to appear in person, else 
there would not be any ovation -truly a 
barbaric means. Besides, in those years, 
people stationed far away from the to- 
be- cheered -one could neither see nor hear 
well what was going on. 

It seems that, that afternoon on which 
our story plays, some enterprising news 
"paper" had issued extras about 124C 
41's latest exploit, and urged its readers 
to be connected with him at 5 p. in. 

Of course everyone who could spare 
the time called up the Teleservice Co. and 
asked to be connected to the inventor's 
trunk -line and the result was the ova- 
tion by distance. 

Ralph 124C 41 stepped into the mid- 
dle of the room and bowed in all the 
four directions of the compass, in order 
that everybody could get a good look of 
him. The noise was terrific; it seemed 
everyone was trying to out- hurrah and 
out- scream everybody else, and he be- 
seechingly held up his hands. In a few 
seconds the vocal applauding stopped and 
some one yelled -"Speech !" 

124C 41 spoke a few words, protest- 
ing that he did what everyone else would 
have done, and that he really was not 

entitled to this ovation. He also added 
that he did not consider himself a hero 
for saving the young Swiss lady, as he 
had done so without in the least endan- 
gering himself, which, by the way, was 
forbidden him by law, anyhow. 

Nobody, however, seemed to share his 
opinion, for everyone began the applause 
anew and shouted himself hoarse. 

Ralph 124C 41 could of course not see 
all his admirers on the telephot face - 
plates. There were so many thousand 
faces on each plate that nearly each face 
was blurred, due to the constant mov- 
ing and shifting of the people at the 
other ends. They of course saw the great 
inventor plainly, because each one had 
the "reverser" switched on, which made 
it possible to see only the object at the 
end of the trunk line, as otherwise every- 
body would have seen everybody else. re- 
sulting in a blur. 

In this case the blurs were in the in- 
ventor's transmission -room. 

Ralph 1240 41 was obliged to make 
another speech and then retired to the 
elevator, the deafening applause still fol- 
lowing him. 

He then went down in the library 
and asked for the afternoon news. 

His butler handed him a tray on which 
lay a piece of material as large as a post - 
age stamp, transparent and flexible like 
celluloid. 

"What edition is this ?" he asked. 
"The 4 o'clock New York News, sir." 
Ralph 124C 41 took the "news" and 

placed it in a small metal holder which 
was part of the hinged door of a small 
box. He closed the door and turned on 
a switch on the side of the box. Im- 
mediately there appeared at the opposite 
side of the box, on the white wall of the 
room, a twelve -column page of the New 
York News and 124C 41. leaning back in 
his chair, proceeded/to read as one would 
read a letter projected on a screen in a 
moving -picture show. 

The New York News was simply a 
microscopic reduction of a page of the 
latest news, and, when enlarged by a 
powerful lens, became plainly visible. 

Moreover, each paper had 8 "pages." 
not eight separate sheets, as was the 
fashion centuries ago, but the pages were 
literally on top of each other. The print- 
ing process was electrolytic, no ink what- 
soever being used in the manufacture of 
the "newspaper." This process was in -' 
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vented in 1910 by an Englishman, and 
was improved upon by the American, 
64L 52 in 2031, who made it possible to 
"print" in one operation eight different 
subjects, one on top of anothcr, as it were. 

These eight impressions could be made 
visible only by subjecting the "paper" to 
different colors, the color rays bringing 
out the different prints. The seven col- 
ors of the rainbow were used, while white 
light was employed to show reproduced 
photographs, etc., in their natural colors. 
With this method it was possible to 
"print" a "newspaper" fully to times as 
large in volume as any newspaper of the 
21st century on a piece of film, the size 
of a postage- stamp. 

Each paper published an edition every 
3o minutes, and if one did not possess 
a projector, one could read the "paper" 
by inserting the News in a holder beneath 
a powerful lens which one carried in one's 
pocket, folded when not in use. To read 
the eight different pages, a revolving 
color screen was placed directly under- 
neath the lens, to bring out the different 
colors necessary to read the "paper." 

124C 41, glancing over the head -lines 
of his News, noticed that considerable 
space was given up to his last exploit, 
the paper showing actual photographs of 
the Swiss Alpine scene, which a corre- 
spondent had taken while the now famous 
avalanche rushed down the mountain. 
The photographs had been sent by Tele- 
radiogra.ph immediately after the occur- 
rence in Switzerland, and the News had 
printed them in all the natural colors 
twenty minutes after Ralph 124C 41 had 
turned dff the Ultra -power in New York. 

These photographs seemed to be the 
only thing that interested 124C 41, as 
they showed the young lady's house and 
the surrounding Alps. These, with the 
monstrous avalanche in progression pho- 
tographed and reprdduced in the natural 
colors. made quite an impressive view. 

124C 41 soon grew tired of contem- 
plating this and revolved the color screen 
of his projector to green -the technical 
page of the News -his favorite reading. 

He soon had read all that interested 
him, and as there was only one hour till 
supper time he began to "write" his lec- 
ture : "On the prolongation of animal 
life by TT-Rays." 

He attached a double leather head -band 
to his head ; at each end of the band 
was attached a round metal disc which 

pressed closely on the temples. From 
each metal disc an insulated wire led to 
a small square box, the Menograph, or 
mind- writer. 

He then pressed a button and a slight 
hum was heard ; simultaneously two small 
bulbs began to glow in a soft green flu- 
orescent light. 124C 41 then grasped a 
button connected with a flexible cord to 
the Menograph, and leaned back in his 
chair. 

After a few minutes' reflection he 
pressed the button, and immediately a 
wave line, traced in ink, appeared on a 
narrow white fabric band, the latter re- 
sembling a telegraph recorder tape. 

The band which moved rapidly, was 
unrolled from one reel and rolled up on 
another. Everytime 124C 41 wished to 
"write" down his thoughts, he would 
press the button, which started the 
mechanism as well as the recording 
tracer. 

Below is shown the record of a Meno- 
graph, the piece of tape being actual 
size. 

I N - OLD EN-T 1 M E S- 

Where the waveline breaks, a new 
word or sentence commences ; the three 
words shown are the result of the thought 
which expresses itself in the words, "In 
olden times." . . . 

The Menograph was one of 124C 41's 
earliest inventions, and entirely supersed- 
ed the pen and pencil. Anyone can use 
the apparatus ; all that is necessary to 
be done is to press the button when an 
idea is to be recorded and to release the 
button when one reflects and does not 
wish the thought -words recorded. 

Instead of writing a letter, one sends 
the recorded Mcnotape, and inasmuch as 
the Menolphabet is universal and can be 
read by anyone -children being taught it 
early -it stands to reason that this in- 
vention was one of the greatest boons 
to humanity : Twenty times as much 
work can be done by means of the Meno- 
graph as could be done by the old -fash- 
ioned writing, which required a consid- 
erable physical effort. Typewriters soon 
disappeared after its invention, as there 
was no more use for them, nor was there 
any use for stenographers, as the 
thoughts were written down direct on the 
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tape, which was sent out as a letter was 
sent centuries ago. 

124C 41 had soon recorded his lecture 
on the Menograph, after which he had 
supper with his family. 

In the evening he worked for some 
hours in the laboratory, and retired 
at midinght. He soon went to bed, but 
before he fell asleep he attached to his 
head a double leather head -band with 
metal temple plates, similar to the one 
used in connection with the Menograph. 

He then called for his faithful butler 
and told him to "put on" Homer's 
Odyssey for the night. 

Peter, the butler, then went down to 
the library on the 15th floor, ;nd took 
down from a shelf a narrow box, labelled 
Odyssey, Homer. From this he extract- 
ed a large but thin reel on which was 
wound a long narrow film. This film 
was entirely black but for a white trans- 
parent wave -line running in the center 
of it. 

Peter placed the reel containing the 
film in a rack and introduced the end of 
the film into the Hypnobioscope. This 
wonderful instrument, invented by Ralph 
124C 41, transmitted the impulses of the 
wave -line direct to the brain of the sleep- 
ing inventor, who thus was made to 
"dream" the "Odyssey." 

It had been known for centuries that 
the brain could be affected during sleep 
by certain processes. Thus one could be 
forced to dream that a heavy object was 
lying on one's chest, if such an object 
was placed on the .sleeper's chest. Or 
one could be forced to dream that one's 
hand was being burnt or frozen, simply 
by heating or cooling the sleeper's hand. 

It remained to 124C 41, however, to 
invent the Hypnobioscope, which trans- 
mits words direct to the sleeping brain, 
in such a manner that everything can 
be remembered in detail the next morn- 
ing. 

This was made possible by having the 
impulses act directly and steadily on the 
brain. In other words, it was the Meno- 
graph reversed, with certain additions. 

Thus, while in a passive state, the 
mind absorbs the impressions quite read- 
ily and mechanically and it has been 
proven that a story "read" by means of 
the Hypnobioscope leaves a much strong- 
er impression than if the same story had 
been read while conscious. 

For thousands of years humanity 
wasted half of its life during sleep -the 
negative life. Since 124C 41's inestima- 
ble invention, all this was changed. Not 
one night is lost by anyone if anywhere 
possible, conditions permitting. All books 
are read while one sleeps. Most of the 
studying is done while one sleeps. Some 
people have mastered Io languages, 
which they have learned during their 
sleep -life. Children who can not be suc- 
cessfully taught in school during their 
hours of consciousness, become good 
scholars if the lessons are repeated dur- 
ing their sleep -life. 

The morning "newspapers" are trans- 
mitted to the sleeping subscribers by wire 
at about 5 a. m. The great newspaper 
offices have hundreds of hypnobioscopes 
in operation, the subscriber's wire lead- 
ing to them. The newspaper office has 
been notified by each subscriber what kind 
of news is desirable, and only such news 
is furnished. Consequently, when the 
subscriber wakes up for breakfast he al- 
ready knows the latest news, and can 
discuss it with his family, the members 
of which of course also know the same 
news, being also connected with the news- 
paper hypnobioscope. 

(To be Continued.) 

POCKET WIRELESS SET. 
Pocket wireless apparatus are now 

the order of the day. Prof. Belar, of 
the Haihack Observatory, Austria, 
claims to have invented one which can 
be carried in the pocket and can be 
quickly set up so as to receive mes- 
sages. He tried it on a hill two hun- 
dred eighty feet high and could pick up 
messages from Venice, Munich, and 
other cities. Another apparatus of the 
kind is devised by M. Cerebotani, of 
Italy. 

BRIDGETON WIRELESS ASSOCI- 
ATION. 

A wireless club of amateurs has been 
organized in Bridgeton, N. J., under 
the name of Bridgeton Wireless Club. 
It would like all who desire to become 
members to write the secretary, S. B. 
Ashmead, 275 Bank St., Bridgeton, N. 
J., for membership blanks. All mem- 
bers are required to be members of the 
Wireless Association of America also. 

S. B. Ashmead, 
Secretary Bridgeton 'Wireless Club. 
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This department has been started with the idea to encourage the experimenter to bring out new ideas. 
Every reader is welcome to cont:.bute to this department, and new ideas will be welcomed by the 
Editors. WHEN SENDING IN CONTRIBUTIONS IT IS NECESSARY THAT ONLY ONE SIDE 
OP THE SHEET IS USED. SKETCH MUST INVARIABLY BE ON A SEPARATE SHEET 
NOT IN THE TEXT. The description must be as short as possible. Good sketches are not require 
as our art department will work out rough sketches submitted from contributors. IT IS THEREFORE 
NOT NECESSARY FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO SPEND MUCH TIME IN SKETCHING VARIOUS 
IDEAS. When sending contributions enclose return postage if manuscript is to be returned if not 
used. ALL CONTRIBUTIONS APPEARING IN THIS DEPARTMENT ARE PAID FOR ON 
PUBLICATION. 

FIRST PRIZE TWO DOLLARS. 

AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED VAR- 
IABLE CONDENSER. l I E following is a description of my 

variable condenser which was con- 
structed at home, very cheaply and easily. 

First procure twelve glass test -tubes, 
six of them 6xi inch, and the other six 
of a size that will just slip inside these. 
Cover all the tubes with tinfoil, on the 
outside only, and make the inside ones 
fit very snugly, as the closer the tinfoil 
surfaces are together, the more efficient 
the condenser will be. Next get a box, 
eight or nine inches long and five inches 
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wide by one and one -half inches deep. 
A cigar box with the lid nailed down and 
one side taken out will do very well. 

Connect the large tubes with a piece 
of bare wire, making two or three turns 
around each one, to insure good connec- 
tions. Space them about one and one - 
half inches apart. Leave four or five 
inches of wire to connect with the bind- 
ing -post. 

Now place the tubes in the box and 
run the wire through a hole in the bot- 
tom. Fill the space around them witY 

melted paraffine and space them carefully 
before it hardens. 

The connections to the movable tubes 
are made of. strips of thin spring brass. 
They should bear pretty hard on the 
tubes. If the box is stained black and 
given a coat of shellac, it will be a very 
good looking instrument. 

Secure this on end, to a base about 
3x8 inches, and connect the binding- posts. 

It is then ready for use. 
Vary the capacity by pushing jars in 

or out. 
Contributed by 

JAMES BITLER. 

SECOND PRIZE ONE DOLLAR. 

A UNIQUE ROTARY SPARK 
GAP. 

As readers of Modern Elcctrics 
are now fully acquainted with rotary 
spark gaps and their good points, a 
brief description of the parts of this 
one, will doubtless assist those who 
might desire to build one. Beginning 
at the base and working upwards, part 
13 is an oak board 7x5x/ inches with 
drillings for binding posts 1. and 2 and 
also for screws holding the uprights 
part 6. The uprights should be of /- 

inch round brass, 4 inches long, drilled 
and tapped at top for hard rubber cross 
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bar, part 12. A slotted hole is shown 
in part 6 for shaft, part 14,. which is 
one -eighth -inch steel rod with a pulley 
part 15, forced on its end. The object 
of part 10 is to provide up and down ad- 
justment for the rotary wheel, thereby 
increasing or decreasing spark gap. 
Part 11 is an ordinary switch handle. 
Part 10 is made of 1 /16 -incli brass and 
cut out as shown in drawing. Part 8 
is a wooden block 2% inches diameter 
and 2 inches long with shaft 14 driven 
into it. Part 7 is No. 22 B. and S. 
gauge brass sheet corrugated as shown 
and tacked fast to part 8 with small 
nails, part 9. Zinc spark plugs are 
inserted in binding posts which are in 
turn connected with posts 1 and 2 by 
copper strips, part 5. To work, con- 
nect posts 1 and 2 across secondary 
circuit of transformer or coil and belt 
part 15, up to a motor, then move 
handle, part 11, until maximum cur- 
rent effect is obtained in the aerial 
wire. 

Contributed by 
O.: \. SCHANN. 

A HANDY TESTING CON- 
NECTOR. 

The accompanying sketch shows a 
cheap, quick and convenient binding 
post for testing coils or any connec- 
tions which must be made quickly. 
The binding post is made by coiling 

up No. 18 Phosphor Bronze or Brass 
Spring Wire on an one- eighth inch rod. 
The bottom coil is slightly bent to 
hold the No. 3 wood screw, and the 
top coil is bent as shown to form a 
small handle. By pressing this handle, 

the coil opens, allowing the wire to be 
inserted, and when released, it grips 
wire very securely. 

Contributed by 
ALEXANDER WILLIAMS. 

A POLARIZED RELAY. 
A very sensitive polarized relay can be 

made from an old ringer movement with 
very little trouble or work. A ringer of 
about r,000 -ohms is about the best. 

First saw off the yoke at points X and 
X'. Remove the clapper Q and substitute 
one about twice as long Y. This one has 
a platinum point at M. 

The instrument is now mounted on a 
base. This is done by fixing an angle - 
shaped piece of brass at A. See Fig. 2. 
The contact posts, and springs are plac- 
ed as in Fig. r. Contact No. 2 is tipped 
with platinum. 

We are now ready to adjust. Turn 
screws No. r and No. 2 until the armature 
D is equally distant from cores. Now 
loosen No. r about one turn or 1 -32 inch. 
The spring is now made to push, or if 
on other side, pull, the "clapper" to con- 
tact No. i. 

Try a weak cell on the relay. If it does 
not work reverse the connections of cell. 
It will be found that the instrument must 
be connected right in order to throw the 
clapper from No. r over to No. 2. 

This instrument is very sensitive as it 
worked through i,000 ohms on one cell 
too weak to register on a volt -meter. It 
will also work through the body on about 
three or four cells (new) . Any connec- 
tions, etc., not clear can be made so by 
referring to Fig. r. 

Contributed by 
HAROLD L. KESSLER. 
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LIGHT PORTABLE AERIAL. 
For some time there has been great 

need of a small but efficient portable 
aerial, and I think the following descrip- 
tion will suit the purpose. 

The frame is of half -inch oak coated 
with a weather -proof varnish, the top 3 
feet long and 6 inches wide, and the two 
lower supports, A D, 8 inches long, 6 
inches wide, tapering to 4 inches. These 
supports are screwed from the top very 
firmly. Next, four wire spools, W, four 
inches in diameter, four inches long (they 
usually have a )4 inch hole in center), are 
screwed rigidly on a / inch round stick, 
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B, separated at a distance so as to let 
the four No. 14 B and S aluminum wires 
25 feet long fall nine inches apart, as in 
Fig. I. Mount this rod, B, on an axis, 
one end in the hole, H, and the other 
through the support, D, to a wooden 
crank. C, 8 inches long. 

The wires wound on the spools are now 
attached to the lower spreader, it being 
21/2 feet long. Small pins or nails P are 
fixed immovably in the rod B to keep it 
from coming loose. 

There is a removable pin P -R in the 
crank so it can be removed when carrying. 
After the aerial is opened the wires 2 and 
3, and i and 2, 3 and 4, are connected 
with clothes -pin connectors (described in 
previous issues of "Modern Electrics ") 
leading in from wires i and 4. 

A strap, S. is provided for carrying. 
making it a small bundle when all wire 
is wound on spools by the crank. 

It is very useful to carry from one 
house to another, stringing it between 
two chimneys, putting it up in less than 
five minutes. 

Contributed by JOHN BRADY. 
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SIMPLE ELECTROLYTIC INTER- 
RUPTER. 

Procure an ordinary glass battery jar 
B -Fig. I. Next make a wooden cover I 

inch thick, so it will fit snugly over the 

top of the jar A -Fig. i. This cover 
should be boiled in paraffine, or coated 
with some good insulating material. If 
this is not done the solution will splash 
around, and the wooden cover becoming 
soaked, the current will be short -circuited. 
Bore a hole in the center of this cover, 
so it will admit an ordinary round bat- 
tery carbon D -Fig. i ; also drill a second 
hole in this cover, so when the lead lug 
F is put in place it will look as in Fig. i. 
The dimensions of this lug are shown in 

Fig. 2. 
It should be just long enough so it 

will be one -half inch from the bottom of 
the jar. 

Next procure a small thick -walled bot- 
tle E -Fig. i, and drill a hole i -i6 or i -8 
inch diameter C -Fig. i. This hole should 
he at least two inches from the bottom. 
The assembling of the parts are clearly 
shown in the illustration. 

Fill the jar one -half full of solution 
made of three parts water to one part 
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sulphuric acid. This style of interrupter 
has given the writer excellent results. Us 
ing 220 volts A. C., he was able to draw 
a spark an inch long from a coil whose 
secondary was composed of three quar- 
ters of a pound of No. 32 S.C.C. wire. 

Contributed by 
ALFRED BRETONNEL. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC REPRO- 
DUCER. 

I enclose a few drawings of an electro- 
magnetic reproducer for talking machines 
which I believe will be interesting to some 
of your readers. Obtain a telephone re- 
ceiver of the watch case type, remove the 
cap and cut a slit about one -half inch 
wide, as shown in Fig. 3. Then from a 
piece of sheet iron, cut or file out the vi- 
brator arm, Fig. 2. on the end of which 
a piece of brass tube is soldered. A small 
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screw should then be fitted; this ser yes 
the purpose of keeping the needle in place. 
In the steel disk, B, a small hole is drilled 
in the centre and the screw, C, inserted. 
Fig. i represents a block of brass one 
inch long by one -half inch wide. Drill 
holes as shown ; now screw on the cap 
good and tight. The brass block should 
then be fitted in the slit of the cap. Fig. 

DD 

-F t -FIG 2 

4 shows the reproducer assembled. Now 
remove the sound box from your machine 
and put the receiver in its place, which 
is done easily. Then connect up another 
receiver to binding -posts, DD. Then put 
on your record and start the machine. By 
placing the receiver to your ear the rec- 
ord is loudly and distinctly heard. No 
batteries are needed as the vibration of 
the steel disk, B, sets up alternating cur- 
rents in the magnet coils, which in turn 
operates the receiver. The sound can be 
transmitted over wire for many miles. 

Contributed by 
FRODE JENSEN. 

LIGHTNING SWITCH. 
As this switch is of simple construc- 
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tion, no explanation is necessary. 
Contributed by 

ROBERT H. KAPSINOW. 
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ELECTRICS 

SMALL A. C. MOTORS. 
Small battery motors (series 

wound) can easily be converted into 
two different types of alternating cur- 
rent motors and run on an 110 -volt 
lighting circuit by using a lamp bank. 

First remove the brushes and con- 
nect the two wires leading to them. 
Then short- circuit all the ' armature 
coils and connect the field- magnet 
wires to the A. C. mains. By giving 
the armature a quick turn, in either 
direction, thè motor will run. 

A better type of motor is the one 
shown in the sketch. Here the brushes 
are connected together and the field - 
magnet wires connected to the A. C. 
mains. The latter are in no way con- 
nected to the armature. The motor 
used must have a device for changing 

the position of the brushes, for in this 
way the speed of the motor and direc- 
tion of rotation is controlled. At low 
speed this motor is very powerful, but 
as the speed increases the power de- 
creases. 

Contributed by 
F. B. MILLER. 

ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCK. 
Take the bell off the clock and wind 

some covered wire around the bell 
post, A, three or four tui ns, and allow 
some of the wire to extend over the 
end on the top. Next take this wire, 
R, Fig. 2, and scrape the covering off 
of it for at least Y8 inch, C. Now bend 
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this wire in the shape that it is in the 
drawing and be sure that it is bent so 
that when the clapper, B, comes back 
it will strike the wire, C. Take the 
end of the wire that we left unfastened, 
F, and bring it down the side of the 
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clock and wind it around the leg of 
the clock, marked N, and then carry it 
to one binding post on the battery, S. 
Now take some more wire and scrape 
the covering off of it for at least one 
inch and wind it tightly around the 
other leg of the clock, E. This wire is 
G: carry it to a buzzer or bell. (I find 
that a buzzer works better than a bell) at 
L. Nov fasten a wire at the binding 
post on the buzzer at M, and carry it to 
a one -point switch, K, and fasten at 
H, and also fasten a wire at the point 
X on the switch and run to the other 
post on the battery. 

If all your connectings are perfect 
the clock is ready for use. 

Set the alarm for the time that you 
want to awake, and with a match or 
nail stick it in between the bell -post 
and the clapper and push the clapper 
over towards the bell. When this is 
done there should be a space of at 
least %8 inch between C and B. Your 
clock is now set, and put the lever, O, 
of the one -point switch on its proper 
place. When the alarm goes off, the 
clapper, B, will come back and hit the 
wire, C, and cause a contact and the 
buzzer will start and will keep ringing 
until the lever, O, is pulled off. 

Contributed by 
EDW. H. PILSWORTH. 
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AN ACCURATE TANGENT 
GALVANOMETER. 

The base is made from any well sea- 
soned wood with a slot cut in its center 

to hold the brass ring which is to hold the 
wire. The side support is made from 
some half -inch stuff and should be cut 
3ix3 inch. Bore three holes near one 
end for the binding -posts and fasten it 
to the base with screws. 

The ring is made from some thin brass. 
Cut a strip one and one -half inch wide 
and 19 inches long. Solder the ends to- 
gether and turn one -eighth flame on it to 
hold the wire on. A strip of brass is 
soldered across the center of the ring to 
hold the compass. 

The compass must be one with the de- 
grees marked on it, and should be very 
delicate for the accuracy of the instru -. 
ment depends upon this. 

Wind one laver of No. 18 D.C.C. wire 
on the ring and take off a tap at the 

seventh turn. There should be 20 turns 
of wire in all. 

By lacquering the brass and waxing or 

schellacking the wood the instrument can 
be made very neat. 

Contributed by 
FRANK L. TYREE. 

CLOSED CORE TRANSFORMER. 
Having an E. I. Co.'s one -half k.w. 

coil and an unsatisfactory ,interrupter of 
my own make. I changed the open core 
coil into a closed core type and discarded 
the interrupter. 

The results were entirely satisfactory. 
I have bridged a distance of nearly 
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seventy -five miles with it, using an aerial 
t io feet in length and 85 feet at each end. 

The sketch and diagram are self -ex- 
planatory. 

nea.r 

Contributed by 
RAOUL DUBOIS. 

AERIAL SUPPORT. 
In the May number I sa.v the article 

on "The Aerial Mast" and I thought 
that it would not be such a good plan 
having the pulley in the tree and hav- 
ing the weight at the bottom. It would 
be better to have it inside a building 
so I bored a hole through the building 
below the ridge -pole and brought the 
wire through the hole; then inside I 
took an iron rod and had it threaded 

and put from one rafter to the other 
and then I took a bicycle rim with the 
ball bearings in it and put it on this 
rod and turned the nuts, so that the 
wheel could not move side -ways. The 
groove in the bicycle wheel is excellent 
to run the rope in and the rope will not 
wear out so quickly as with a smaller 
pulley. 

Contributed by 
HARRY I. GRANGER. 

TO STOP FLICKERING OF 
LIGHTS. 

A very simple way to stop the an- 
noying flickering of lights when send- 
ing is by the use of a reactance coil 
and key connected as shown in the 
sketch. 

A bundle of iron wire No. 22, about 
2 inches in diameter and 10 inches 
long, is wound with 4 layers of No. 14 
D. C. C. wire, taps being taken out at 

each lacer. Mount the coil on a wood 
base and bring each tap to a binding 
post for convenience in connecting to 
key. 

As will be seen, when the switch is 
thrown for sending a certain amount 
of current will flow through the trans- 
former (the amount being determined 
by the taps used on the reactance coil) 
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but not enough to cause a spark at the 
gap. Now when the key is pressed 
the full line current is allowed to flow 
through primary of transformer caus- 
ing a spark to jump the gap. 

Care must be taken to see that the 
spark is sharp and quick, not slow and 
having a tendency to arc, as will be the 
case if the wrong taps are used. 

Contributed b.- 
R. M. PERRY. 

SENDING CONDENSER FOR 
ONE -INCH COIL. 

Procure five test tubes. Fill them 
tightly with powdered carbon from an 
old dry battery. Insert into the openings 
at their tops binding -posts, being careful 
to make good connections. Pour in 
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enough wax, taken from the top of the 
battery, to secure them in place. Paste 
tinfoil over the outer surface of tubes to 
within an inch of the ̀ top. Connect the 
binding -posts together by a strip of brass 
in which holes have been made' at suitable 
intervals to screw the binding -posts into 
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holes. Fasten a binding -post to this strip 
and screw it onto a frame. Make the oth- 
er connection to the condenser with a 
strip of heavy tinfoil woven between the 
tubes and fastened down by a binding - 
post at one side. 

Contributed by 
J. McCLAIN. 

A SIMPLE CURRENT GAUGE. 
The following shows a simple cur- 

rent gauge which I find works very 
well. The illustration is self- explan 
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atory. A good coat of varnish will add 
to the appearance of the apparatus. 

Contributed by 
R. J. MIRGELER. 

SIMPLE SENDING CONDENSER. 
Enclosed find data for making a 

sending condenser. 
First get six old 32 C.P. lamps, a 

piece of No. 12 bare copper wire and 
some tinfoil. 

With a file make a groove around 
the globes at the small end, being sure 
to go through in one place to let the 
air into the globe. Break the globe 
from the plug by a sharp blow with an 
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edged tool. Mount the globes on a 
frame after covering them with tinfoil. 

Now fill the globes with one part of 
salt and nine parts of water. 

Put a piece of the wire in each globe 
and connect them together. 

Connect the condenser as follows 

and you will have one that will be as 
good as most bought ones. 

Contributed by 
N. C. GOIN. 

MULTIPLE THROW SWITCH. 
The following shows a plan for mak- 

ing a multiple throw switch. 
First the base is made from a board 

one inch in thickness and about six 
inches wide. Make a groove in it as 
shown in diagram, this can be done 
easily with a chisel. Next cut the 
switch to fit the groove so as to slide 
easily. For switch connections use 
green covered flexible telephone wire. 
Fasten contacts for switch and then 
binding posts. The multiple switch is 
then complete and ready for use. 

This switch is useful on a switch- 
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board. It can 'have as many contacts 
as required. 

Contributed by 
SILEYSHORE PETERS. 

A WORD OF WARNING. 
I noted two ways to operate electric 

bells on 110 -volt current in your May 
issue, one in the experimental depart- 
ment and one in the "Oracle" dept. 
Allow me to say a word of warning. 

Either of the two methods is danger- 
ous to use unless special wiring is in- 
stalled. The underwriters would cer- 
tainly not sanction its general practice. 
The ordinary bell wiring (No. 18 D. C. 
C.) is unsafe to use in carrying line 
current. To make these methods safe 
would require regular electric light 
wiring and switches. In many cases 
the bell wiring is run in damp cellars 
and if line voltage is sent through them 
there is a great danger of "grounds." 
It is also well to remember that the 
transformers on the poles are .liable to 
break down. The damage that might 
Abe done in this way is very obvious. 1 
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hope that this advice may prevent 
some of your readers from endangering 
their buildings by these so- called 
"Money- Savers." 

Contributed by 
PHILIP EDELMAN. 

HELIX CLIP. 
Enclosed you will find a drawing of 

a clip for helices of the ribbon type. 
Take a piece of sheet brass three inches 
long, and one -half inch wide. Three - 
quarters of an inch from one end bend 
so it will catch the ribbon, then one - 
half inch from this place bend again 
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so as to make a slot for the ribbon to 
fit into. This will prove to be a very 
good clip and can easily be made by 
studying the drawing. 

Contributed by 
VERNIE DEXTER. 

CODE PRACTICER. 
Enclosed find a diagram of a simple 

code practicer. 
As the key is depressed a buzz will 

be heard in the phones if coil is near 
enough to the buzzer. 
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The sound may be regulated by mov- 
ing the coil to or from the buzzer. 

Contributed by 
EDWARD V. KOHOUT. 

AUTOMATIC CHICKEN FEEDER. 
I will try to give the description of 

a chicken feeder, which will be of value 
to those who have a little time to 
spare to make it. First procure a box 
4 inches by 12 inches by 12 incites, 
with a hinged lid. Next an alarm clock 
and a wood base switch. The clock 
is fastened firmly in the box but is 

removable so as to wind it. The switch 
is screwed down firmly after making 
connection. A string is fastened from 
the switch handle to the alarm key on 
the clock. Now the alarm is set at 
the time it is desired to feed the ohick- 
ens and it will wind up the string, 
thereby closing the circuit. 

Now make the feed boxes; they 
should be made of tin or thin wood, 
and placed at a distance from the 
ground in the coop; the dimensions are 
4x6 or 3x5 inches. Make the magnet 
the core of which is 2 inches long by 

inch diameter. Make two core ends 
from hard rubber or fiber 1A inches 
by %A -in. thickness and secure these on 
the end of the core. Wind this spool 
full of No. 22 insulated wire, leaving 
enough for connections. Now get a 
piece of hard wood /x/ inch; slot 
this to a depth of one inch, fasten this 
to the longest side of feed box as 
shown. Get another piece of wood 4 
x% inches, fasten this in the slot as 
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shown so that it can work freely. To 
the upper end is fastened a soft iron 
disc /x3/ inch, this is to act as arm- 
ature. At the lower end is cut a notch 
for the bottom of the feed box to rest 
in. Note how the bottom is hinged so 
that when released it falls. The arm- 
ature should be about A inch from the 
magnet core. 

The outfit is now complete, the feed 
boxes are connected in series as shown, 
and may be quite a distance from bat- 
tery; the clock pulls the handle across 
and so opens the circuit. Four dry 
cells are amply sufficient to operate. 

Contributed by 
ALLEN A. GRIM. 

AN ADJUSTABLE CONDENSER. 
Materials: 6 Leyden jars (test tube 

type), 6 8 -32 binding -post screws with 
nuts, 6 pieces of sheet copper i inch wide 
and long enough to reach around jar with 
extra length so as to form a clamp, 6 
brass tacks, 6 pieces of chain long enough 
to reach into jars, z piece of brass cut 
into shape as A and some wire. 
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To construct: Drill six holes into 
bench to accommodate jars. but small 
enough so jars won't fall through. 

Put jars into holes, put on clamps and 
connect all to one terminal Fig. C. 

Solder wire onto chain and run from 
inside of one jar to one brass tack. Do 
the same with all the jars. Be sure to 

get tacks in semi- circle Fig. D. Fill jars 
with salt water. 

Cut a switch as in Fig. A, and see that 
D to G covers all tacks otherwise it will 
not work. No dimensions are given be- 
cause some jars might be larger of more 
might be used. The connections are shown 
in Fig. B. 

Contributed by 
W. SCHURMANN. 

BREAK -IN KEY. 
The diagram illustrates the connec- 

tions for a simple break -in key. 
Its main advantage lies in the fact 

that there is but one contact at the 
key proper, thus eliminating the neces- 
sity of a hard working key, together 
with a large swing, of which both 

points are objectionable and unneces- 
sary. 

The instruments required are an or- 
dinary telegraph key, a relay, and a 
magnetic key, the construction of 
which has been described in previous 
numbers of "Modern Electrics." 

The arrangement seems to work 
very well and eliminates the trouble 
of throwing over the control switch 
at every change from transmitting to 
receiving and it also affords the re- 
ceiving operator the opportunity to 
"break -in" and interrupt the sender as 
soon as he loses a part of the message 
through interference, static, or a sim- 
ilar cause. 

The diagram is self -explanatory and 
therefore nothing need be said concern- 
ing the method of connecting up. 

Contributed by 
C. .W. CARLSTROM. 

A NEW BALL -BEARING SLIDER. 
The tension of the spring on this slider 

can be adjusted without taking slider and 
rod off from tuning coil. The ball is 
always in full sight and you can readily 
see if it turns when in use. 

5PRIN4 BEFORE BENT 

o... BEND MERE 

SFRRG AFTER BENT 

.., 

Use about No. 22 or No. 24 spring 
brass and one -quarter inch steel ball. The 
holes inside of spring strip where ball 
runs should be beveled smooth. The 
drawing explains the rest. 

Contributed by 
O. J. HURLBUT. 

ELECTRIC ALARM. 
Some time ago I had occasion to use 

a time switch in connection with an alarm 
clock, but on looking through several 
articles on alarm clock attachments, I was 
unable to find one suitable. I devised the 
following attachment, which though very 
simple, has been doing its work without 
any trouble for about four months. 

Referring to the diagram, the bell was 
taken off the clock and a piece of fibre 
attached, with a spring attachment, as 
shown in Fig. i. This spring has to be 
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adjusted to be within about an eighth of 
an inch from the ringer hammer. A 
spring of fair strength is also put onto 
the hammer. This alarm has not to be 
reset every time it rings. On the buzzer 

-F14 1- 

or bell a switch of fibre is put on the 
binding post, as shown: 

Contributed by 
ALEX. POLSO\. 

SIMPLE FIRE ALARM. 
Below is a diagram of Simple Fire 

Alarm, which almost explains itself. 
The brass strips are 3 /x /. The base 
is 2 /x2xYt. It can be put in any place 
where there is danger of fire. The 
heat melts the wax which makes the 
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strips come together, 
cuit. 

Contributed by 
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RAY. YATES. 

ELECTRIC HEATER FOR STEAM 
BATH. 

The chemical manufacturing plant, 
where I am employed as electrician, hav- 
ing entirely replaced steam by electric 
power, found it necessary to provide an 
electrically heated steam bath for the lab- 
oratory. Instead of using a commercial 
immersed coil to heat same, I designed 
and made one which is giving excellent 
results. 

Having omitted dimensions on sketch, 
I will give a short description. 

The outside, water box is 28x28 inches 
and 8 inches deep, made of 8 lb. lead. 

with the top having sixteen 4/ inch holes 
burned on. 

The heater tank, also made of lead is 
21x25x3 inches. This contains the heat- 
ing spirals which are made of No. i8 tin- 
ned iron wire, wound on a mandril yg 
inch in diameter. I put about 5o ft. in 
each spiral which, wound tightly, takes 
about 14 inches on the mandril. These 
coils were then stretched out on a wood 
rod to 23 inches. I used ten of these 
spirals held in place by a wood frame and 
placed inside of the heater tank which was 
then sealed up leaving only an opening 
for a i inch lead pipe to bring the leads 
out through and also to allow for the ex- 
pansion of the transformer oil with which 
the tank was then filled. 
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This, tank was set on legs i inch high 
in the middle of the water box and the 
1 inch pipe brought out through the cor- 
ner of the lid and terminated with a fun - 
nel'- shaped end. 

The water box was then filled to a 
level about inch above the heater tank. 
and kept so by a small, constant supply 
of running.water into the inlet chamber, 
as shown in the sketch. 

When the "juice" (25o volt A. C.), is 
turned on, it holds the water in the bath 
at about 210 deg. F., with the expenditure 
of less than I k.w. 

Contributed by 
ELVIN F. BROUGH. 

INSULATING PLIERS. 
I give in the following a device for a 

very fine insulator for a pair of pliers. 
All that is needed is a rubber tube 
about 8 inches long. Cut it in half and 
put it on the handles of the pliers. Af- 
ter this is done you will find that no 
metal can touch your hands. 

Contributed by 
FRANK O'ROURKE. 
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HOME -MADE COMMUTATORS. 
Many experimenters are inconveni- 

enced when building dynamo or mo- 
tor armatures because of the lack of a 
particular style of commutator. When 
winding a ring armature, you like to 
wind a large number of coils on it, but 
you often have to limit your winding 
to suit a standard make of commuta- 
tor. The higher the number of arma- 
ture coils wound on a dynamo's arma- 
ture, the less the generated current 
will pulsate, and the higher the number 
of armature coils a motor armature 
has, the higher its speed will be. I 

have made several commutators to suit 
my wants in this line, and would like 
to help out some readers of "Modern 
Electrics" in telling how to .make any 
size in general. 

To make a commutator proceed as 
follows: First procure (1) a piece of 
fibre tubing that fits over the arma- 
tute shaft snugly, (2) á solid brass 
rod of the desired diameter and length 
of your commutator, (3) a short piece 
of large fibre tubing which fits tightly 
over the brass rod, (4) and some mica 
sheet for insulation. Now drill a hole 
in the center, very accurately (in a 
lathe) from end to end through the 
brass rod, so that the cylinder formed 

MCA IMla,T..w 
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(Fig. 1) fits over the smaller fibre tube. 
Divide the cylinder into as many equal 
segments or divisions as required. 
Mark these divisions with a sharp file 
and cut the cylinder into its segments 
with a hack -saw (Fig. 2). File all 
raw edges smooth. Now cut the small 
fibre tube an eighth of an inch longer 
than the segments and mount them on 
it by separating each segment from 
another by strips of mica. Now push 
on a narrow band of the large fibre 
tubing over the assembled segments, 
and the commutator is complete (Fig. 
3). Turn it smooth in a lathe if neces - 
sary. Leave plenty of space for sold- 
ering windings to. on one side of the 
fibre band. 

A cheaper but less serviceable style 
may be made by using brass tubing. 
or an old brass oil cup, instead of dril- 
ling a brass rod. The space between 
the segments and the shaft may be 
filled in by a fibre -rod, drilled to fit over 
the armature shaft. The insulation be- 
tween the segments'rhay be thin strips 
of wood, and to increase insulation. 
soak the commutator in shellac and 
bake it dry. 

Contributed by 
GEORGE STURLEY. 

Until 
invent a 
that the 
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"THE ULTIMATE." 
some real genius turns out to 
set to go this one better, I hope 
set herein described will stand 
the pole." 
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The construction of the set i. %veil set 
forth in the drawing. It consists of a 

metal cane. containing the tuning coil, a 

small case which contains the detector. 
and a condenser consisting of sheets ; a 
tinfoil or copperfoil ßeparated by some 
collodion, or better yet, "Healskin." and 
a switch. The cane does duty as both 
aerial and ground. 

Contributed by 
L. O. MUMFORD. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF A STEP 
DOWN TRANSFORMER. 
CLOSED CORE TYPE. 

A transformer constructed by the 
following directions will be found very 
useful in experimenting, running 
spark -coil, lights, etc. It is for use on 
110 volts alternating current and will 
cut In) volts down to 5, lo, or 15 volts. 

First procure the core which is made 
up of enough strips of stove -pipe iron 
1% inches wide by 15 inches long to 
make a pile 1/ inches thick when 
pressed tightly together. The tin- 
smith will cut these for you for about 
50 cents. Around this core wrap tape 
or cloth covering a space of 4 inches, 
5% inches from each end. Shellac this 
tape and allow it to dry. Then wind 

SECONDARY WNDJN4S 

-Flç. 1- 

FiG 2- 

one layer of 50 turns of No. 16 D. C. C. 
wire over this. See Fig. 1. Then 
wrap a layer of cloth, which need not 
be shellacked because the whole trans- 
former will be placed in oil, around 
this. then another of wire and cloth, 

- FIG 4- 

and another of wire until you get three 
separate layers of No. 16 wire of 50 
turns each. Over this wrap several 
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layers of cloth. These layers form the 
secondaries of which there are three 
separate coils. 

Then wind 1100 turns of No. 28 or 
29 D. C. C. wire on top of this, wind- 
ing it so as to make it bulge out in 
the middle and be narrow near the 
ends. See Fig. 2. Over this wrap 
several layers of cloth. This is the 
primary. All windings, both primary 
and secondary are in the same direc- 
tion. 

When this is all done and the ends 
well insulated from the core and each 
other (soft rubber tubing is excellent 
for this purpose), bend over alternate- 
ly, one at a time the strips of which 
the core is composed so that they over- 
lap and press tight against each other. 
When you get half of the strips bent, 
bend the other half in the same way on 
the other side. Fig. 3 will make this 
clear. Wrap tape around the whole 
core to hold the overlapping strips to- 
gether as shown by dotted lines in 
Fig. 3. 

Then place the whole transformer 
in a can and bring out the ends, mak- 
ing connections as shown in Fig. 3, 
using 6 binding posts for the secon- 
daries and 2 for the primary. These 
binding posts may be placed on a lid, 
flanged so as to fit tightly in the top 
of the can and fastened by screws 
through the sides. 

Then fill the can with a good insul- 
ating oil (boiled linseed oil) to cover 
the transformer. 

Black enamel will greatly add to the 
appearance of the transformer. 

By connecting the second and third, 
and the fourth and fifth binding posts 
with short pieces of wire, 15 volts may 
be obtained from binding posts 1 and 6. 
By connecting 2 and 3, 10 volts may 
be obtained from 1 and 4, or by not 
connecting any, 5 volts may be ob- 
tained from each 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 
5 and 6. 

If desired, 100 turns may be wound 
for each of the secondary coils, there- 
by obtaining 10 volts from each wind- 
ing or only one or two secondaries need 
be wound on. 

This transformer may have the 
primary connected to 110 volt current 
mains permanently if desired. 

Contributed by 
HAMPTON R. KLUMBACH. 
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Our Wireless Station and our Laboratory Contest will be continued every month until further notice. 
The best photograph for each contest is awarded a monthly prize of Three (3) Dollars. If you have a 
good, clear photograph send it at once: you are doing yourself an injustice if you don't. If you have a 
wireless station or laboratory (no matter how small) have a photograph taken of it by all means. Photo- 
graphs not used will be returned in 30 days. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DESCRIPTION OF THE STATION MUST NOT BE LONGER 
THAN 250 WORDS, AND THAT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ONLY ONE SIDE OP THE SHEET 
IS WRITTEN UPON. SHEET MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN OR WRITTEN BY PEN. DO NOT 
USE PENCIL. NO DESCRIPTION WILL BE ENTERED IN THE CONTEST UNLESS THESE 
RULES ARE CLOSELY ADHERED TO. 

It is also advisable to send two prints of the photograph (one toned dark and one light) so we can 
have the choice of the one best suited, for reproduction. 

This competition is open freely to all who may desire to compete, without charge or consideration of 
any kind. Prospective contestants need not be subscribers for (the publication) in order to be entitled 
to compete for the prizes offered. 

FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS. 
JENCLOSE herewith a photograph 

of my wireless set from which I 

have obtained excellent results. The 
receiving outfit consists of a double 
slide tuning coil, a loose coupler, de- 

tector set and a pair of 3,200 ohm 
phones. The detector set is a walnut 
box fitted with a hard rubber top upon 
which are two detectors (galena and 
silicon) a double pole, double throw 
switch, and a small two -point -switch 
for throwing in either of the detectors. 
All connections are made inside the 
box, which also contains a fixed con- 
denser. This arrangement is both 
compact and easy to handle. On the 
side of the table I have a double pole, 
double throw switch which throws 
either the loose coupler or the tuning 
coil in with the detector set. 

The sending outfit consists of a two - 
inch E. I. Co. coil, a spark gap, four 
Leyden jars, a brass ribbon helix and a 
telegraph key for operating the coil. 

The other key is for the telegraph 
sounder which is directly behind the 
detector set. The switchboard has a 
volt and ammeter (for telling the con- 
dition and how much current I am us- 
ing from an 8- volt =100 ampere storage 
battery), a pilot light and the neces- 
sary switches. A double pole, double 
throw switch mounted on a hard rub- 
ber base throws either the sending or 
receiving outfit in. The home -made 
instruments are tuning coil, loose coup- 
ler, detector set, helix, condensers and 
switchboard. 

The aerial is composed of four alum- 
inum wires 60 ft. long and 75 ft. high. 
E. I. Co. electrose insulators are used 
for insulation. 

With this set I have heard distinctly 
Cape San Antonio, Cuba (U. J.), Colon, 
(N A X), Key West (N A R), New 
Orleans, (H B),Cape Cod (M C C) and 
many vessels on the Atlantic. Have 
sent a distance of ten miles. 

While not a subscriber to your valu- 
able magazine I never fail to read each 
issue and have learned a great deal on 
electrical subjects therefrom. 

ARTHUR M. HAHN, 
Washington, D. C. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
This is a picture of the wireless sta- 

tion operated by Mrs. H. H. Birchard 
at her home, which is on a hill just 
east of White Plains Avenue, at 241st 
Street, New York, and one of the high- 
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est points near the city limits Her 
aerial consists of six No. 12 aluminum 
wires 225 feet long leading to her sta- 
tion from the top of a 75 -foot flag pole. 
The instruments upon her desk consist 
t i variometers, fixed and variable con- 
densers, loose couplers, audion, spark 
coil, and gap, Leyden jars, and an 8o 
amp. 6 volt storage battery. To the 
right of the desk, is a case containing 
30 dry batteries, for the high tension 
side to her audion. Space will not per- 

mit me to go into details of her hook- 
up, which would be interesting to those 
who can trace it out. Mrs. Birchard 
is an instructor in the art of telegraphy 
and is able to do fine work at her sta- 
tion. She considers this hook -up su- 
perior to the standard, on account of 
the ease in tuning out high power sta- 
tions when copying Cape Cod, or lit- 
tle effort required to tune in other 
long distant ships or stations. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed find photo of my wireless 

station. 
Sending consists of two one -half- 

inch spark, coils, sending condenser, 
key, vertical spark gap, and helix. 

Receiving consists of a loose coupled 
tuner, fixed condenser, seen just in 

front of the loose coupler, electrolytic 
and silicon detectors, potentiometer 
and a pair of 4,000 ohm Holtzer Cabot 
phones. 

The instruments are all my own 
make with the exceptions of phones, 
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key and coils. I use a triple pole 
double throw slate base switch to 
change from sending to receiving. 

My aerial consists of six aluminum 
wires, one hundred and twenty feet 
long, thirty -five feet high at one end 
and fifty -five feet at the other. With 
this outfit I have heard San Francisco, 
a distance of two hundred miles, very 
plainly, and some ship stations in the 
Pacific Ocean. 

FREDERICK W. SAYLES, 
California. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed is a photograph of my wire- 

less station. 
The sending consists of the follow - 

ing: 3 -inch spark coil (behind the 
Leyden jars), helix, spark gap, key, 
electrolytic interrupter, and imped- 
ence coil. I use a modification of the 
De Forest system. 

The receiving: T. P. D. T. switch 
tuning transformer, loading coil, fixed 

condenser, inductance, potentiometer, 
detector and 3000 ohm receivers. Also 
a voltmeter, hot wire ammeter and cur- 
rent detector for testing. 

The apparatus is of my own con - 
truction except the receivers, key, 

voltmeter and potentiometer. 
Since the photograph was taken I 

have added a variable condenser and 
another potentiometer. 

My antennae consists of the inverted 
L type, 4 wires (7 strand copper), 3 ft. 
apart. It is 6 ft. above the instruments 
at one end and 30 ft. at the other. 

Using this antennae I am able to re- 
ceive from Cape Cod, Wellsfleet (about 
200 miles away) every night. 

I also receive from Atlantic City, 
Manhattan Beach and New York. 
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I have used about a dozen different 
kinds of detectors but I find a good set 
of Perikon crystals better than any 
other. 

The photograph was taken while the 
outfit was on exhibition in a large de- 
partment store, which accounts for the 
card above the instruments. 

I find "Modern Electrics" an excel- 
lent periodical to keep me posted on 
the researches of other amateurs and 
the latest wireless news. 

L. S. UPHOFF, 
Schenectady, N. V. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 

Enclosed you will find a photo of my 
wireless station. 

The sending side consists of a 4 -inch 
induction coil, electrolytic interrupter, 
adjustable choke coil, large key, zinc 

spark gap, glass plate condenser, helix, 
and hot wire ammeter. I use 110 A. C. 
with the coil. 

For receiving I use a loose coupler, 
large single slide tuning coil, two sili- 
con detectors of the ferron type, three 
variable and two fixed condensers, a 
2,000 ohm head set and a buzzer test. 

My aerial is made up of 4 strands of 
copper, 60 ft. long and 60 feet high, 
which I can change from a loop to a 
straightaway. 

All my instruments with the excep- 
tion of the receivers, are my own make. 
With this outfit I have obtained excel- 
lent results. My call is "Q." 

ERNEST j. HEISER. 
Ohio. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Please find enclosed photograph of 

my wireless station. 
My sending and receiving sets are 

both mounted on one stand at the left, 
except batteries and interrupter on the 
right. 

My sending set is composed of %- 
inch coil, glass plate condenser, zinc 
spark gap, also a rotary spark gap 
shown at the left, pancake helix made 

of sheet brass, heavy wireless key, and 
electrolytic interrupter. 

My receiving set consists of a triple 
resonance receiving transformer (my 
own invention), silicon detector, ad- 
justable fixed condensers, a pair of 
2,000 and a pair of 3,000 ohm phones. 

My aerial consists of four No. 14 
aluminum wires 100 ft. long, 70 to 80 
ft. high at one end. 

My ground is a galvanized pipe 18 
ft. in moist earth. 

I have made proven tests receiving 
a distance over 2,500 miles in day time 
from a 5 kw. station, Aberdeen, Wash. 

I have read Pa., PA. and PF. work- 
ing with steamers and Pacific Coast 
stations, day and night, Los Angeles 
Examiner, Los Angeles, Cal., and 
Seattle, Wash. 

I constantly hear the Atlantic Coast 
stations working with steamers. 

I have sent 18 miles at night with - 

inch coil, electrolytic interrupter and 
110 V.D.C. Have sent 12 miles with 
same coil using old dead dry cells re- 
newed by my own invention of solution 
which works wonders on a spark coil. 
It makes them last six months of hard 
work. 

Directions and information FREE to 
amateurs. FRED. SHERMAN, 

Benton Harbor, Mich. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed find photo of my station; 

all instruments are of my own make. 
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Sending side consists of / kw. and 

a 1 kw. closed core transformer, helix, 
14 turns of No. 6 aluminum wire 1 

inch apart, 14/ inches Thigh, 12 inches 
diameter. 

Condenser, 9 plates (7 shown in pic- 
ture) 15x15 inches tinfoil on both 
sides. This condenser is used on the 

kw. I am building the 1 kw. con- 
denser now. / kw. is shown in picture 
(part of it) to the right. 

The muffler stands on top of con- 
denser, fibre conduit clamped between 
two oak pieces of wood by the brass 
rods on side. 

All places are sealed with sealing 
wax where necessary. 

Receiving set: Murdock phones ; 

tuning coil ; double cylinder, thi ee 
slides (ball bearing) ; silicon and car - 
borundum detector. This carborun- 
dum is the best that I have come across 

yet because when I send, the adjust- 
ment is still the same and never is 
knocked out by sending. If you get 
the right kind and the right hook- 
up nothing can beat it (I have the 
United hook -up) and a small flash- 
light battery with a potentiometer 
(which has to be a good one in order to 
get good results because I find that if 
too much current passes through the 
crystal it cuts down the signals). 

My aerial is about 60 feet high on 
a 50 -foot house. I have a 12 -foot pole, 
90 feet long, 4 wires, 20 foot spreaders. 

I buy the Modern Electrics every 
month and I am always glad to see 
that old familiar cover design -at the 
stationer's store. 

CLIFFORD CANNON, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

HOW IT IS DONE. 
¡( 11E boy he wants a wireless, 

And though his pipe be fireless, 
He never spends a cent for smoke: 
His comrades say that he is broke. 
In an iron box he keeps his coin, 
And every day a few more join :- 
He keeps the fruits of all his toil 
In order to buy a tuning coil. 

A detector now is needed bad; 
He opens the box with countenance glad 
And in he reaches; the sheckles bright 
Right in his pocket go, out of sight. 
A money order he now must fill, 
Before receiving must foot the bill, 
And when at last the detector arrives, 
He thanks himself with many sighs. 
A variable condenser sure would be 
A very valuable thing to me. 
With it I could tune out that neighbor- 

ing station, 
Be able to talk with the whole popula- 

tion ; 

I'd copy Cape Cod, I'd get Glace Bay, 
I'd know what everyone has to say; 
No more I'd hear that static noise: 
This would be one of my greatest joys. 

At last t'was completed, the receiving 
set ; 

The transmitting part was absent yet. 
His pay he must save, his passions foil 
To save up the cash for a four -inch coil. 
When all was saved, he sent away, 
Received it soon, I'm glad to say. 
But as yet he was not able to tune ; 

Could he do this, t'would be a great 
boon. 

A helix he could easily make, 
Two hours or less t'would only take. 
The frame he made of fibre tough, 
When the wire was wound he had 

enough. 
The clips he made of springy brass ; 

The insulation was of glass - 
T'was almost as good as one just bought 
Because he made it, so he thought. 

A condenser he could likewise build ; 

The gap by the spark's now easily filled. 
A smaller one around the key 
He shunted, to absorb the spark, you 

see. 
Now he sits there, day and night, 
Catches the waves in their wily flight. 
The fruits of his labors he has gleaned, 
And now he's a regular wireless fiend. 

'ANTHONY J. DECIZOP. 
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THE INGENIOUS LION TAMER 

f i . . 

-and how he foiled the grouchy lion. 
-hliegeude I:Iactter. 

LUNASMS. 
"If Manhattan is In New York City, where is 

electricity?" 
"If a watch ticks with its escapement, how does 

a lunatic ?" 
"If a lien could lay C eggs a day, how many 

could a relay?" 
"If these 'Jokes' are dense. is a condenser ? ?" 
"If you could not meet your girl, could a po- 

tentiometer ?" 
"If your girl don't want to receive you, could a 

telephone receiver ?" 
"If an ass is stupid, is carborundum?" 
"If you stay late with your wireless, is an in- 

sulator ?" 

THE CLEVER ENI'LORATOR 

-and how he exploited the unknown river. 
-Vele Mele. 

AN "ATTRACTIVE" RI:sr'IF:. 

r04 

ÿ 
X'' -! 

An English "si ieatist's" idea how it should be 
done.- Sketch. 

DOG LOCKED IN STAND SENDS 
PHONE CALL THAT BRINGS 

RESCUE. 
Rover, a yellow dog belonging to 

Michael Bellotti, was locked in his 
owner's bootblacking stand in Green- 
wood avenue, East Orange, N. J., by 
mistake. 

Becoming impatient, the dog scam- 
pered around until he knocked over a 
desk phone. "Central" got the flash, 
and receiving no answer and hearing 
strange sounds, told the police, who 
rescued the dog. Rover in trying to 
escape had dyed himself black with 
shoe polish. 
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Electrical Patents for the Month 
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trial conductor haring en Inductance therein 
baring earth plate a plumllty of second.. elr,uie+ 
shunted . end rail Inductance and omit having therein 

adlur spark,. ml omlenser pins., .K 
transformers. the secondary roils of emit being showed 

ml each of said condensers ro.pectlreiy. 
a 

nd comb.. 
m adapted m eel one 

erminnl 
of the prlmmy of 

each transformer to a .tullerrorrhoe of a polyphase genet' 
tor whereby different ,tisrhrges are counts t. mite pi e t the .parh'naps for earl, phase, the other {ermine. of 
said primores being connected to each nth,, 

991.251 ILLUMINATING SYSTEM FOR THF-ATRIiAl. 
DISPLAY Loris Saul 

e 

L Howse°. {Wichita. Kan. I 

Flied Jan :.,11111 SRrlalNo 4/112,11 

901,304. MEANS FOR REPRODDCINO ELECTRICAL 
VARIATIONS. Perna Cores Rawsn, New Tort: 
N. Y assignor to Cooper Hewitt Electric Compatis,. 

I New York. N. Y a Corporation of New Tort. Filed 
/My 7, 1901 'Serial No. 210,57; 
1. An means for reproducing the rorlatlooa of cur 

cot lo an electric circuit, an electromagnet aobjeet to 
'the Influence of said variations, and a gas or capay- twat. of the character described located I p.r In rtes field 
of forre of the said magnet, the magnet being plated lo 
orb relation to the poaltl.e electrode se Ils 
arlotion of the protuberance mmtntt b le I 

cause 
well{ 

the t, any rarl. ur tlon proled by the said m.lehrl the 
role r'column resistants. 

e::41_ TELEGRAPHY J.otS A FiaLgaosa, Washing 
Pm. D l- Flied M., 23, 1910 tlerlal So 702 NIL) 

I 1,Pcomblontion of sounder with no 
ley Mario. re.l.ennre and energising rolls Mined In'aerle, 
shunt laps from the lunetloea of the respective rolls a 

e provided with brrok.polot of mid rep. 
leading to of said break -points. 'suitable ro ecll on. 
with the mound., to the reletive hreat -point for the corre- 
spondlne tap. said ra talon roils disposed to operate 
+:td1 armature. sold breat -paints a sot arranged to control l 
shunt,substantially s. described and for lb. porpoises set 
forth. 

?PPARATtn eon T'it,1NSF'lRMINr. LOI. 
T1tlr.\1, F:NERGI INTO MECHANICAL ENER61 
11suul.o R Solon. Worcester, Mns, assignor to Rest 
Inghnuse Electric sad Manofaeturmt t ,mpane n , 

Potation of Pennsylvania Flied M1 11, 190n Scoria 
Net 430.301 
I. An rlectroalstle motor rompriniig primary 111..111 

bee embodyine m raised from n rnsl w 
for producing ting rlertrnon., 0ld.aand second 
ore member Independent of any external source and is 
9uenl.d by mid coronae thId to protiur, u relative rote. 

!gnus of the members 

1 ,l,nation with a rope having a pair of wires 
spirally w 

aom 

nod In vergate sections se as to form exposed 
ontorts, of source of electricity connected lo opposite 

skies of nid wires. a series of Ilgots adopted to be carried 
by a performer. and m engaging said wires 
make and break e circuit 

w 
th tbrouth said light. and said 

.source of electricity. 

ra. ';/I M 

rid 

-er 

ñß,1 

Oriph>tl öccttiad InetiNs for which letters Pabst five lea Grated for Mali Wog May 34, 1911 

Copy of any of the above Patents will be mailed span receipt of 10 cans 
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Queries and questions pertaining to the electrical arts, addressed to this department, will be 

published free of charge. Only answers to inquiries of general interest will be published here for 
the benefit of all readers. 

On account of the large amount of inquiries received, it may not be possible to print all the 
answers in any one issue, as each has to take its turn. Correspondents should bear this in mind 
when writing. 

Common questions will be promptly answered by mail if 10 cents to cover expenses have been 
enclosed. We can no longer undertake to furnish information by mail free of charge as in the past. 
There are as many as 150 letters a day now and it would be ruinous for us to continue acting as 
a free correspondence school. 

If a quick reply is wanted by mail, a charge of 15 cents is made for each question. Special 
information requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without renumera- 
tion. THE ORACLE has no fixed rate for such work, but will inform the correspondent promptly 
as to the charges involved. 

NAME AND ADDRESS MUST ALWAYS BE GIVEN IN ALL LETTERS. WHEN WRIT- 
ING ONLY ONE SIDE OP QUESTION SHEET MUST BE USED; DIAGRAMS AND DRAW- 
INGS MUST INVARIABLY BE ON A SEPARATE SHEET. NOT MORE THAN THREE 
QUESTIONS MUST BE ASKED, NOR SHALL, THE ORACLE ANSWER MORE THAN THIS ; NUf you 

want anything electrical and don't know Ewhere 
toT 

get 
OBSETHE 

ORACLE Ep will 
g 

such information free. 

IfrerikeriallA i -Wiftill i1! ikilKi -1M4- IAkelf %fah IdelMice YklIW1t 111f If 1M It ItY4-lf itke: l 

DETECTOR MINERALS. 
(965.) Walter Brennan, Mich., asks: 
Q. 1. -Would you please describe follow- 

ing minerals : Iron pyrites, carborundum. 
fused silicon, molybdenite, and copper pyrites? 

I found a mineral that works very well, 
but I don't know what it is. It is of a golden 
color, a trifle dark, and is quite hard. 

A. 1. -Iron and copper pyrites have a 
golden, brassy, dull color. Carborundum us- 
ually comes in blue, glassy. sharp crystals. 
Silicon is gray with a white silver lustre. 
Molybdenite resembles fresh cut lead a good 
deal. 

Q. 2. -How far can I hear with a two 
slide tuning coil, 21 inches high, 11 inches in 
diameter; wound with No. 20 wire; two fixed 
condensers; one mineral detector ; and aerial, 
60 feet at one end, 20 feet at the other end. 
and 70 feet long; No. 14 aluminum wire, four 
strands? 

A. 2. -You do not tell what other instru- 
ments you use, consequently we cannot tell. 

ELECTRIC HARMONICA. 
(966.) A. J. Allard, Va., asks: 
Q. 1. -In your December, 1909, issue, Fig. 3, 

represents the well -known electrical har- 
monica, of which I wish to know how thick. 
wide and long are the steel prongs H, and 
what size wire to use in magnet E. Can I 
not use separate horseshoe magnets as a 
permanent magnet N. S., indicated in Modern 
Flectrics? This is the main point I wish 
to know. Can I not use some kind of oscilla- 
tion high frequency transformer connected in 
series to increase the alternation current in 
the line, so the receiving station will have 
more E. M. F.? 

A. 1. -We have no exact data on this 
piece of apparatus on hand but would ven- 
ture to say that the magnet which must 
be one piece should be about three to four 
inches long and about 1% inches high. The 
steel prongs "I-I" may be taken from a music 

box and must of course be of steel. We 
would recommend using No. 30 wire S. S. 
C. on a magnet. It is quite necessary that 
"N" is one piece. 

You could of course, use an oscillation 
high frequency transformer to increase the 
alternations but this will of course depend 
on what you want to use the apparatus for. 

STATIC PHENOMENON. 
(967.) Eugene F. Naegele, Mont., writes: 
Q. 1. -In this month's issue of Modern 

Electrics, which I received today I noticed 
the answer to my question sent to you some 
months ago. I have wired my instruments 
according to the diagram furnished and find 
that I have most excellent results. being 
able to heard a 5 k.w. station 900 miles 
away. My aerial is composed of four Ni). 
12 B. and S. gauge copper wire, the wires 
being 3 feet apart and 450 feet long. One 
end is supported by an old chimney 115 
feet high and the other end is fastened to 
a telephone pole 35 feet high. I wish to 
thank you for your kind answer. 

I noticed a peculiar thing the other day 
while putting some new wiring in a shop 
that was using 500 volts. The 500 volt wires 
were on a side wall where dust settles, and 
were running parallel to one another and 
supported on standard porcelain knobs. 
When the wires were put in they were No. 
12 asbestos covered and of course, white. 
Now the peculiar thing is that the positive 
wire catches the dust and is black and tile 
negative wire remains white as when put In. 
The dust can be rubbed off the positive wire 
and is white beneath, but why is it that the 
one catches dust and the other does not? 
Since then I have noticed the same thing 
on other 500 volt D. C. wires subject to 
dust and exposure. Both wires are exposed 
to the same temperature conditions. etc. I 

have called an electrical engineer's attention 
to it but he says he never saw anything 
similar to it and cannot account for it. This 
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The Business of 
This Place is 

to Raise Salaries 
From every section, and from all sorts and con 

ditions of men, messages come to tell of earnings 
increased and futures brightened through study of 
I. C. S. Courses. 

And no matter where you live, how little spare 
time you have, or how brief your schooling, the 
I. C. S. can raise your salary. The 900 or more ad- 
vancement letters received every month represent 
only a fraction of the total number of advancements. 

I. C. S. Courses have made draftsmen, foremen, 
and superintendents of shop hands; building con- 
tractors, architects, structural and concrete engi- 
neers of carpenters and masons; advertising men. 
window trimmers, show -card writers, chemists, 
illustrators, and designers of clerks; electrical. 
mechanical, and steam engineers of laborers; mine 
inspectors, foremen, and mining engineers of mine 
workers; bridge engineers, surveyors and mappers, 
civil engineers, gas engineers, automobile runners, 
and civil service employes of young men willing to 
use their spare time to mold a career. 

Mark and mail the Coupon and learn how the 
I.C. S. can raise your salary. 

International Correspondence Schools 
Box 99E, Scranton, Pa. 

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how 
I can qualify for a larger sa ary and advancement to the 
position, trade, or procession before which I have marked X. 

Electrical Engineering 
Electric Lighting 
Electric Railways 
Electrician 
Electric Car Running 
Dynamo Foreman 
Dynamo Tender 
W i reman 
Mining Engineer 
Telephone Expert 
Civil Engineer 
Automobile Runnin 

Mechan cal Engineer 
Mechanical Draftsman 
R. R. Constructing 
Concrete Construction 
Architect 
Coatractingand Building 
Architectural Draftsman 
Plumbing & Heating 
Chemist 
Bookkeeper 
Advertising Man 
Civil Service Exams. 

Name 

¡ 51.f?No 

City State . 

. 

. 

When writing, plisse mention "Modern Illectries.w 

does not happen with the 110 volt lighting 
circuit, which is A. C. The 500 volt circuit 
is on an ungrounded circuit being on an 
entirely different generator that the street 
car service is supplied with. I would like 
to know if you can find a reason for this, 
not because it is going to do me any mate- 
rial good but it is just for my wanting to 
know, having never seen anything so pecu- 
liar before. 

A. 1. -The phenomenon which you de- 
scribe is quite common, and is especially 
noticeable in flour mills, and places where 
there is very much dust. The high tension 
wire electrifies the air the same as a static 
machine does, and the dust usually collects 
on the positive wire. 

SPARK RECORDER. 
(968.) Burns Dick, Watsessing, N. J., 

asks: 
Q. I wish to record the exact position at 

which a spark occurs, on a sheet of paper 
lying on a metal plate, which plate, forms 
one end of circuit : Name some method or 
chemical with which paper can be treated 
which will give a clear impression. Or some 
kind of paste or paint which can be smeared 
on might do. Record need not necessarily 
be permanent but must be cheap and quick, 
and not require subsequent developments as 
in photograph. 

A. 1. -You may use ordinary pole test 
paper or litmus paper, or tumeric paper. 
This should be moist when used. The spark 
will usually leave a red mark, and the wire 
from which the spark jumps to the plate 
should be negative. 

WIRELESS QUERY. 

(969.) Leslie W. Parker, Vermont, writes: 
Q. 1. -My aerial is sixty feet high at one 

end and forty -five at the other. It is com- 
posed of three telephone wires stretched 18 
inches apart. My lead -in is from the high- 
est pole and runs a distance of forty feet 
before entering the station. The aerial is 
one hundred -ten feet long. Now what is 
the receiving distance and meters wave 
length with the above aerial and the fol- 
lowing instruments? Silicon detector, fixed 
condenser, variable condenser, 1,000 ohm re- 
ceiver, and double slide tuning coil com- 
posed of 220 feet of No. 20 bell wire? I 
also have a long water pipe for a ground. 

I have a friend who lives a mile and a 
half away, who has a one inch coil. He 
takes his current from the street light power. 
Last Sunday when I was listening I could 
hear him very plainly by using only one 
slide on my tuning coil and having the 
ground end of coil open, running ground 
wire straight to fixed condenser. 

I then grounded the end of the coil, but 
could not hear a sound. I then tried using 
both slides but could not hear. Now what 
was the reason that I could not hear when 
my coil was grounded or when using both 
slides? 

My friend 5s located in a deep valley 
and I am on the top of a high hill. His 
aerial is the same as mine only that he has 
five wires instead of three. 

How can I better the range of my outfit? 
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A. 1. -We should roughly say that the 

wave length of your aerial is between 125 
and 135 meters. Without telling something 
more definite about your connections it will 
be quite impossible to give you the reason 
of the occurrence. We should venture to 
say, however, that the reason may be found 
that you were receiving indu °ttvely when 
the ground was open and your aerial prob- 
ably was short -circuited with the ground, as 
soon as you put the ground on your tuner. 

BICHROMATE BATTERY. 
(970.) Joe Scalco, Ala., asks: 
Q. 1.- Please give directions for making 

five (5) quarts of solution for use in a 
bichromate battery. Does the above battery 
give steady current? What is the voltage of 
each cell? 

A. 1. -See this month's Practical Elec- 
trician, which gives several very good for- 
mulas. Bichromate cells give 2 volts. 

Q. 2. -Can common zinc pencils as used 
in sal ammoniac batteries be used for the zincs 
in the above battery if a sufficient amount is 
used? 

A. 2. -Yes. Any kind of zinc, which, how- 
ever, should be amalgamated. 

Q. 3. -Can a common magneto machine, 
used to give shocks, be rewound to make it 
give a current of about 6 volts and 2 amperes? 
If so, give directions for same. 

A. 3. -By rewinding an ordinary magneto 
generator, you will get A. C. current. If you 
desire to have D. C. current, you must use a 
commutator mounted on the axis. We should 
judge that by using No. 24 enamel wire you 
could get about 6 volts and 2 amperes, pro- 
viding your magneto is of standard make. 

UMBRELLA AERIAL. 
(971.) E. B. \\ agner, Pa., asks : 

Q. 1. -I am desirous of erecting an um- 
brella type aerial on the roof of my house. 
The roof is 22 ft. square and the pole will be 
constructed of galvanized iron rain -spout and 
be fifty feet high. I expect to use the four 
top guys as part of the aerial system and 
would like to know how many of these should 
be used. Would the gain in efficiency, if 
any, warrant the additional expense of copper 
spout? 

A. 1. -We would not advise you to use 
any part of the mast for aerial as it will give 
rise to interference. We would not advise 
using the copper spout. 

WIRELESS QUERIES. 
(972.) Ed. A. Oehrle, Mass., writes: 
Q. 1. -Can I get messages on insulated 

wire? How can I make a silicon detector? 
Does the thumb -screw need to have a point? 
Which is the best cleaner for silicon? 

A. 1. -You can certainly get messages on 
insulated wire. It does not make any dif- 
ference whether the wire is covered or bare 
as either way gives satisfaction. Ether waves. 
the same as light waves, go through a solid 
pane of glass. On silicon detectors the screw 
should have a blunt brass point. Silicon 
should be cleaned with alcohol or gasoline 
when greasy. Description of a silicon de- 
tector may be found in the May, 1911, issue. 

1'0 

MURDOCK 
WIRELESS APPARATUS 

w:t.s ̀?-^- '' ' 

APPEARANCE 
is not everything, but when combined 
with all other good qualities, it is worth 
whsle. 

Get a spark gap of this type, and you 
will be proud, not only because it looks 
like the real thing, but works with the 
best. 

Fitted with Radiators. 
K W 15.00 

1 -2 K W 7.011 

Other (mood (foods at Right Prices. 

WM. J. MURDOCK CO. 
40 Carter Street 

CHELSEA, MASS. 
162 Minna St. 221 S. Clinton St. 

SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrirs." 

SPECIAL 
HIGH -GRADE WORK 

WE HAVE THE FINEST AND BEST 
EQUIPPED MACHINE SHOP IN 

NEW YORK. 
STAMPINGS. \Ve build dies forspec- 

ial metal stampings, 
drawn shells, punchings, etc. Our prices 
will be found lower than most concerns. 
ELECTRICAL WORK. We can make 

anything -no 
matter how difficult or how simple, after 
blue print or sample No quantity too 
large nor too small. We make the finest 
windings in the country, using No. 60 
R. & S. Wire our specialty. 
PERMANENT MAGNETS. Wehave 

- been 
building these for 10 years and construct 
tut most powerful magnets imaginable 
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND 
TELEPHONY. 'fills is one tif t, it 

specialties. 
We do contract work for the United 

States and European Governments. 
I3etter get acquainted with us. 

The Electrical Industries 
326 W. 41st St., New York City 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric..." 
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WIRELESS 
Ili11111 II II 

Boys from Chicago and vicinity are in- 
vited to call at our store and look over 
our stock. 
We carry The Electro Importing Co.'s 

complete lines. 
Saine Catalog Same Prices. 

Detector as shown above, 55c. 

Anderson Light & Specialty Co, 
KNOWN AS 

LA SALLE LIGHT STORE 
La Salle and Randolph Streets, Chicago 

Opposite New City Hall 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrica." 

Some DOTL[R-CABOT 

Receiver features 
Hard Rubber Shells with Aluminum Inner 
Shells Insuring Permanent Adjustment. 

Silk Wound 
Coils 

Leather 
Covered 

Padded Bands 

Pneumatic 
Air Cushions 
Silk Covered 

Cords 

Very Sensitive 
Adjustment 

Permanent 

SEND FOR 

BOOKLET 20M3 

THE HOLTZER -CABOT ELEC. CO. 
BROOKLINE, MASS. and CHICAGO, ILL. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics." 

BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS. 
(973.) Ray C. Armstrong, Ill., asks: 
Q. 1. -Can wet batteries be used on a re- 

ceiving set? If so, how many and what kind? 
A. 1. -Any kind of batteries can be used 

on a receiving set, and if you intend using them 
with an electrolytic detector about four wet 
cells should be used. 

Q. 2. -What is the kind and amount of 
wire used on Electro Importing Co.'s "Loose 
Coupler" (Secondary and Primary) ? 

A. 2.- Primary, No. 21; Secondary, No. 28 
B. & S. enameled wire. 

Q. 3. -If a 50 -ohm telephone coil is used 
with a 75 -ohm receiver will it make it amount 
to 125 ohms? 

A. 3. -If connected in series, yes. 

5 KW. TRANSFORMER. 
(974.) Harold Buymer, Ohio, asks: 
Q. 1. -I am constructing a 5 kw. trans- 

former and I have soft sheet -iron for the 
cores, etc., all that I have to get now is the 
wire. How many pounds on secondary and 
how many on primary? 

A. 1. -For primary 26 pounds No. 8 D. 
C. C. wire; for secondary 60 pies 1/4 inch thick 
wound with No. 26 D. C. C. wire. 

Q. 2.-Is enameled wire the best on a 
5 kw.? 

A. 2.- Enamel wire may be used if de- 
sired, it has the best insulation. 

Q. 3. -How far will this send? 
A. 3. -This depends upon aerial, helix, etc., 

but under good conditions, you should trans- 
mit about 900 to 1,000 miles. 

%2 KW. TRANSFORMERS. 
(975.) O. Donn Burton, N. J., asks: 
Q. 1. -I have a 34 -kw. transformer and an 

E. I. Co.'s 1/4-kw. transformer coil. Can these 
be connected together so as to give more than 
1k kw., and if so, how? Will an interrupter 
be necessary? 

A. 1. -The E. I. Co.'s transformer coil is 
open core and cannot be used in connection 
with a closed core transformer. You can only 
connect the two together if both are open 
core. If they are open core, you will have 
to use an electrolytic interrupter in connection 
with same. 

21/2-INCH COIL. 
(976.) A. F. Kersey, Va., writes: 
Q. 1.-Please give data for 21 -inch spark 

coil. Is it better to use D. S. C. wire for 
primary? 

A. 1.- Length of core 7% inches, diameter 
of core % inch, Empire cloth insulation over 
core. \Vire, 16 D. C. C. wire, 195 turns, using 
7 layers empire cloth for insulation over core. 
No. 36 enamel wire for secondary; 11/4 lbs.; 
made in 4 pies 2% inches diameter; condenser 
should have 18,000 square inches tinfoil. 

ARC LAMP WIRELESS. 
(977.) Jas. Leroy I- Iodges, Miss., asks: 
Q. 1.- Please tell me if I could use the 

hook -up shown in diagram for transmitting 
wireless telegraph messages. The arc lamp 
is hand feed. If not, what changes should 
I make so as to use it for the above purpose? 

A. 1. -Your scheme is perfectly feasible 
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and you should be able to send messages over 
quite a little distance with the outfit. An 

electrolytic or peroxide of lead detector should 
be used at the receiving side. 

WIRELESS QUERIES. 
(978.) J. Robert McCormack, Pa., writes: 
Q. 1. -I would like to have the following 

questions answered: 
First -Is roofing tin suitable for the plates 

of a variable? 
A. 1. -Yes, if perfectly flat. Aluminum or 

brass is, however, to be preferred. 
Q. 2. -What will be the range in win- 

ter and summer of the following set: loose 
coupler, primary wound, with 'Fa lb. No. 22 en- 
ameled wire; secondary, 1/4 lb. No. 30 enam- 
eled wire, connected to 10 -point switch; vari- 
able condenser, 15 tin plates, size 5x7 ; fixed con- 
denser, 24 sheets tinfoil, size 3x4; electrolytic 
detector; pair "electro" professional phones 
and potentiometer -if used with an aerial 30 ft. 
high, 60 ft. long, consisting of 4 strands No. 
14 al. wire 18 inches apart; if used with 8 
wires 30 ft. high, 60 ft. long; with 4 wires 50 
ft. high, 60 ft. long? 

A. 2. -You should be able to receive about 
400 to 500 miles at an average. 

Q. 3. -Would a loading coil containing 1 

lb. No. 24 enameled wire increase the range? 
If not, how can I increase it? 

A. 3. -A loading coil would increase your 
receiving distance if your aerial is not tall. 

SPARK COIL QUERIES. 
(979.) Earl I'. Prince, Texas, writes: 
Q. 1. -Is the following design of a wire- 

less coil of proper dimensions? Core 16x11/4 
inches, No. 22 B. & S. gauge iron wire, prim- 
ary two layers No. 12 D. C. C., hard fibre tube 
insulation, 1/4-inch wall, secondary No. 30 en- 
ameled wire, wound into 48 sections, 34, inch 
thick, 234x5 inches, each section to be boiled 
in pure paraffine and wrapped with linotape, 
using empire cloth at ends of coil. The whole 
is to be immersed in boiled linseed oil and 
used with an electrolytic interrupter on 110 
volts A. C. 

A. 1. -We can see nothing wrong with the 
construction of your coil and if the insulation 
is right and the winding done properly, you 
certainly could use this in connection with an 
electrolytic interrupter on A. C. current. 

Q. 2. -How many pounds No. 30 wire will I 
need and what *bill be the current consump- 
tion? 

TRY I T 
COLUMBIA 

DRY CELL 
Only one trial Is 

necessary to con- 
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brand. 
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FEVAL ENAMELED WIRE 
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Typewriter Sacrifice Sale 
Greatest bargains ever offered. 
Underwoods, Olivers, Rem - 
Iogtons, Smiths, (All makes) 
rebuilt $15 to $38, worth 
double; sent subject to exam- 
ination and trial. 

Send for "Bargain List" 
(OLD RELIABLE) 

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange 
245 Broadway, New York 

Established 27 years on Broadway. Don't miss this 
chance to get a good typewriter at half price. Write 
immediatly, 

When writing. please mention "Modern Electric. 

Faucet WATER MOTOR 
Completewithemery wheel 52.50 buff wheel, pulley to run 
sewing and washing machine, pol- 
ish. In some cities where we have 
no agents, and where the water 
pressure isgood, a sample meter will 
be given Tree: apply at once If 

p you want to make some extra 
V money, or if you can devote 

your whole time, liberal salaryand 
commission will be paid. 

ALCOHOL STOVES, LAMPS 
AND FLAT IRONS 
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dicators, Reducing Wheels Planimeters. Address. 

LIPPINCOTT M. S. CO. 
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Newark New Jersey 
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Five expert mechan- 
ical engineers of the Du 
Pont Powder Company 
decided unanimously 
in favor of the 

L C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter 

over all other makes. The Du Ponts 
immediately bought 521 machines to 
standardize equipment. Our Du Pont 
booklet telling about this will interest 
you. Send for it. 
L C, SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITER CO., Syracuse, N. Y. 

N ht n writing, please mention "Modern Electrics." 

WESRIPoNAPPROVAL 
without a rent deposit, prepay the freight 

and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL. 
IT ONLY COST. one cent to learn eue 

unheard of prlres and marvelous offers 
on highest grade ruas model bicycles. 

FACTORY PRICES abloycleoot 
a lair of tires from anyone at any prier 
until you write for our large Art Catalog 
and learn our sander fu /profcsrlion on first 
sample bicycle going to your town. 

RIDER AGENTS making bg 
money exhibiting and selling our hie yo lea. w. Bell cheaper than any other factory. 

TIRES. Coaat.r -Snh.r arwh..f., 
lamps, repairs and all sundries at half usual /ruts 
Do Mot Walt; write today for our special offer. 
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. T -244. CHICAGO 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric.." 

A. 2. -It is hard to say what the current 
consumption would be as we know nothing of 
your interrupter, but it should not be more 
than 5 amperes or else the coil will heat un- 
duly. 5 or 6 lbs. of secondary wire will be 
required. 

Q. 3. -Under ordinary conditions, what 
distance will this coil transmit with properly 
tuned circuits and an aerial 70 ft. high and 
85 ft. long, compromise type? 

A. 3. -If this coil is properly made, it may 
transmit up to 60 miles and perhaps further. 

WIRELESS APPRENTICESHIP. 

(980.) Eldeen M. Doane, Ind., asks: 
Q. 1. -I have studied wireless and read 

your magazine ever since it started and I de- 
sire a little information on the following sub- 
ject: Is there anywhere in the radius of 
200 to 500 miles of Chicago a wireless instru- 
ment factory where I could apply for a posi- 
tion or take up an apprenticeship to learn the 
business thoroughly? If there is such, kindly 
advise me as to where they are. 

A. 1. -Most all wireless instrument people 
are advertising in Modern Electrics and we 
ask you to look over our advertising columns 
and apply by letter to them. Most concerns 
are always on the lookout for good young 
men. 

CONNECTIONS. 
(981.) Walter F. Kreinboing, Mich., writes: 
Q. 1. -I have the following: One 

E. I. Co.'s (large) double slide tuner; 
one E. I. Co.'s (junior) double slide 
tuner; one E. I. Co.'s (large capacity) vari- 
able condenser; one E. I. Co.'s fixed con- 
denser; one E. I. Co.'s potentiometer; one 
E. I. Co.'s electrolytic detector; one E. I. 
Co.'s auto -coherer; one Samson, Jr., 1,000 -ohm 
receiver, and batteries. Kindly give diagram 
for above instruments. 

A. 1. -See diagram below. 

Q. 2.- Please state how far above will re- 
ceive with a 75 -foot aerial with four copper 
wires, running vertically. 

A. 2. -You should be able to receive about 
300 miles with this outfit, but the aerial should 
preferably run horizontally. 

WIRELESS SCHOOL. 
(982.) Wallace G. Palmer, Ca., asks: 
Q. 1. -Would you kindly refer me to a 

school that teaches wireless telegraphy through 
correspondence? 

A. 1. -We refer you to the Dodge Insti- 
tute of Telegraphy, Valparaiso, Ind. 
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WIRELESS QUERIES. 
(983.) B. E. Carson, Jr., Texas, asks: 
Q. 1. -Now that I am a member of this 

great Wireless Association of America I feel 
that it is my duty to give you a wireless prob- 
lem to solve for me. I have a fine receiving 
set which should receive from 1,500 to 2,000 
miles, but I can hardly hear Galveston, Tex., 
a station fifty miles from here. I just 
came to a conclusion yesterday that it was the 
way I connect up the instruments that causes 
this defect. Con you send me a good wiring 
diagram to remedy this? I will be more 
than obliged to you. The instruments I am 
using are as follows: Two tuning coils, two 
detectors, two fixed condensers, potentio- 
meter and receivers. 

A. 1. -It is impossible to give you the in- 
formation as you are not explicit enough in 
telling us exactly what your instruments are, 
especially the tuning coils, whether single or 
double slide. We refer you to our book, 
Wireless Hook -ups, which will give you com- 
plete information on wireless connections. 

WIRELESS QUERIES. 
(984.) Charles H. Zigler, Ind., asks: 
Q. 1. -Will you kindly tell me how far 

I will be able to receive with a Clapp -East- 
ham loose couple tuner of 1,500 meters and 
E. I. Co.'s 17 -plate variable condenser; also 
a fixed condenser of the same make, silicon 
detector, pair of 2,000 -ohms head phones and 
an aerial 100 ft. high and 40 ft. long, with 4 
aluminum wires? 

A. 1. -We should judge about 600 miles 
and perhaps more. 

Q. 2.- Please tell me how to cut down an 
E. I. Co.'s % -kw. sending condenser so that it 
will work on a 2 -inch coil. How many plates of 
aluminum and glass of the same condenser 
will be required to work the above coil? 

A. 2. -As far as we know, you cannot cut 
down this condenser as it is sealed up and 
you would probably break it by taking it 
apart. Use 5 glass plates 10x12 with aluminum 
sheets 8x10 between, which will probably do 
for your sending outfit. 

Q. 3. -How far should I be able to send at 
night with a 2 -inch coil, Gernsback electrolytic 
interrupter and 110 A. C. current with aerial 
100 ft. high and 40 ft. long, of 4 wires of 
aluminum of No. 14 size? 

A. 3. -You should be able to transmit 
about 30 to 40 miles with this. 

SPARK COIL. 
(985.) J. M. Pach, N. J., writes: 
Q. 1. -I have a primary spark coil intended 

for igniting a gas engine. It is nine inches 
long and one and a half inches in diameter, 
and wound with No. 18 D. C. C. wire. I 
wish to make this into a wireless coil. 

A. 1. -We would not advise you to at- 
tempt to do this as you will probably meet 
with failure. It is practically impossible to 
change a gas igniting coil so as to be used for 
wireless. 

CONNECTIONS. 

(986.) H. Edgar Zust, L. I., N. Y., asks: 
Q. 1. -I have "Electro" tuner, "Electro" 

TENTS 
No attorney's fee until patent is allowed. 

Write for "Inventor's Guide. " 
FRANKLIN H. HOUCH, 

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

When writing, please mention 'Modern Flectries." 

CUTS OF SCREW MACHINE WORK 
Made to sample or Sketch 

T T err cr 
BINDING POSTS, METAL PARTS ANn 
OTHER SPECIALTIES. MAGNET WIRE. 
All kinds and sizes. Send for price list. 

S. M. COHN & CO. 
134 Liberty Street NEW YORK 
When writing, please mention "Modern Electric.." 

Wireless Transformers and Induction Coils 

34 K. W. Transformer complete QIO 
with Condenser and Spark Gap eeP 

This 1s something new. Send for Catalog and Prices 
E. S. RITCHIE & SONS 

115 Cypress St., Brookline, Mass. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric.." 

PATENTS 
THAT PROTECT AND PAY 

Books, Advice, Search and List of Inventions 
Wanted FREE. Send Sketch or Model for 
Search. Highest References. Best Results. 
Promptness Assured. 

Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer 
622 F ST. N. W. WASHINGTON. D. C. 

w nen writing, please mention "Modern Electrics." 

HAVE YOU AN IDEA? 
Write for our looks: "WHY PATENTS PAY," "100 
MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS," "PERPETUAL MO- 
TION " -60 Illustrations. MAILED FREE. 

f. C. DIfTRICIU g CO., Patent Lawyers, Washington, D. C. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrice." 
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ELECTRO "BULL -DOG" COILS 

A revolution in spark coil construction. 
Our new "Bull -dog" coils mark the latest 
step in spark -coil advance. 

Points of superiority over box roil type: 
Better insulation. 
One -third less weight. 
More durable construction. 
More compact. 
Extremely air -cooled. 
Pleasing design. 
We substantiate every claim and further- 

more add that our double French spring 
vibrator, coupled with double adjustment, 
gives a flame discharge (not a stringy 
spark), equalled by no other coil on the 
market. This is especially desirable for 
Wireless Work where a powerful, fat 
spark is required. 

All our coils are guaranteed for one year 
and we will replace any coil which should 
prove defective during this period, if 
treated intelligently. 

PRICE LIST: 
34-inch coll. $3.10 1 -inch coil, $4.50 

11/2-inch coil, 6.50 2 -inch coil, 9.00 
2% -inch coil, $13.50 

Send to -day 4 cents postage for our 
famous 196 -page electrical cyclopedia con- 
taining over 400 illustrations, information 
on wireless, etc. No postais answered. 
'Everything for the Experimenter." 

THE ELECTRO IMPORTINO CO., 
239 -s Fulton St.. New York, N. Y. 

The Electrolytic Detector 
is used in practically all long distance wireless 
stations in the world, and is recognized by highest 
authorities to be the most sensitive detector 
known. 

In the "Standard" electrolytic detector we have 
eliminated the many troublesome features of the 
old types, and have added the results of long and 
thorough investigation as to the best form of 
solution, of wollaston wire, of cup, and of ad- 
justment, necessary in order to obtain the highest 
possible sensitiveness to long distance wireless 
signals. 

We should like to have an opportunity to prove 
to you that the "Standard" electrolytic is more 
sensitive than any mineral detector obtainable, 
and that it is as cleanly and convenient to operate. 

Other "Standard" products include break keys. 
rotary spark gaps, double secondary tuning 
transformers giving twice the selectivity of the 
ordinary type, a new and exceedingly compact 
variable condenser of high capacity, and other 
ultra -modern devices, at present obtainable from 
no other firm in America. In writing for our 
literature, kindly state your requirements, as well 
as whether you are interested from a commercial, 
experimental, or a dealer's standpoint. 

Standard Wireless Equipment Co. 

R. R. 6, LOS ANGELES, CAL. 

variable condenser, "Electro" fixed condenser, 
professional receivers and universal detectors. 
Would you be kind enough to draw a diagram 
showing the connections? 

A. 1. -We refer you to query No. 884, 
March, 1911, issue. 

WIRELESS TELEPHONE. 
(987.) W. H. Mason, Colo., writes: 
Q. 1. -I have made and used a C. C. wire 

coil for "wireless phone," induction type. 
What can I use in a receiver, watch -case, 75- 
ohm? I have tried a 2,000 but it does not in- 
crease the sound or voice. I use 80 coils, 15 
feet diameter, No. 22 C. C., 4 or 7 batteries. 
What can I do to make it louder? 

A. 1. -It is practically impossible to re- 
ceive further than 75 feet with any induction 
set unless the circular coils are increased 
enormously, which makes the outfit imprac- 
tical. It will not do either to increase the 
power of the battery, and we cannot be of 
any assistance to you in this. 

HOOK -UP. 
(988.) Joseph R. Barrett, Mass., asks: 
Q. 1. -Would you kindly tell me my re- 

ceiving distance? My tuner has rubber ends 
and rubber core on which the wire is wound. 
The condenser is a cylinder with a brass tube 
and rubber ends, a silicon detector, which 
has a wood base, and a pair of receivers each 
seven hundred and fifty ohms; my aerial is 
40 ft. high and has five strands, each strand 
is 10 ft. long; below is the diagram of my in- 
struments. Will you please tell me if it is the 
best way? 

A. 1. -We do not see why you desire to 
use two ground connections and would sug- 
gest to cut off the gas pipe connection, which 
probably is the cause of your trouble. You 
should receive about 400 miles with your out- 
fit. 

QUENCHED SPARK. 
(989.) Geo. C. Elmwood, Cal., writes: 
Q. 1. -I have a dynamo, 2 kw., 100 cycle, 

75 volt, and 27 amperes A. C. Wish to use 
an open core transformer made up of the fol- 
lowing wire and dimensions: Core No. 20, 
Norway iron wire 36 inches long, primary No. 
10, one layer 30 inches long; secondary, one 
section, seven inches wide, outside diameter 8 
inches, wire winding 51 inches wide, 104 
layers, each with 264 turns No. 28 wire, D. 
C. C., 11/2 kw. Will it work well with above 
dynamo? 

A. 1. -We do not think you will have any 
trouble working this with your dynamo. 

Q. 2. -Oil condenser made with copper 
plates 14x14 of which there are 10, separated 
by glazed oil paper and hard rubber sheet, 
1/4-inch separation. Is this large enough, and 
if so, will it stand a larger coil or trans- 
former? 

A. 2. -The capacity is correct but we would 
not advise using hard rubber if it is to 
come in contact with the oil, as the latter will 
shortly destroy it. 

Q. 3. -Have 5 phosphor bronze discs 2% 
inches diameter. How far should I separate 
them to get the best spark, and how far should 
I be able to talk with the above set with aerial 
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86 ft. high, composed of No. 4 wire, aerial 
made from No. 14 aluminum wire and 4 
strands? 

A. 3. -We presume you wish to use the 
phosphor bronze disc for a quenched spark sys- 
tem. If so, they should not be more than 
1 /64th inch apart from each other. Mica 
rings should be used for insulation. You 
should send about 300 to 400 miles with your 
outfit. 

90 MILES WITH / Kw. "W. M." TRANSFORMER 

WORTS- MCKissoN 
MPG Co., Toledo, O. 
Gentlemen:-Your 

iá Kw. transformer 
received, and must say 
it works to perfection. 
I have talked to the 
steamships 90 miles 
from shore in the Day 
Time. Can and w i l l 
recommend your in- 
struments whenever I 
have the opportunity. 

Yours very truly, j. J.WATraas, Port Richmond, N. Y. 
Our new leaflet 'C" lists 21 different sizes of trans- 

formers for any frequency or voltage, fresh from the 
press. Write for a copy. 
Worts- McKleson Mfg. Co.. Dept. A. Toledo. Ohio. 

SPECIAL COMBINATION OPTER Of WIRELESS STOCKS 

One share MARCONI WIRELESS of America, 
par value $25.06 

One share MARCONI WIRELESS of Canada 
Par value 6.00 

One share MARCONI WIRELESS of England, 
Common, Par value 6.01 

One share MARCONI WIRELESS of England, 
PreE (dividend paying), Par value 8.00 

rotai four (4) shares (Par value $40.00), cash 
with order, all for $32.00 

P. C. KULLMAN & CO. 
Established 1Há9 

The Wireless Brokers. 68 Wall St. New York 

WONDERFUL NEW DETECTOR 

The perfect detector found 
at last. NO ADJUSTMENT 
of minerals, no sloppy acids. 
25 per cent. more sensitive 
and 50 per cent louder than 
ANY OTHER. The only de- 
tector that is always on the 
Job. Price $1.75. postage 16e 
extra. Send 3c in stamps for 
large illustrated catalogue of electrical apeclaltiee 
and WIRELESS APPARATUS. 
FRANKLIN ELECTRIC NOVELTY & MFG. CO.. 

846 Ninth Avenue, New York. N. Y. 
Levy Electric Co.. San Francisco, Cal., Western 

Adents. 

PATENTS 

C. L. PARKER 
Ex- Examiner U. S. 

Patent Office 
PATENT LAWYER 8 McGill Bldg.. 
Washington. D. C. 

PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, PATENT LITIGATION 
Handbook for Inventors. "Protecting, Exploiting 
and Sellan Inventions" sent free u' . n r . uest. 

To introduce our carefully selected wireless 
goods we will fill orders received before June 30th 
for Spark Coils at 20 per cent., Rotary Variable 
No. 0 at 10 per cent., off catalog price. 

Head Set -2,000 ohms, moulded double pole re- 
ceivers with enamel insulated copper winding, 
leather- covered adjustable head band, and 5 ft. 
cord, $4.50. Specially constructed for wireless, - 
no rewound. 

Just out: A new Rotary Condenser; something 
entirely different, $3.50. Write for particulars. 

J. ELLIOTT SHAW CO. 
632 Arch St., I'hila., l'a. 

"T. W. C." TRANSFORMERS 
% kw., $16; % kw., $20. 1 kw., $35; 2 kw., $60 and up to 5 kw. These transformers are closed' 

core and made of the best and softest iron. A 
maximum number of turns in both primary and 
secondary is secured, making them very efficient. cient. 
They can be connected directly across the line 
without the use of resistances or interrupters. 
Write for leaflet listing transmitting sets up to 
5 kw. 

SPECIAL: Until September 1st, we offer 10 per 
cent. off on our goods including the above prices. 
TOLEDO WIRELESS CO.. 2451 Collingwood Ave., 

Toledo, Ohio. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrice." 

25 Years' Experience 
atrutze, Easy Plan of Payment 

BOOK MAILED FREE, telling all about Patents 
and how to obtain them. Illustrates 100 ME- 
CHANICAL MOVEMENTS, VALUABLE FOR 
INVENTORS. 

CHAS. E. BROCK, Patent Attorney 
912 F Street , WASHINGTON, D. C. 

When writing. please mention "Modern Electric.." 

TELEGRAPHY TAUCHT 
in the shortest possible time 
The Omnigraph Automatic 
Transmitter combined with 
standard key and sounder. 
Sends you telegraph mes- 
sages at any speed just as an 
expert operator would. Five 
styles f2 up. Circular free. 

Omniaraph Mfg. Co. 
39)6 Cortlandt St., New York 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric.." 

MORE SPARK COIL BARGAINS 
We have a lot of spark coils originally manufactured for a big engine company. 

They went out of the engine business and asked us to take the coils back. We 
took them -at a very low price and we will sell them at less than factory 
cost. They are perfectly good for either IGNITION or WIRELESS. Spark 
length }( to inches. 

Worth $3.00. Close out at 
CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER J. .65 each 

MUSKEGON COIL CO.- Dep't. K., Muskegon, Mich. 
When writing, please mention "Modern Electric.." 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTLSEMENTS 

Advertisements in this column, I 
cents a word, no display of any kind. 
Payable in advance. Stamps not ac- 
cepted. Count 7 words per line. 
Minimum, 2 lines. Heavy face type 
4 cents a word. Minimum, 3 lines. 

Advertisements under "Wireless" 5 

cents a word. Minimum, 4 lines. Wire- 
less books and blue prints not listed 
under "Wireless," 2 cents a word. 

ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE JULY 
ISSUE MUST BE IN OUR HANDS BY 
JUNE 25. 

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS 

1000 guaranteed pocket ammeters for testing 
batteries. Handsomely nicketplated. Each in- 
strument in a chamois leather case, 25e postpaid. 
Stamps taken. Auto Repair Co., 521 -23 West 144th 
St., New York. 

ARE YOU supplied with all the electrical 
apparatus you need? Our prices are the lowest. 
Special instruments made to order. Edetric Sup- 
ply Co.. 4852B No. Winchester Ave:, Chicago. 

MORE VOLTAGE. MORE AMPERAGE, MORE 
LIFE. Send fifteen cents and get enough Bat- 
tery Renewal Salts to recharge from four to six 
dry cells. Two packages, twenty -five cents. Full 
directions with each package. Send early and 
receive prompt delivery.. L. Henry, 442 Allen 
St.. Allentown, Pa. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Elettrica." 

ELECTRICAL BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS, ETC 
SCIENTIFIC BOOKS on Electricity, Mechanics, 

Trades, etc., for Skilled Tradesmen and Experi- 
menters. Catalogue free. Clarence B. Hardage. 
Book- Monger, Syracuse, N. Y. (12) 

PUBLICATIONS: "Keen Knowledge." Annual 
subscription 25e. Quarterly, 10e. Palmland, 
Brokaw Ave., Floral Park, N. Y. (2) 

DON'T FORGET to get a set of directions for 
making a complete wireless station. Only a few 
left. 25e. Edetrlc Supply Co., 4852B No. Win- 
chester Ave., Chicago. 

GO ON THE STAGE! Will tell you how! 
Write for descriptive matter. It is free! Percy 
Ewing, Decatur, Ill. (3) 

CACHOO: A harmless powder that makes peo- 
ple sneeze. Sample 10e. dozen 80e, hundred $5. 
Ewing's, 192 Thatcher Place, Decatur, Ill. (3) 

EVERY VALUE TESTED, 375 FORMULAS, 
including household specialties, medical and 
toilet preparations, special money making sec- 
rets, etc., reduced to 15e. Free bargain circulars. 
Barstow Co., 514 23d St., Oakland, Calif. 

Light your home with four dry batteries. New 
system. Send 20e for print and details. W. L. 
Booth, Pullman, Washington. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric,." 

WIRELESS 

LOOSE COUPLER TUBING. Tubing, 5 and 
4%, 25 cents per foot; postage, 8 cents per foot. 
4, 3%, 3%, 3, 15 cents per foot; postage. 6 cents 
per foot. 2, 2%, 10 cents per loot. Amateurs 
supplies of all kinds circulars mailed. Middle- 
sex Wireless Supply Co., 12 Beacon St., Somer- 
ville, Mass. 

WIRELESS FIENDS. 
Phosphor Bronze Aerial Wire as used by Govern - 

Dent, the best yet just imported 26,000 feet. 134 
As. per foot. Bornite and Zincite the most sensitive 
-ombination, 60 cts. per set. Zincite and Copper 
Pyrites, 50 cts. per set. Silver plated brass cup for 
mounting crystals, 10 cts. each. Sliders (for square 
rod 54- in.x)' in.) with ball and spring 20 cts. coin- 
Otte. Black Asphaltum, Black and White Shellac, 
uquid ready for use large bottle, 25 cts. Spool con- 
taining 1000 Ohms No. 50 Copper Wire, 60 cts. Sili- 
con or Molybdenite, large piece, 15 cts. Send post - 
age stamp for 195 page Catalog. 

Electro Importing Co., 233 -z Fulton St., N. Y. 

Wireless fiends save freight and expressage. Why 
order from the East if you can secure ALL, wireless 
goods on the Coast? We carry largest assortment 
rt wireless apparatus in Frisco. Can make prompt 
shipments. tall or send postage for catalog. Paul 
Seiler Electric Works, Market street, San Francisco, 
CaL 

When writing, please mention "Modern Elettrica." 

FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: Brass moulds for casting storage 

battery plates. Home Mfg. Cu., 5419 Windsor 
Ave., Jefferson Park, Chicago, Ill. (5) 

FOR SALE: 9 k.w. 4 pole compound wound 
Bullock generator, 500 volts, 18 amp., used little, 
good as new, $75. Earl Cline, Marietta, Ohio. 

One- quarter kilowatt transformers, twenty -five 
dollars. Send stamp for particulars. T. W. 
Huntington, Jr., 2629 Pacific Ave., San Francisco, 
Calif. 

1 k.w. closed core transformer, designed by 
Prof. Twining, highly efficient, new and in perfect 
condition. Price $25.00. E. W. Cole, 2370 Ver- 
mont Ave., Toledo, Ohio. 

FOR SALE: Three- quarter k.w. transformer, 
price $17, range of 100 miles; 34 k.w. trans- 
former, $12, range 30 miles.. Owner giving up 
wireless. R. M. Perry, 237 Tremont Ave., San 
Francisco, Calif. 

FOR SALE: Complete wireless plant, 2% k.w. 
capacity transformer. Particulars on applica- 
tion by letter to E. F. Zimmerman, 249 Auburn 
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. 

FOR SALE: Wireless outfit, electrical appara- 
tus, novelties, etc. M. K. Jacobs, Kendallville, 
Ind. 

FOR SALE: One -half k.w. transformer coil, 
electrolytic interrupter, reactance coil, $7- tubu- 
lar variable condenser, $1; electrolytic detector 
and potentiometer, $1.25. Harold Umbarger, 
Mansfield, Ohio. 

FOR SALE: One -half k.w. transformer coil, 
electrolytic interrupter, reactance coil, $7 tubu- 
lar variable condenser, $1; electrolytic detector 
and potentiometer, $1.25. Harold Umbarger, 
Mansfield, Ohio. 

FOR SALE: Storage battery, spark coil, tele- 
phone receivers, head band, telephone cords, etc. 
Wm. Storkel, 3963a McPherson Ave., St. Louis, 
Mo. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric,." 

WANTED 
WANTED MEN to sell our Modern Gasoline 

Lighting Systems, adapted for lighting stores, 
churches, residences, etc.; better light at 1 -10th 
the expense of any other medium; reasonable in 
price, easily installed; exclusive territory; write 
today for FREE Illustrated Catalogue. Doud 
Lighting Co., 183 N. Sangamon St., Chicago, 111.(8) 

PROTECT YOUR STATION FROM LIGHT- EXCHANGE: Will trade fine 2 k.w. Trane- 
NINO! Write to The Edelman Laboratory, 2432 former for big spark coil for X -Ray. Write any - 
Lyndale South, Minneapolis, Minn. way. E. H. Easton, Bellingham, Wash. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrice." When writing, please mention "Modern Elsetries." 
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Wireless Jjssociation of Jimerica 
H H Wireless Association of America has 

been founded with the sole object of 
furthering the interests of wireless 

telegraphy and telephony in America. 
We are now on the threshold of the wireless 

era. and just beginning to rub our intellectual 
eyes, as it were. Sometimes we look over the 
wall of our barred knowledge in amazement, 
wondering what lays beyond the wall, as yet 
covered with a dense haze. 

However, young America, up to the occasion. 
is wide awake as usual. 

Foreign wireless experts, invariably exclaim 
in wonder when viewing the photographs ap- 
pearing in each month in the "Wireless Con- 
test" of MODERN ELECTRICS. They cannot 
grasp the idea that boys 14 years old actually 
operate wireless stations successfully every- 
day in the year under all conditions but they 
are all of the undivided opinion that 
Young America leads the rest of the 
world wirelessly. 

So far America has led in the race. 
The next thing is to stay in the front, 
and let others follow. In fact he 
would be a bold prophet who would 
even dare hint at the wonders to 
come during the next decade. The 
boy experimenting in an attic to -day 
may be an authority to- morrow. 

As stated before the Wireless Association's 
sole aim is to further the interests of experi- 
mental wireless telegraphy and telephony in 
this country. 

Headed by America's foremost wireless men, 
it is not a money -making institution. There 
are no membership fees, and no contributions 
required to become a member. 

There are two conditions only. Each member 
of the Association must be an American citi- 
zen and MUST OWN A WIRELESS STATION, 
either for sending or for receiving or both. 

The Association furnishes a membership 
button as per our illustration. This button is 
sold at actual cost. Price 20 cents. 

This button Is made of bronze, triple silver - 
plated. The flashes from the wireless pole are 
laid in hard red enamel, which makes the but- 
ton quite distinctive. The button furthermore 

has the usual screw back making it easy to 
fasten to buttonhole. The lettering itself is 
laid in black bard enamel. Size exactly as cut. 

On account of the heavy plating it will last 
for years and is guaranteed not to wear "bras- 
sy." Beautiful solid gold button. $2.00. 

Its álameter is 3 -4 inch. This is a trifle 
larger than usual, the purpose being to show 
the button off so that It can be readily seen 
from a distance. The reason is obvious. Sup- 
pose you are a wireless experimenter and you 
live in a fairly large town. If you see a 
stranger with the Association button. you, of 
course, would not be backward talking to the 
wearer and in this manner become acquainted 
with those having a common object in mind, 
which is the successful development of "wire- 
less." 

The Association furthermore wishes to be of 
assistance to experimenters and in- 
ventors of wireless appliances and 
apparatus, if the owners are not 
capable to market or work out their 
inventions. Such information and 
advice will be given free. Some- 
body suggested that Wireless Clubs 
should be formed in various towns, 
and while this idea is of course 
feasible in the larger towns, it is 
fallacious in smaller towns where at 

best only two or three wireless experimenters 
can be found. 

Most experimenters would rather spend their 
money in maintaining and enlarging their 
wireless stations, instead of contributing fees 
to maintain clubs or meeting rooms, etc., etc. 

The Board of Directors of this Association 
earnestly request every wireless experimenter 
and owner of a station to apply for member- 
ship in the Association by submitting his 
name, address, location, instruments used. etc., 
etc., to the business manager. There is no 
charge or fee whatever connected with this. 

Each member will be recorded and all mem- 
bers will be classified by town and State. 

Members are at liberty to inquire from the 
Association If other wireless experimenters 
within their locality have registered. Such 
information will be furnished free if stamped 
return envelope is forwarded with inquiry. 

SEND TO -DAY FOR FREE APPLICATION CARD 

SPECIAL THIS MONTH 
On receipt of 30 cents cash, stamps, or money order, we will send you above Wireless 

Button and the Third Annual Blue Book. Order to -day. 

The Association Numbered The Greatest Wireless 

June 1, 1911 ,649 Association in the World. 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO 

WIRELESS ASSOCIATION of AMERICA 
233 FULTON STREET 

NEW YORK 
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FOUR EXTRAORDINARY OFFERS . 

To To make June our banner subscription month, we are 
willing to make the following TOUR WONDERFUL OTTERS. 

Frankly, we would like to see your name appear among 
the 51,000 readers, who are now regular subscribers, and in order to do so, we are willing to go to an EXTRAORDINARY 
EXPENSE, never before attempted by any magazine. 

OFFER NO. 1. 

Send us 31.00 cash, stamps. or money order. 
and in return, we will send you: 
1 -Modern Electric, for one year J u n e 

issue free) $1.00 
3 -Book, How to Make Wireless Instruments, 

cost .26 
3 -Book, The Wireless Telephone, by H 

Gernsback, cost .21 4-Book Construction of Induction Coils 
and Transformers, by H. W. Secor, cost .26 

Total $ 1.71 (If books are to be mailed add 6c. postage) 
TOTAL NET SAVING .75 

OFFER NO, 3. 

Send us 31.00 cash. stamps. or money order. 
and in return, we will send you: 1- Modern Electric. for one year ( l u n e 

issue free) 
- $1.00 

1 -Linen Binder (automatic) holds 12 issues 
M. E., gold stamped .60 

3 -Any one of the 1 books shown in offer 
No. 1 .26 

Total $1.76 
(Mail charges for Items 3 and 3, 15c. extra.) 

TOTAL NET SAVING .75 

GREAT WIREESS OFFER NO. 2. 
Send us $1.00 cash, stamps, or money order 

and in return, we will send you: 
1 -Modern Electric. for one year (June 

issue free) 11.11. 2- Wirless Code Chart, cardboard; size 3x11 
in., Morse, Navy and Continental codes .15 3- Wireless chart with 20 Wireless Standard 

.L "Hook -ups" 
4 -Join the Wireless Association of America, 

and Wireless Pin 6- Official Wireless Blue Book. 32 pages, and 
13.10 in. chart of U. S. stations 

0 -Any one of the 3 books shown in offer 
No. 1 

.35 

.16 

.36 

Total $1.31 
(Mail charges for Items 2, 3. 4, 6, 1, 3e. extra.) 

TOTAL NET SAVING .N 
OFFER NO. 4. 

Send us 31.00 cash, stamps. or money order 
and in return, we will send you: 
1 -Modern Electric. for one year ( l o n e 

issue free) $1.64 
2 -12 back numbers of Modern Electric.. all 

consecutive numbers, all in good condi- 
tion, each 10e. 1.N 

Total $LN 
(No tuait charges necessary. 

TOTAL NET SAVING 51.111 

The offers as shown must not be changed nor can articles from any one offer be exchanged with any article of another offer. The selection is quite complete and we are positive that you will Sod suitable offer among the four. IMPORTANT: For Manhattan and Canada, add 25e.: Foreign, 50e. 

MODERN ELECTRICS PUBLICATION, 233 Fulton St., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Wireless Friends, Attention ! 

To satisfy a long -felt want among amateur wireless operators for good instruments at a price within their reach we are making 10,000 
detector stands (pat. appl'd for) such as we put out for professionals in every respect except the base, which is of mahogany instead of hard rubber. It is the only detector stand which will positively hold a sensitive adjustment. 

We guarantee it to be the best on the market. If not satisfied we will refund your money. 
By making such an enormous quantity we can 

put the price down -to $2 50. 
Professional style, heavy hard rubber base, $4.00. 
Postage and packing, 15 cents. 
Write for information on our other instruments. 

Miller Wireless Instrument Co. 
5223 BALLARD AVE., SEATTLE, WASH. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric.." 

BRANDES LONG DISTANCE RECEIVERS 

FORD KING. 

Now Ready 
Don't fail to send 

Stamp to Dep't G for 
our new pamphlet. It 
gives full description 
of our New Model 
Guaranteed Long Dis- 
tance Wireless Re- 
ceives. Prices $1.50 
each to $13.00 per set. 

Receivers are sent 
on trial for ten days. 

C. BRANDES 
Wireless Receiver 

Specialist 
111.113 BROADWAY 

NEW YORK 
No. 163 Belvedere St eel, San Franciseo, Cal. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electnes.' 

Aluminum Wire for Aerials 
If you have been using Copper or Galvanized 

Iron Wire for your Aerial, and the snow, sleet 
and strong winds of the winter has broken 
it down -why not construct a new Aetial with 
our extra strong Aluminum Wire -approxi- 
mately 240 feet to the pound. 

Price per pound . . 50e. Not Mailable. 
2000 ohm Double Head Receiver complete $4.50 
Loose Coupled Tuning Coils . . . . 15.00 

WIRELESS APPARATUS 

FLETCHER- STANLEY COfIPANY 
Electric Supplies and Specialties 

32 -34 Frankfort Street NEW YORK 
When writing, please mention ~Modern Electrn,.a 
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fill YOU MUST BE MASTER 

of a Trade to be 
Master of a Business 

LEARN ELECTRICITY 
HE son of a Millionaire Englishman came to America recently 

to take a course in the New York Electrical School. 
His father will soon turn over to him the full care and 

responsibility of a huge business that has an immense plant. The young 
man intends to manage the business himself. He wants to know whether 
the business is running right. To do this he must have a working knowl- 
edge of every line of work that enters into the conduct of the plant. 

Electricity plays a large part in his plant. So he decided to learn 
the Electrical business. 

The New York Electrical School was selected as the best school 
to give him a thoro knowledge of electricity in both theory and practice. 

We taught him Electricity. He left New York for England pre- 
pared to handle every electrical problem that might arise, and to do the 
work himself if necessary. 

You can learn Electricity and it will pay you to do so, whether 
you want to earn your daily bread or to rise to the head of some great 
business. 

Electricity is the best paying industrial business in America say 
Government statistics. 

Learn the Electrical Business 
WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION 

ADDRESS 

New York Electrical 
School 

26 W 17th St., New York, N. Y. 

SEND THIS COUPON 

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, 
26 W. 17th St.. New York. N. Y. 

Please send me hill Information about your course 

In electricity. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

When writing, plasm mender "Modern Mectrics" 
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`Construction of Induction Coils and Transformers" 
CONTENTS 

The Induction Coil, its history 
and theory. 

Coil Construction. 
Secondary Coil impregnation. 
Electric Stars 
The Induction Coll as a means of amusement. 
Interrupters. 
How to build an efficient Spring Vibrator. 
Construction of an Independent Vibrator. 
Simple Wehnelt Interrupter. 
An Adjustable Impedence Coil. 
A Tesla Coil. 
A Tesla Disruptive Coil. 
Air Insulated Tesla Coils. 
A large Demonst rata on Tesla Coil. 
Experimenting with the Tesla 

Coll. 
The High Tension Transformer. 
How to build one -half to 3- kilowatt 

Closed Core Transformers. 

APPENDIX 
Table of Spark Coil Dimensions one inch 

to twenty inch. 
Table of Spark Coil Dimensions, one 

inch to twelve inch, heavy ;park. 
Table of Dimensions one-quarter inch 

to ten inch with enamel wire sec- 
ondaries. 

Table of open and closed Core Trans- 
formers h to 3 K. W. 

Table of Glass Plate Condensers, for Transformers up to 5 kilowatt and spark coils 1 inch to 12 inch. 
Table of Sparking Distances for various voltages. Inductivides of Dielectrics and method of finding condenser capacity. 

Tables of turns per inch and feet per pound of insulated magnet wire. 
Table of Soft Iron Core Weights. Tables giving the cost of wire, raw material, etc. 

Compiled by H. W. SECOR 
100 PAGES 72 ILLUSTRATIONS 

R SCAM 
laNaaM 

A 14 INCH SPARK COIL 

You cannot afford to be without this book, the very latest on the construction of any size 
Induction coil or high potential transformer for use in wireless telegraphy or X -ray Work. 

PR ICE, 25 CENTS, PREPAID 

" HOW TO MAKE WIRELESS 
RTS 

INSTRUMENTS " 
BY 20 WIRELESS EXPE 

96 PAGES 75 ILLUSTRATIONS 

-WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY- 
-l.Se.v.anwa>s 9iwrv.- 

1511u1 to Make 
loose coupler. 
microphone detector. 
simple antenna. 
spark gap muffler. 
1000 -ohm relay. 
carborundum detector. 
bare point electrolytic de- 

tector. 
selective tuner with weed- 

ing out circuit. 
coil vibrator attachment. 

n electrolytic detector. 
suspend and insulate aerials. 

n iron pipe aerial. 
tantalum detector. 
small transformer. 
transmitting helix. 
potentionmeter. 

an interupter and detector 
combined. 

an electrical resonance ap- 
paratus. 

a wireless without aerial. 
a talking condenser. 
a two-mile wireless station. 
a tuning coil. 
a silicon detector. 
the simplest and most effi- 

cient wave detector. 
a wireless by speech only. 

Our new book Is the only one of Its kind and contains more information on the construction of wireless Instruments and apparatus than any book ever published - 
no matter what its price. 

It contains descriptions of twenty -five different pieces of apparatus, each fully 
Illustrated. Clear photographs of the actual apparatus, diagrams, dimensions and 
sketches of the necessary pieces will be found In great profusion. 

A book that every experimenter and amateur In the wireless art must possess. 

PRICE, 25 CENTS, PREPAID 
233 FULTON ST. Modern Electrics Publication, NEW YORK 
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READY N O W 

06 trrim 11 

96 PAGES - - - - 160 " HOOK-UPS" 
This is No. 4 of our popular 'ELECTRIC LIBRARY.'; This book, at the price we 

are selling it, is by far the greatest bargain we have ever offered. 
The book contains nothing but wireless connection diagrams in a concise and clear man- 

ner, fully illustrated. Every conceivable diagram is here -none missing -from the simplest 
receiving diagram to the most complicated sending and receiving hook -up.I i. 

No matter what instrument you have, you will find a perfect hook -up, THAT WORKS, 
in our new book. Besides good directions, explanations, etc., are given wherever necessary. 

If you are not familiar now to read diagrams, you will learn quickly, as a thorough course 
in how to read and study diagrams is given ii. the front part of the book. 

This book will be the delight of every wireless "fiend" and will enable him to get far 
better results front his instruments and cover much greater ranges. 

This book will, without doubt, bring real enjoyment in every up -to -date station, because 
it will enable the experimenter to change the connections of his apparatus to suit his wants. 

Again we say, you are not getting full satisfaction from your set until you get this book. 
Fourteen hundred books were ordered up to Max 1st, 

before the book was even out, and orders are pouring in 
fast each day. Each order is filled in Its turn, hence we 
urge you to order today - tomorrow you'll forget. Sup- 
pose before you turn this page, you sit down and mail us 
25 cts., using the coupon, and you will surely not regret it. 

PRICE 25 CENTS PREPAID 
MODERN ELECTRICS PUBLICATION, 233 Fulton SL, New York 

-SEND 11$ THIS (;(I('PON- 
Modern Electrics Publication, 

233 Fulton St., New York, U. S. A., 
Please send me at once one 

copy of your new book " WIRELESS 
HOOK -UPS" for which I enclose 25e in 

Name 
St. and No 
City Stale 

Telegraphy Big Outfit- 50c. 
The Original patented "Learner'sOutfit." Key, Sounder, 
Wires and Book. postpaid, only 50e.; extra loud, like rail- 
road sets. To test this adv., we will include dry battery 
FREE if you mention "April Modern Rlectrlcs." Abso- 
lutely the best outfit ever offered by anyone anywhere 
for 50 cents. Trion AS fl. St. JOHN. 848 9th Av., N. Y. 

PATENTS 
TRADEMARKS and COPYRIGHTS 

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED 
Guide Book and What to Invent 

With valuable List of Inventions Wanted sent free 
ONE MILLION DOLLARS offered for inventions; 
Electrical Cases a Specialty. Patents advertised free. 
VICTOR J. EVANS á CO., Washington, D. C. 

WE SELL YOU 
AT WHOLESALE 
Agente' Price One 

AMERICAN 
Motoroyole or Biopics 

We give :4 Day? Free Trial and Prepay the 
Freight. Write for our Introducing offer 

sod catalog and say whether you want Motor 
cycle or Bicycle. Do it now. 

AmsrlesnMotore elsCo.," ' ' dmorieselld . (Ale 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
The I. W. T. WIRELESS CO.- REMOVED -to 

1038% Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
The company is now occupying an entire build- 

ing, four stories high, devoted exclusively to the 
manufacture of wireless telegraph apparatus. 
WE WILL NOW BE ABLE TO GIVE OUR 
CUSTOMERS BETTER ATTENTION and ship 
all orders same day when received. 

Send 2 -cent stamp for our large wireless and 
electrical catalogue. 

THE I. W. T. WIRELESS CO. 
1038 Broadway. Irooklyn, N. Y. 

HELIX CLIPS 
^V"sos. t°. 

Actual Size 
UNIVERSAL TEST CLIPS are just the thing 

to use as Helix Clips. Made of cold -rolled and blued spring steel. Nickel- Plated. The nose is thin for close quarters, yet the jaws have a 
% spread of in. Note the side jaws. The stiff spring holds d the clip straight out wherever ap- 

plied. It will not sag down and make contact with adjacent parts. 
Used with magneto and microphone test sets, with volt - meters, and in general laboratory 

work. 
Used on shop test benches, portable lamps 

and ignition cell charging outfits. Carried in stock by Electro Importing Co., New York City 
15e each or $1.25 for a box of 10. 

K. S. MUELLER R CO., 419 High Ave., S. E.. 
('let eland. Ohio. 

SOMETHING NEW. 
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH MESSAGE BLANK 

adapted especially for the amateur. At the pres- 
ent time the wireless enthusiast does not tase a record of his messages and uses most any kind of 
paper he comes across. Our new blanks in pads 
of 75 blanks. are very handsomely made. and 
should be in every up -to -date station. There are 
some very novel features connected with this 
blank, and the blank can also be used when 
folded in a certain way to be sent out as a letter 
without an envelope. 

Keep your station up -to -date by keeping one of 
the pads before you. 

PRICE PER PAD PREPAID, 25e. 
MODERN ELECTRICS PUBLICATION. 

233 Fulton St., N. Y. City. 
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FREE 
TWO BOOKS: 

6I -Page 
Inventor's Guide" 

AN/3 
64 -Page 

Proof of Fortunes 
in Pstents- Wht and How to 

Invent." 

FREE 
The above - entitled 

books will tell you How 
to Secure Money to " Pat - 
tent" Your Invention, 
How to Sell Your Patent, 
and ALL about the 

Great Success 
pf My Clients 

Trade -Marks, Copyrights, 
Prints, Labels, Registered. 

ADVICE FREE. 

Correspondence Solicited. 

I e PROTECT YOUR IDEA ! 

Patents THAT Pay 
" MY TRADE -MARK " 

or business will have my personal attention. -" E. E. V. 

180,340.00 
MADE BY MY CLIENTS 

YOU SHOULD Have My FREE BOOKS 

Telling HOW OTHERS will do the 
same IN THE FUTURE "WHAT 
and HOW to INVENT" BOOK 
FREE 

I adver 

REFERENCES 

American National Bank 
Washington. D. C. 

Little Giant Hay Press Co. 
1falW, Tex. 

Gray Lithograph Co. 
New York City. N.Y 

Farmers Mfg. Co.. Norfolk. Va. 
New Era Mfg. Co. 

Fairfield. la 
The Parry Stationery Co. 

Oklahoma City. Okla 
Bell Show Print Co. 

Sigoarney, la. 

The Camp Conduit Co. 
Cleveland, u. 

The Iows Mfg. Co. 
Oskaloosa. la 

sam'l Allen R Son Mfg. Co. 
Danavllie, N. . 

'fhe Gar' Electric Co. 
Akron, (I 

Supertor Mfg. Co. 
Sidney, (I. 

Tidnam Tel. Pole Co. 
Oklahoma City. Okla. 

Bernhard Furst Vienna 
I. Austria- Hungary 

Compound Motor Co. 
Brooklyn. N.Y 

tiro my Clients' patents free in a magazine having a two million elrrntntl,, 

MY FEE RETURNED IF "PATENT" IS NOT ALLOWED 
aovE LIST or THEY TALK!) 

HIGH CLASS WORK EXCELLENT TESTIMONIALS 
SUCCESSFUL CLIENT. IN EVERY SECTION Or THE U. S. 

Expert- Prompt Services Highest References 809 F. ST., N. W. 
Registered Patent Attorney E. EeVROOMAN Patent Litigation Wash., DC 9 PATENT LAWYER 

My offices are located across the street fr.rn the t' s 1nt,nt .1111re. 

\Vhrr, writing, please mention "Modern Electries " 

SEND 
2 00 

Complete 

FOR THIS MAGNIFICENT 

Antoinette Monoplane 
5 ft. long. ; ft. wide. 

Or your choice of the following, all sent prepaid: 3 -foot Curtiss BI lane, 
3 -foot Farman Biplane, 3 -foot Wright, S -foot Bierlot Monoplane, foot 
Hanriot. 2 -foot Demoiselle. 

OUR MODELS ACTUALLY DO FLY 
in every detail. Book of instructions and drawings telling bow to assemble parts 

Quickly, how to fly and why they fly. Special aluminum fittings. Powerful motors developing 
YF to M horse power. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

No "ifs," "ands," or "buts." We are the pioneers of America's model aeroplane industiy. Our 
facilities are the greatest. We give you three times the value you get elsewhere. 

Send direct to ROYAL AERIAL MFG. CO., 18th St., West New York, N. J. 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electric..' 

1M 
FT I 

:%Ni, &TGû 

STAMPING !tl L l LtDIE NAiíÈRS HARDWARE SPECALTIES 

TI v '+g. alease mention "Modern Electrice." 

MODEL AEROPLANE SUPPLIES 
Engines, y. H. P. Weight, 434 lbs. -1 H. P.135 lbs. Very 
strong, powerful and efficient. Complete line of accts 
sortes, ball- bearing propeller shafts. Miniature pneuma 
tic tire wheels, made in six sizes. Tern buckles, metal 
fittings, propellers, rattan, bamboo, all sizes of selectee 
woods, finest grade English Rubber strand, etc. 

CORRECT PRICES, COMPLSTR CATALOGUE 
SENT ON REQt711ST 

THE WHITE AEROPLANE COMPANY 
Retell Store & Office, 337 ADAMS ST. 

Factory, 15 Myrtle Ave. BROOKLYN, N Y 

O. Len writing, please mention "Modern Electric'." 
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CASSELIr _' OP/EDIA 0 '® CIíANICS 
AGO", . I, Ì'', .0T MECI-IANICALRE ' ,RENCE 

6e 1LLUSTRATIONS 30,000 INDEXED ARTIC ., 
FÍYE HANDSOME VOLUMES 

'r. 

Edited by 

PAUL. N. HASLUCK 

A Practical 
"Mechanics' Bible" 
of Ready Reference 

Examine This Famous Mechanical Library in Your Home Free 
Cassell's Cyclopaedia of Mechanics is an authoritative work. well printed and handsomely bound in five volumes. 
Written by a staff of skillful and talented mechanical and technical writers, under the direct editorship of Paul N. 
Hasluck, the foremost living writer on mechanical subjects -every paragraph the paid contribution of an expert. 
The work is practical from cover to cover, constituting a thoroughly trustworthy reference library and key to up. 
to -date workshop practice, full of plainly worded and well illustrated articles of interest to all who want a 
receipt, employ a mechanical process, or stand in need of an item of information concerning mechanical 
and practical matters. This great work fulfills a long felt want among practical mechanics as well as 
amateurs and beginners. Students who have previously found that there is nothing to be learned from 
the compilations of untried and possibly impracticable suggestions and receipts will find Cassell's 6-1 ; 
Cyclopaedia of Mechanics thoroughly dependable and practicable. The work contains over M. E. 6,500 illustrations and 30,000 separately indexed articles; over 2,500.000 words. The five vol- 
umes number 1760 pages in all, each volume measuring 7':x10'2 inches, strongly bound 233 fsltn St. 

in stout extra durable cloth binding with lettering in gold. The type is large, clear and easy o` N. Y. C. 

to read. So vast in fact is the scope of the work that only a leisurely examination can do it Gentlemen:- 
justice. That is why we make you this out -and -out offer to place it free in your home- K i n cl I y send me, 
we know you will find it the best and most valuable mechanical library for you. re free 

carriage prepaid. 
one 

Examine This Great Set We want you to SEE this famous ; complete set of Cassell's 
five volume work for we know you e~ 

Chyebpaedia of Mechanics, 

of Books at Our Expense will be leased with its binding, F in x isinedthe 
P p ng. stood that d may examine the 

papa. and printing and the wonderful fund of information it contains. We want you to EX- 4b' work five days, and if I do not 
AMINE. it thnroughly, for we know you will be quickly impressed with its great practical wish to keep it 1 agree to notify you 
value. We want you to ENJOY the finest mechanical library ever offered to discriminat- and hold. subject to your order. If 
ing professional or amateur mechanics. The price of this complete work in five volumes fl' I keep it. I agree to pay you $2 within 
as above deseribed is $18. Just mail us the coupon opposite (send no money) and you GJ five days and the balance of $16 in 
will receive the set, carriage paid. Examine it five days. If. at the end of that time, monthly installments of $2 until settled 
you do not want it, notify us slid hold subject to our order. If you keep it, pay us in full. 
3100 within five days and the balance $2 a month until paid. NAME 

Modern Electrics Publication 
233 Fulton SL, New York 

ADDRESS 
REFERENCES 

Send this coupon or rope of it 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics." 
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THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE 
By H. GERNSBACK 

80 Pages .... 57 Illustrations 

A WIRELESS TELEPHONE STATION 

THIS NEW BOOK, by 
Mr. Gernsback, 

stands in a class by itself. 
It not alone describes 

the most important sys- 
tems, but treats the sub- 
ject from the experi- 
menter's standpoint, in 
such a manner that even 
the less advanced student 
will have little trouble to 
clearly grasp the matter. 

The book is the most 
up -to -date one and con- 
tains a digest of all the 
latest patents on wireless 
telephony, both in the 
United States and abroad. 

This book is an absolute 
necessity to the rising 
wireless experimenter who 
desires to keep abreast 
with the progress of the 
new art, that will within 
five years, revolutionize 
telephone communication. 

This book also contains 
directions for building 
small wireless telephone 
stations at a cost under 
five dollars for short dis- 
tances up to one mile. 

It had been our intention to sell this book for $1.00 on account of its great 
value, but we believe that the demand will be so great for Mr. Gernsback's book 
that the low price at which it is sold, will repay us in time. 

As we expect several thousand orders, it will be wise to order at once, so 

you will not be delayed. 

Price Twenty -five Cents Prepaid 
CLOTH BOUND, FIFTY CENTS 

Send money or express order or coin, stamps or checks not accepted 

MODERN ELECTRICS PUBLICATION 
233 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
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Magazine 

40 Per Cent. On Your Subscriptions 

The Greatest 
Bargains 

We Save You As Much As 

MODERN ELECTRICS $1.00 OUR 

COSMOPOLITAN (or American, or Good Housekeeping) 1.50 PRICE 

REVIEW OF REVIEWS 3.00 $ .00 
Regular Price, - $5.50 1 `- 

Modern Electric. $1.00 Modern Electric. $1.00 
World's Work 3.00 Our Pearson's 1.50 Our 
Everybody's 1.50 
Delineator .............. 1.00 

Price 

$4*" 
Leslie's Weekly 5.00 Price 

$5.40 
Regular Price, - $6.50 Regular Price, - $7.50 

Modern Electric. ...... ... $1.00 Modern Electric. . $1.00 
Good Housekeeping . 1.00 Our Review of Reviews 3.00 Our 

The Outlook .... .. ........ 3.00 Price 

4.25 

McClure's Magazine 1.50 
Woman's Home Companion 1.00 

Price 
$4.20 

Regular Price. . $5.00 Regular Price, - $7.00 

Modern Electric& $1.00 Modern Electric'........... $1.00 
Pictorial Review 1.00 Our The World Today 1.50 Our 
Cosmopolitan, (or American or 

Good Housekeeping) 1.50 
Price 

$235 
Pearson's . . 1.50 

Price 

$2.40 
Regular Price, - $3.50 Regular Price, - $4.00 

MODERN ELECTRICS 
IN CONNECTION 
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" Gunter's Magazine .... .. 2.50 2.00 " Recreation 4.00 3.00 
" Harper's Magazine or Weekly 5.00 4.30 " Review of Reviews 4.00 2.30 

Bazaar..... .... 2.00 1.50 " Scientific American 4.00 3.30 
" Judge's Weekly 6.00 5.90 " Telephony 4.00 3.10 
" The Ladies World 1.50 1.10 " Suburban Life 4.00 3.05 
" Leslie's Weekly 6.00 5.00 " Success 2.00 1.50 
.. Lippincott's 3.50 2.50 " Sunset 2.50 1.30 
" McClure's Magazine 2.50 1.80 " Travel 2.50 1.80 
" Metropolitan 2.50 1.75 " Women's Home Companion. 2.50 1.80 
" Modern Priscilla 1.75 1.30 " The World Today 2.00 1.40 

Canadian and Foreign Postage to be added to above prices. 
We will gladly quote on any Magazine combination not listed above. 

Prompt and careful service assured. 
It is impossible to get the Magazines quoted in our list cheaper elsewhere. 

MAIL ALL ORDERS TO 

Modern Electrics Publication 
2 33 FULTON STREET NEW YORK 
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The Greatest and Most Instructive Volume ever Issued b 
740 Pages. Over 1000 Illustrations. 300 Authors. 

650 Articles of Unusual Interest. 

Volume No. 3 should be in your Electrical Library, it is not complete without it. All new discoveries and inventions made. during 1910 are fully described in this volume. If you have a workshop or laboratory, 
Volume No. 3 will be of invaluable aid to you in your experiments and researches. If you are a " How -to- make -it- yourself " man, Vol. No. 3 will be a veritable gold mine of interest for you. 

If you have read Answers of the 
Vol. No. 3 you can "Oracle." These truthfully say that i 1173 answers are the your electrical knowl- most complete and 
edge is fully up -to- accurate ones pub - date. lishedanywhere in the 
As for the Wireless world, and Vol. No. 3 
Man, he would no is well worth having more think to be with- for the ` ` Oracle " sec - out Vol. No. 3 than -' "v tion alone. 
to receive mes- If you think of de- 
sages without his veloping a new idea, 
phones and detector. or to bring out some - If you have any puz- thing new, Vol. No. zling' questions, you 3 will be worth its will surely find an weight in gold to you. answer in the 1173 The price is low now. Questions and it will be raised later, 
therefore order to -day, tomorrow never comes. Price of Complete Bound 
Volume No. 3, bound in rich black cloth, gold stamped front and back. 

By Mail extra anywhere U. S. and foreign. $0.30 
No checks nor stamps accepted 

GRAND SPECIAL -Bound Volume No. 2 (812 pages) and Bound Volume No. 8, two volumes. 
Regular price, $2 75, NOW 

By Mail extra anywhere U. S. and foreign. $0.55 
No checks nor stamps accepted 

MODERN ELECTRICS PUBLICATION, 233 Fulton St., New York 

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics." 



MODERN EI,ECTRICS 

HIGHEST CLASS OF 

MOLDED ELECTRICAL 

INSULATION 

1 Shellac Composition 
-black -brown -Mica; substitute for hard rubber. 

2 Sternoid 
We are the Pioneers in this country of Heat- 
proof Electrical Molded Insulation. 

500 ° F. without softening. 
A perfect insulator. 

CLAIMS Non - Hygroscopic. 
High mechanical resistance, can 

be tapped or drilled. 
Metal parts can be molded in. 

3 Stern-BAKELITE 
Heatproof - splendid for high tension, line and overhead 
insulation. 

PRACTICALLY UNBREAKABLE 
We solicit your correspondence -blue prints, models 

DICKINSON MANUFACTURING CO. 
KURT R. STERNBERG 

Treasurer and General Manager 

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
J. H. PARKER. Sales Agent 

No. 6 Hawley Street. Boston. Mass. 

V. n writing, please mention "Modern Electrics." 
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I+ JUNE 
Kook! took!! Kook!!! 

(ebb i'l: attrta1 *ale 
Before taking inventory, we wish to dispose of the following material, ALL IN GOOD CON- 

DITION. Look over our list and admit that you have never seen any such values before. This 
material is positively sold BELOW COST. Order quick -To- day -before somebody gets ahead of 
you. NO ORDER FOR LESS THAN 60 CENTS ACCEPTED. 

Only full spools, as shown, sold. Will not break up any spool. Especially suited for Spark 
Coils. S. C.- single cotton; D. C.- double cotton ; S. S.- single silk covered. 
No. 20 B. & S., S. C. 4 lbs Catalog Price $2.32 -.Now $1.40 
No. 30 B. & S., D. C. 5 oz 0.45 .27 

No. 30 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 3 oz 46 0.48 " .30 
No. 30 B. & S., S. B. 1 lb. 3 oz " 3.04 " 1.8 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 2 lb. 12 oz 9.45 ' 5.70 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 1 lb. 9 oz 64 5.38 " 3.25 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. Enamel i lb. 4 oz 4.30 " 2.80 
No. 32 B. & 8., S. S. Enamel 4 oz " 0.88 .55 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 10 oz 64 2.15 1.30 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 13 oz 2.80 " 1.88 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 6 lbs " 20.40 12.25 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. 3 lb. 7 oz 6.80 " 4.10 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 2 lb. 4 oz " 7.65 " 4.80 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. 2 lb. 5 oz 46 4.60 ' 2.76 
No. 32 B. & S., S. S. 2 lb. 6 oz " 4.72 " 2.85 
No. 33 B. & 8., S. S. 3 lb. 15 oz " 7.82 " 4.70 
No. 34 B. & S., S. S. 11 oz ' 1.76 1.06 
No. 34 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 13 oz 3.77 ' 2.27 
No. 34 B. & S., S. S. Enamel 1 lb 8 oz 44 6.98 " 4.20 
No. 34 B. & S., S. S. 14 oz 44 4.06 " 2.45 
No. 34 B. & S., S. S. 1 lb. 12 oz 44 4.45 " 2.70 
No. 34 B. & S., S. S. 1 lb. 4 oz 3.16 Of 1.90 
No. 35 B. & S., S. S. 2 lb. I oz 46 5.95 3.80 
No. 36 B. & S., S. S. 5 oz 46 1.00 0.80 
No. 36 B. & S., S. S. 1 lb. 4 oz 66 4.00 " 2.40 
No. 36 B. & 8., S. S. 1 lb. 10 oz " 5.20 " 8.12 
No. 36 B. & S., S. B. 6 oz " 1.20 " 0.75 
No. 36 B. & S., S.S. 12 oz 2.40 " 1.46 
No. 40 B. & S.. S. S. 1 lb. 8 oz SG 9.50 " 5.70 

NOTE. -The enamel, single silk covered wire was made especially by the General Electric 
Company for spark coil work. 

ALUMINUM MAGNET WIRE. 
Something new for spark coils. On account of the higher resistance % lees wire needed than 

for copper. One ounce of this replaces six of copper wire. 
No. 35 B. & S., Aluminum S. S. 4 oz Catalog Price $2.90 Now $1.78 
No. 36 B. & S., Aluminum S. S. 4 oz 3.40 2.05 
No. 36 B. & S., Aluminum S. S. 4 oz " 3.40 2.05 
156 SOLID MAHOGANY CASES (Took them in payment of old debt). Heavy nickel handle. 

especially suited for portable wireless seta. If you can have this box made for less than 
$2.00, we will refund your money. Absolutely new; finest polish. Size 9x53x7 %. Price.. $1.00 

ONE LARGE WAVEMETEB, E. I. Co. make. Cost to build, $22.00. Size 10x10x11. Price... $12.50 
ONE EXPERIMENTAL 2 -INCH SPARK COIL. with two vibrators (one on each end of core). 

Cost to build, $11.00. Now 9.00 
ONE IMPORTED FRENCH MILLIAMPEREMETER. Cost originally, $26.85. Now 15.00 
THREE WESTERN ELECTRIC, 300 Ohm commercial relays, hard rubber covered spools, 

adjustable. Size 8x41/214% inches. Price originally (each), $7.50. Now (each) 4.00 
ONE SOLID "ELECTROSE" LEAD -IN, 9x2% inches; 1 -inch hole. Cost originally, $2.75. 

Now 1.26 
ONE THERMO -ELECTRIC CELL. Works with gas; can be used to light a small lamp. Cost 

$10.00. Now 8.00 
36 FRENCH IMPORTED AUTOMATIC ABC LAMPS. Fine regulation. For regular light- 

ing work and for wireless telephone and singing arc light. Cost originally, each, $8.00. 
Will refund money if not satisfactory. Resistance goes with each lamp. Now. each 8.50 

ONE 1 -5 H. P. 6 -VOLT MOTOR. Runs on 2 volts. An old type, but a generous built motor. 
Has surprising power. Cost originally, $12.50. Weight, 8 lbs. Now 4.00 

ONE HARD RUBBER TUBE. 8 -inch diameter, 8% inches long, % inch thick. Cost originally, 
$4.00. Now 

850 NEW MAHOGANY FINISHED (our No. 9230) Detector Bases. Cost, each, 10c. Now 
175 NEW MAHOGANY FINISHED (our No. 1008) Auto Coherer Bases. Cost, each, 10c. Now 
750 NEW MAHOGANY FINISHED (our No. 834x% in.) "Telimcometer" Bases. Cost, each, 

9e. Now 
109 NEW OAK (our No. 9002), old model Electrolytic Detector Bases, 1 inch thick, 5 inch 

diameter. Cost, each, 15e. Now 
35 NEW OAK FINISHED (our No. 12000 and 12001) Loose Coupler Frames (ends are slightly 

warped). Cost 55e. To clear ont, each, now 
15 NEW OAK Fl .ISHED (our No. 8050 and 8050), Transformer Coil Cases (slightly warped 

covers). Cost 50e. Each, now 30e 
2160 NEW OAK Coherer and Decoherer Bases (our No. 1097) ; edges finely finished. Size 

7237,421,4 in. Cost 16e. Now 9c 
GERNSBACK RELAY ELECTROMAGNET IL Used on the Patent Gernsback Relay. 

Size l'4x35 in. Finely finished. Silver contact on core. Three kinds (all same size). 20 
Ohms, 50 Ohms, 75 Ohms. Bottom of core takes 8 -32 screw. Cost 29e, 37e, 49e each, respec- 
tively. Will sell this month as follows: 20 Ohms, each, 20e; 50 Ohms, each, 80e; 75 
Ohms. each, 40e. By mail extra, each 4c. 

2.00 
6c 
6c 

1 
tic 

20e 
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BARGAINS 

No.1037.39. Volt or Ammeter, 
Regular price, $3.00 

This Month, $2.75 

No. 555. O V GO A, Storage Battery, 
Regular price, $8 i0. 

'l'hla Month, $7.50 

No. 9220a. Adjustable Spark Gap, 
Regular price, $1.00 
This Month, í45e 

No. í070. Amateur Phones, 
2000 ohms, Double Pole, 

Regular price, $4.50, 
This Month, $4.20 

No. 1492. Water 
Motor, Regular price, 
$4 00, 
This Month, $3.4 

Adjustable Lamp Bracket, 
Regular price, $1.25 
This Month, 65e 

No. 9235. Peroxide of Lead Detector, 
Regular price, $1 25 

This Month. $1.00 

4 Inch Liquid Geissler Tube, Regular price $1.25. 
This Month, 2Ne Six Inch Liquid Tube, 40 

NO. 9950. jr. Tuner, Bare Wire Wound, liard rubber ends, 
Best Tuner made. Regular price, $2.1111. This mon: h, $1.811 

Above prices good only up to July 10th NI 
If articles are to be mailed, add mail charges 

HAVE you a copy of our famous 196 Page Electrical Cyclopedia No. 9. containing over 
400 illustrations? The most wonderful book ever printed, containing more information on all 
electrical and Wireless subjects than a $8.00 text -book. Send 4c postage today and we will promptly 

mail it. Postal cards NOT answered. 

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO. 233 -Z FULTON ST., NEW YORK 
"EVERYTHING FOR THE EXPERIMENTER" Retail Store, 69 West Broadway 
for lump aid tie Middle West (WHOLESALE ONLY, w asad veers) AMD MON 11611T i SWUM CO., 70 lasaik Street, Gimp, IN. 



The Trend of Sane 
American Accumulation 

0 
NEW 'YORK. 

CI The history of the Sterling Debenture Corporation confirms 
the belief that Americans are rapidly learning to distinguish 

intelligently between True Investing and Speculating in "Listed" 
Stocks. 

CI France has become a "Nation of Bankers" because the 
Frenchman, with true investment instinct, puts his money little 

by little into well -selected, permanent holdings. He never specu- 
lates, and his accumulation shows patience, prudence and de- 
termination. 

The policies and methods of this Corporation put a premium 
on conservative accumulation by placing before the American 

investing public the opportunity to become affiliated with worthy 
bank and industrial enterprises that have withstood the searching 
merit tests that characterize our investigation of all such enter- 
prises. 

CIOur world -wide clientele of 45,000 satisfied customers, repre- 
senting thoughtful and discriminating investors, in every walk 

of life, shows the trend of sane American accumulation. 

C Through the United States mails, which is jhé, only medium 
we employ for the dissemination of facts relative to the enter- 

prises with which we are affiliated as Distributing Agents, we 
should like to acquaint you with some unusual investment oppor- 
tunities. Write for pamphlet No. 359. 

STERLING DEBENTURE CORPORATION 

NEW YORK CITY 

\1 !.en writing, pecase mention "Modern Electric s. 


